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ABSTRACT
The primary purpose of this study was to provide a set of social criteria for use in
selecting among alternative flood management strategies. These social criteria provide
decision-makers with important considerations if enhancing the well-being of residents at
risk fiom flood is to be an overall goal in flood management planning. WhÏle potentidIy
applicable to a broad range of decision-making models, the social criteria are presented so

as to be suitable to a multiple-criteria decision analysis h e w o r k , a decision-making
fiamework suitable in addressing complex water resources management problems.

To obtain information on the flood-related concerns and needs of Manitoba residents, a
survey questionnaire on the psychosocial impacts of the Red River flood of 1997 was

administered to a sample of residents across several at-risk communities. This exploratory
survey identified a broad range of impacts fiom the flood on individuals, families and to a
more limited extent, communities. In addition to answering closed questions, respondents
were given an opportunity to expand upon issues and offer additional insights if they
chose. Data fiom the survey was organized under a number of dimensions of flood
impact including severity of flooding, evacuatiun impacts, economic impacts, family
impacts,

community impacts, knowledge, nkk communication and waming, fùture plans,

and behavior impacts. In addition, there was particular emphasis in describing stressrelated impacts which appeared as the primary dependent variables in the study, narnely
stress and stress syrnptoms, psychosocial symptorns of distress, and physical heaZth
impacts.
Flood history and flood management activities in Manitoba, and particularly the events of
the 1997 flood, were also reviewed in some detail to provide context to the study. By
condensing this information and the results of the survey questionnaire, several sets of
factors were identified that must be considered if negative psychosocial impacts residents
are to be rninimized in flood management planning. By considering these factors and
ways of mitigating negative impacts, six cnteria were developed for decision-makers to
use when evaluating flood management strategies and in selecting among several of
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them. The six criteria include: 1) maximize community level involvement 2) maximize

effective communication regarding flood risk and planning (3) maximize appropriateness
and responsiveness of seMces to individual families (4) minimize persond economic
losses of residents (5) minimize life dismption (6) rninimize stress and stress symptoms
(including physical health symptoms).
The six social cnteria that are presented concisely address the most prevalent concems of
residents in at-risk communities in 1997. They are presented in terms of the direction in
which they should be measured, in other words it is clear whether decision-makers should
be maxirnizing or minirnizing the criteria. This is consistent with a multi-cntena decision

analysis hnework. The criteria are also presented with reference to the three stages of
flood management (planning, emergency response, and recovery) to show how applicable
each criterion is to each stage.
Ultimately, it is decision-makers that will decide how much weight to give each socid
criterion as compared to other critena (such as economic ones). Paying heed, however, to
these social evaluation criteria will help them eliminate less socially desirable alternatives
or solutions to flood management problems. A particular benefit of the multi-criteria
decision analysis fiamework referenced in this study is that the level of importance
placed on each social criterion (relative to any and al1 other criterion) will be clearly
evident when decisions are made.
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CHAPTER 1:
1.7

INTRODUCTION

Preamble

The Red River flood of 1997, referred to as the "Flood of the Century", has reminded
residents of Manitoba of their vulnerability to the forces of nature. It has prompted ali
Ievels of government to give renewed attention to flood management issues because of
the extent and cost of darnages.
There is no doubt that the flood significantly impacted people. Most residents of southem
Manitoba were affected in some way, either directly or indirectly, as the waters rose.
Most significantly affected were those people in communities under evacuation order.
These people had to either abandon their homes or remain behind to engage in a difficult,
protracted and dangerous struggle against the Red River. Many families and communities
sustained heavy losses through damage to homes or property. When the waters went
d o m it was evident that social impacts were considerable.
In this study, social critena are proposed which decision-makers can use in selecting
flood management strategies. The criteria were determined by identi*g

the

psychosocial impacts of the 1997 flood, and those issues which must be considered in
decision-making if negative impacts to residents and communities are to be rninimized.
The social criteria are presented so as to be applicable to a Multi-Critena Decision
Analysis (MCDA) fkamework, but could be applied generally to other decision-making
models.

1.2 Organization of the Study
Chapter 1 contains a brief presentation of the background to the research problem to be
examined in this study, i.e. development of social critena for use in a Multi-Criteria
Decision Analysis framework in flood management. A concise statement of the problem
will be provided. Research objectives, a bnef discussion of rnethods, scope, delimitation

and the importance of the project will also be presented.
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Chapter 2 contains a review of literature pertinent to the topic. The three broad topics
considered are psychosocial impacts fiom nahird disasters, flood management in the Red
River Basin, and Multiple Criteria Decisioo Aaalysis.
Chapter 3 presents the proposed methods for the study and justification for the choices
made.
Chapter 4 presents a discussion of flooding dong the Red River in Manitoba, and
overviews the events of the flood of 1997, including flood management activities.
Chapter 5 is a discussion of the survey questionnaire on psychosocial impacts fiom the
1997 flood. More analysis of the survey and the applicable graphs of variables appear in
Chapter 6 and in Appendix 3 Chapter 6 begins with a summary of the factors of most significance in denving social
cnteria for use in flood management decision-making. Then the six proposed critena are
outlined, with the rationale for their selection if negative psychosocial impacts to
individuals and families are to be reduced in future decision-making. This is the
fulfillment of the primaq objective of this study, namely to use the exploratory case
study data to develop a set of social cntena. This is followed by a number of
recommendations for fuaher research that have emerged out of this study. A brief
conclusion completes the chapter.

1.3 Background to the Study
Flooding is common to the Red River Valley; however the devastation of the 1997 flood
has exposed a vulnerabiIity to flood damage, a vulnerability to which many Manitobans
have been indifferent until now. Much of this indifference has been due to extensive
structural flood control measures implemented in the 1960's and 1970's. These works
have created a sense of security in many communities, most particularly in Winnipeg.
However, because of the enorrnity of darnages in 1997, govemments and at-nsk
Page
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comrnunities are loolcing to better prevent or reduce damages in the future. This requires
a decision-making process that can evaluate which flood management strategies are best.
Flood management planning is a complex task. While decision-makers normally have a
number of structural and nonstructural alternatives available for consideration, each one
has various economic, environmental, and social impacts. Al1 alternatives are subject to

practical constraints, as well, such as financial costs of the project For decades, most
flood management decisions have been made based almost exclusively on economic
criteria, most notably benefit-cost analysis. Traditional benefit-cost analysis has focussed
on costs such as implementation and maintenance of a selected alternative, and direct and
indirect benefis in the form of a total change in income resulting fiom the project.
Broader social costs and environmental costs (costs borne by members of society) are
ofien not fully included in benefit-cost analysis. Consequently, the results of traditional
economic analysis do not provide sufficient information on the real costs/benefits,
namely the tangible and intangible costs and benefits to society of a selected alternativeOne way to expand the information used in flood management decision-making is to
include social criteria as well as economic criteria in evaluating alternatives. This
research provides the social criteria to be used in evaluation of flood management
altematives.

The major source of data on impacts was a questionnaire survey

administered during the summer of 1997 to residents south of Winnipeg. This data was
analyzed, and considered in the light of information obtained on flood management in the
Red River Basin and, more specifically, on flood management activities which took place
in 1997. An important underlying assumption in this study was that the reduction of

negative psychosocial impacts should be one goal in selecting flood management
strategies. The social critena generated reflect the most urgent social considerations for
decision-makers if negative social impacts are to be reduced or prevented in southem
Manitoba,
There are a series of steps in the decision-making process. These steps include the
following sequence: establishment of goals and objectives; problem identification and
Page
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analysis; formulation of alternatives and analysis; recommendations; decisions; operation
and management (Goodman, 1984 in Sirnonovic, 1997). The cnteria provided at the
conclusion of this study constitutes input to the "formulation of alternatives and analysis"
phase. It is in this phase that ail criteria, including social ones, are selected and utilized in
comparison of alternatives.
One decision-making approach which uses specific criteria, some of which are potentially
conflicting or incommensurable, is Multi-Cnteria Decision Analysis (MCDA). This
approach actually strives to include a comprehensive list of criteria in evaluating various
solutions under consideration. It can and will clari& the trade-off between social,
environmental, and economic criteria (or objectives) in flood management. In fact,
MCDA essentidly takes a complex management problem, consults with decision-makers

or stakeholders to explore the range of goals and objectives (criteria) sought, and
represents and analyzes the trade-off between objectives (or criteria) in ranking al1
decision altematives. This process requires decision-makers' experience and judgments
about the alternatives. No one "optimal" solution is sought; rather a set of compromise
solutions to choose fiom is provided. MCDA ernploys a variety of techniques, some
highly mathematical, which permit the comparison or trade-off between alternatives even

when objectives are numerous, varied, and intangible. The MCDA approach guarantees
that social criteria which are identified at the outset of the decision-making process will
be included in the process of evaluating alternatives, and trade-off arnong objectives will
be visible and not hidden.

In summary, the Red River flood of 1997 offered an opportunity to iden-

psychosocial

impacts of flooding on select Manitoba residents (and their communities) for the purpose
of generating social criteria for use in fiture flood management decision-making. Use of
a concise set of social criteria can greatly augment the decision-making process in future
by reflecting, at least in part, the needs and experiences of residents impacted by the 1997

flood.
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Research Objectives
The primary objective of this research was to develop a set of socid criteria that can be
used in evaluating alternative flood management strategies. It was done using case study
data on the psychosocial impacts of the 1997 Red River Valley flood, and information
gathered on flood management practices in Manitoba's Red River Basin. The criteria are
presented so as to be suitable for use in a Multi-Criteria Decision Analysis fkmework;
however, it is important to note that the cnteria could be readily applied in a number of
decision models. In this research the focus is on the determination of suitable social
critena for use in flood management and not in determining which decision-making
mode1 should be used. That is well beyond the scope of this study. However, the use of

MCDA in water resources management is established in the literature, most notably
because of its ability to handle extremely complex decision problems characterized by
multiple and Often conflicting objectives.
The initial plan to develop the social criteria through use of a survey of fiooded residents

(in 1997) ernerged because it was evident that there was very little information on the
experiences and concerns of citizens who experience (or are at risk fkom) flooding dong
the Red River in Manitoba. It was decided that social criteria intended to improve quality
of life for potential flood victims had to reflect residents' social reality in order to be
effective, and that solutions for minimizing negative impacts fiom floods and flood
management decisions had to be applicable to their social environment. Information
attained directly fiom residents themselves was seen as the best means of understanding
their social reality. Hence, a survey was used to gather information on residents'

experiences and concerns foIlowing the 1997 flood and to provide a broad picture of their
stmggles and concerns, and the resources they reqnired to cope with the flood situation.
The survey was specifically on "psychosocial" impacts of the flood. In this study, the
terni "psychosocial impacts" referred to impacts of the flood which affected
psychologicd processes (eg. emotions, beliefs), and ultimately the well-being of
individuals at risk for flooding within the context of their social environment.
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Information of many types was sought fiom residents; the survey probed individual
psychological impacts (e.g. emotional and cognitive responses) and impacts at the social
level (e.g. family, comrnunity). The survey data was later organized and aggregated into

key themes that reflected the most prevalent concems of residents. Then, to address the
concems and problems faced by residents, six cnteria were developed that decision-

makers should be considering when decisions related to flood management are made.
The specific objectives of the study were:
1. to present an overview of the characteristics of flooding along the Red River in

Manitoba, and review the flood control system
2. to describe the 1997 flood including flood management activities during the event in

order to provide a context to the case study
3. to overview psychosocial impacts of the 2997 flood

on

members of selected

comrnunities through analysis of survey data
4. to develop a set of social critena applicable to Multi-Criteria. Decision Analysis for

use in evaluating akemative flood management strategies

5.5 Methodology
To accomplish the above stated objectives it was necessary to review related literature.
Sources of S o m a t i o n for the literature review included various books, journal articles,
public records and govemment personnel.
A literature search was required on the psychosocial impacts of flood and nahiral
disasters, with particular attention to the types of information which should be sought in
deterrnining flood impacts on humans. Literature review was also done related to flood
management, and specifically how decision-making is done. Objectives 1 and 2, related
to flooding in along the Red River and events of the flood of 1997, required literature
Page
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review and the results are discussed in Chapter 4. Finally, the scholarly literature was
reviewed on the topic of Multi-Criteria Decision Analysis and the role of criteria in that
decision-making fiamework.
M e r the literature review was completed the survey used in this study was designed. It
was intended to be exploratory and effectively provide a ccsnapshot"of a broad range of

impacts felt by the interviewed flood victims, their families, and to a more limïted extent,
their communities. Two methodological priorities of this study included 1) getting into

the field as soon after the crisis event as possible 2) mininiizing any stress to victims that

could arise fi-om participation in this study.
The survey interview schedule included factual and attitudinal questions, and resulted in
collection of both quantitative and qualitative data. Open-ended questions enhanced
understanding of people's expenences and attitudes and identified some factors or
variables that victims felt may have increased the negative impact of the flood.
The questionnaire was administered to fi*-two

victims in six different bbcommunity"types.

households in al1 and drawn f?om

These six communities represent broad

categories of victims in the 1997 flood. The interviewees came fiorn:
1. An urban community
2. A suburban comrnuni~
3. An urban f i g e community

4. A diked / protected rural community

5. An undiked / unprotected rural commmity
6 . Rural homesteads and farms

The survey questionnaires were administered by one interviewer, who went door to door

in the communities to locate willing respondents. Breadth rather than depth was the focus
of these interviews, since the generation of a set of social criteria must reflect a wide
range of impacts in order to be sufficiently comprehensive to be used iri decision-making.
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While possible associations between some variables (which af5ect psychosocial impact)
were noted in analysis, this study is clearly exploratory. Hence, its major purpose is to
develop ideas fiom the data as to what social criteria rnay help reduce the negative
impacts of k t u r e flooding on Red River Basin residents in Manitoba. Verification of
hypotheses related to impacts of flooding is not intended in this exploratory work.
Recomrnendations for M e r research were an anticipated outcorne. Statistical
significance was not possible given that sampling was problematic, sarnple size was
small, and not sufficiently random. This is discussed fiirther in Chapter 3.
Once the survey data was analyzed to depict the nature and magnitude of psychosocial
impacts, in the context of what is known about flooding and flood management in the
Red River Basin, it was synthesized h t o a concise set of social criteria. These criteria are
appropriate for use in a multi-criteria decision-making fiamework in flood management,
and in considering both structural and non-structural flood damage reduction measures.

1.6 Scope, Assumptions and Delimitation of the
Research
The survey to identify psychosocial impacts of the 1997 flood is limited geographically to
a region within roughly 80 km of the city of Winnipeg, in the province of Manitoba.
Therefore, al1 outcornes of the research may not be generalized to al1 parts of the Red
River Valley; the valley itself extends close to 900 km (550 miles), to the south of
Winnipeg (See Figure 4.1).
The case study method (which involves a selection of several communities arnong many)
places constraints on applicability of results because there are many diverse co~nmUILities
in the Red River Valley. However, because the communities selected were chosen
deliberately to be representative of a variety of different community types, there is an
assumption that, given the limited resources available, the i n t e ~ e wresults yielded a
usehl overview of psychosocial impacts on individuals, families and communities in the
Red River Valley. This is one of the most valuable contributions of this research.
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It may fûrther be possible, with care, to generalize results to other regions in which there
are sipificant similarities in the flooding environment (e.g. very flat terrain, slow moving
floods). The Red River Basin has various geophysical characteristics which result in
slow rnoving floods and substantial warning t h e for most at-nsk communities
(especially as compared to areas that expenence flash floods). The water also tends to
remain for days or even weeks in the case of large floods. Overall, the increased warning
time enhances the ability to prevent loss of iife, but the longer duration flood increases
damage significantly because of the standing water. Consequently, victims in areas which
are prone to flash flooding for instance, would have some experiences that are markedly
different than in the Red River Basin, therefore results of this study must be applied
cautiously to those areas.
There is another reason that the results of this study should be applied cautiously outside
of Manitoba, particularly in other countries. Because flood management is such a
complex issue, the institutional, ecological, economic, and cultural characteristics of a
region will significantly affect the types of impacts fiom flooding and the types of flood
management options available to decision-makers. The social criteria generated in this
research will consequently have more applicability to other developed counûies than to
developing countries.
Attainrnent of the primary objective of this study makes two major assmptions, namely,
1) reduction of negative psychosocial impacts is desirable, and 2) decision-makers andfor

flood managers are willing to use social cntena in an analytical fiamework for decisionmaking and to somewhat structure their judgements according to residents' preferences.
Flooding in 1997 in the United States and Canada dong the Red River Valley has
resulted in enomous damages, with total damages in Canada of about $600 million
dollars. As of September, 2000 the govemment expenditures alone were $500 million. In
addition to dollar losses are the less tangible, but no less significmt, personal and social
costs of the flood to individuals, families, and communities. This is ultimately a cost to
the public as assistance of various types must be provided to victims during the recovery
Page
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process (e.g. temporary housing, counseling). Governent departrnents responsible for
evaluating the range of options available to reduce, mitigate and prevent flood impacts
need accurate information on the psychosocial and other impacts of fiooding, and the
associated costs, if they are to effectively manage the flood-risk This research has
explored the nature of rnany of the impacts on residents, examined it in the context of
flood management in Manitoba, and most importantly, synthesized this knowledge into a
form useable by decision-makers (i.e. a set of social critena). The goals to reduce the
rising human costs and institutional costs from successive floods may well be advanced
through use of these six social criteria in decision-making.
The issue of the human dimension in flood impact evaluation is also an increasingly
prominent theme in recent flood research due, in part, to adoption of more holistic
approaches in natural resources management. This research was particularly timely given
the deployment of the International Joint Commission (IJC) on the Red River Basin. It
has had a bi-national (Canadian-American) mandate to take a cooperative basin-wide
approach in searching for solutions to the escalating frequency of floods in the Red River
Valley (Floodnet Research Conference, Oct, 1997). The IJC, in keeping with a more
holistic philosophy in decision-making, has promised an approach which incorporates to
some extent a public participation model. They have asked for information on the impact
of the 1997 flood on victirns, showing the timeliness of this study. In addition, the IJC
and al1 levels of govemment within Manitoba have been striving to recommend and
operationalize plans to mitigate fûture flood darnages. To make these decisions
effectively, social cntena (against which to compare altemate flood management plans)
are of great importance, particularly to more comprehensively address the needs of
residents. Inclusion of social criteria is also consistent with the concept of sustainable
development, the guiding paradigm for development locally, nationally, and globally.
Finally, the use of psychosocial impact data to generate a list of social criteria which can
then be used in flood management activities, and ultimately reduce the severity of
disruption for victims, is unprecedented in the literature.

This study has much to

contribute to the area of flood management decision-making, particularly in the Canadian
context.
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2.1 introduction and Background
The fiterature available on the use of social criteria for use in flood management decisionmaking is very limited at best. None is available in the form of analysis of a case study
(as accomplished in this study) which looks at psychosocial impacts of flooding on
residents specifically for the purpose of generating social criteria to use in making flood
management decisions,

While limited literature relates directly to the topic, there are three distinct areas which
have relevance to the study. One area which was broadly reviewed was related to the
psychosocial impacts of natural disaster (with particular emphasis on floods) on
individual residents and families. The literature review in this area was used to gain
insight into some of the questions that might be asked in the survey given to residents. An
overview of the concept of stress with reference to stress symptoms, symptoms of distress,
and physical health impacts fiom stress was provided for clarification because these
constitute the main dependent variables in the survey questionnaire. Also discussed under
Psychosociai Impacts Eom Natural Disasters are some of the broader impacts of flood
disasters that have been examined in the literature, most particularly at a societal or
community level. Information regarding some of these impacts was also sought in the
survey administered to victims.
The second major area of literature review included an outline of what constitutes "flood
management", the primary stages involved, and how decision-making is typically done.
This is to offer some clarification of the role that criteria may play in decision-making.

The role of social cnteria was M e r expIained through the third major area of literature
review, narnely an overview of Multiple Critena Decision Analysis, and the potential use
of social cnteria in evaluating alternative flood management strategies.
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2.2 Psychosocial Impacts from Natural Disasters
The term "disaster" is defined extensively in the literature. Two key factors are most
cornmonly incorporated in the defition. One is the acknowledgement that a disaster has
a physical component where there is either destruction to the environment, some type of
physical threat, or loss of life. Secondly, there is a disruption to the social context within
which individuals or groups function; most commonly it is a fairly widespread social
disruption which reduces the normal adaptive capacities of people. At a family level, for
instance, members rnay have to rely heavily on their own resources because access to
outside resources are reduced (Gie1,1990; Figley and McCubbin, 1982; Quarentefi and
Dynes, 1977).

In recent literature, " psychosocial impacts" f?om an extemal agent (such as a disaster)
c m be defined as the complex of distress, dysfunction. and disability which are

manifested in a wide range ofpsychological, social and behavioral outcomes @unn

et

al., 1994). However, it must be noted that psychosocial effects may also involve some

positive outcomes (Taylor et al., 1991) such as feelings of competence or increased
comrnunity solid-.

The three categones of impact are more specifically described

below.

The psychologicd impacts fiom a widespread event can happen at various levels of a
social scale ranging firom individual, social network, or commU1ilty levels. For example,
emotional effects fiom disaster at the individual leveI rnay include negative emotions
such as fear, anger, sense of loss of control, sadness. At the social network level, effects
can include family disniption, interpersonal conflict and social isolation, and (more
positively) increased social cohesion. Community level effects can include such impacts
as dislocation or c o m u a i t y empowerment. (Taylor et al., 1991).
Behavioral impacts fiom a disaster can include a range of responses including, for
example: changes in task performance, information seeking activities, decision-making,
and other new or changed behaviors. In this study there are questions in the survey which
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relate to behavioral effects resulting from the flood such as 1) changes in contact with
comrnunity support systems or 2) ability to cope with problems.
Social impacts fkom natural disaster can be numerous, including a multitude of
environmental and natural resource impacts, as well as more persona1 impacts. This
research is concerned more particularly with the "strictly personal" types of social
impacts. Hasu Naik (1981) states that personal social impacts are those related to social
well-being such as: incorne impacts; life, health and safety impacts; educational, cultural
and recreational impacts; emergency preparedness impacts. Specific examples can
include such factors as f d y disruption, isolation, social cohesion, public activism or
emergence of self-help groups.

2.2.1

Individual Responses to Disaster

The following discussion of some of the prevalent research in the field of psychosocial
impacts, and more particulady flooding, provided input to the selection of social
indicators (particularly independent variables influencing stress-related symptoms) in the
developed survey.
Hansson et al., (1982) examined three variables important to understanding individual
responses to disaster, narnely knowledge, warning and prior experience. He considered
whether these variables mediated the stress associated with urban flooding. Relationships
between each of these three variables and stress were evident, but of a complex nature.
For instance, knowledge of factors uffectingflooding resulted in actions consistent with
greater c a h , perceived control, and less support generally for govemment intervention.
Greater warning was associated with intensified stress (including physical health
impacts), which researchers speculated may be due to uncertainty/anxiety, and an
unspecified waiting penod for the disaster to strike. Previously flooded residents, narnely
those with prior experience, were more fearful, depressed, and had more physical health
symptoms than never-flooded residents. They also found that the more recent a victim's
last flood expenence had been, the more likely they were to support adaptive community
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interventions. How recent the pnor flood experience was did not appear linked to
psychologicai or heaith measures in their work.

One study of 1993 floods in the Upper Midwestem United States (Tobin and
Ollenburger, 1996) stated that within the disaster literature it is not unusual to f h d
various degrees of stress exhibited by victims, and for negative emotional and

psychoZogical responses to 1st for prolonged periods. This study revealed that 71% of
120 respondents suffered fiom post-traumatic stress. Also age, gender and income were
not significant predictors of post disaster stress while some other variables such as

previous health conditions, employment status, were. This contradicted some previous
studies, making for ongoing debate. In the conclusion of their study, Tobin and
Ollenburger (1996) emphasized the need for M e r assessrnent of post-traumatic stress
symptoms in victirns of flood. They suggested M e r research be done in other
communities. As well, they saw a need for disaster studies to span a longer time fhme
than a mere few months post-disaster.

How individuals adupt or cope with natural hazards such as flooding has been one area of
focus in the research. Data was used in one study (Laska, 1990) to develop a Flood
Coping Scale fiom a pre-existing mode1 of societal coping to naturd hazards (that of
Burton, Kates, and White, 1978). The data looked at factors believed to be associated

with decisions to adjust to a hazard and to move fkom one mode of adaptive coping to
another. Variables which they identified as significant in considering adaptation and
copuig of victims to flood events included 1) flood-proofing activities / measures

undertaken; 2 ) consideration of moving because of the possibility of flooding; 3) damage
cost; 4 ) household income; 5 ) lobbying activities post-flood; 6) insurance purchase; 7 )
perceived flood severity; 8) future flood control (perception on; 9) belief in a
technologicalfix; 10 ) anticïpatedfu~urewater damage; 1 1) responsibility of homeowners
to protecf their property; and 12) length of expected residence in the cornmunity. The

first five factors appear in this study as independent variables.
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The effects of evacuation or relocation (both tempo-

and permanent) on individuals,

families (and even communities) also appear in the literature. There are some factors
related to the evacuation/relocation process which are known to have an impact on
environmental, social and psychological stress of disaster victims (Riad and Norris,
1996). These factors include: where evacuees were relocated

(i-e. family, fiends,

govemment facility), type of houing and perception of the quality, and degree of conracf
with social network These appear in this study.

In general the literature on the stress effects of evacuation/relocation are mixed. Some
studies have shown that many families are able to cope well; others have shown a
significant increase in newfamily conflcts. Studies in the 1980's showing women to have
more symptoms of depression resulted in a theory that this was due to women being at
home in the disrupted environment while men went out of the home to work. Yet a
subsequent study (1996) did not bear this out as working women and hornemakers
showed no significant difference in depression levels. The causes of many impacts, such
as depression in women, are unclear and require more research.
There are also differences in impact fiom one disaster to another, which are at least partly
due to the type of disaster and severity. It is difficult to draw cornparisons across disasters
and also to discriminate between the significance of the many stressors apparent during
disasters (such as floods) according to Tobin and Ollenburger, 1996. They make a case
that a greater number of welI-conducted case studies are required to clari@ disaster
impacts on people rather than a rapid transition by researchers into explanatory
theoretical fiameworks. Such fiameworks may be greatly flawed given the contradictions
and inconsistencies in case studies to date related to the psychosocial (and other impacts)

of disasters.
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2.2.2

Stress and Stress-relafed Symptoms

The current study uses stress, stress and distress symptoms, and stress-related p hysical
health impacts as the primary dependent variables when considering the impacts of the
1997 flood on its victims. Here, stress and its affects and consequences on individuals
exposed to a stressor will be considered.
Historically, much research on stress came out of a desire to understand breakdowns in
adaptive behavior, that is, disturbances to fimctioning during stress as observed in
extreme situations such a s war, impnsonment, b ereavement (Holroyd and Lazams, 1982).
More recent research has tended to expand into looking less at extreme situations and
more at conditions under which people experience impairment to factors such as morale,
performance, overall functioning, or somatic heaith due to stress (Holroyd and Lazams,
1982).

The literature on stress alone is vast and contains many differing opinions, differences in
emphasis and perspectives, and ultimately a lack of consensus on a definition. To
complicate things M e r , in stress research a lack of standardkation in approach has
resulted in a lack of resolution on many basic questions relating to the effects of stress on
adjustment or adaptation (to a stressor), often a most salient issue in studies related to
stress and disaster. Perhaps it is easiest to think k s t of "stress" in terms of defining
'bstressors~'.Stressors are extemal events or conditions that affect an organisrn with a
resulting impact Preznitz and Goldberger, 1982). Each organism also h a characteristics

of its own which affect the impact of the stressor. BrePiitz and Goldberger (1982) claim
that somewhere between the stressor and the effects lies the subjective expenence of
stress itself, an expenence they believe to Iie outside the realm of objective inquiry.

Hans Selye is an influential researcher on stress who proposed the General Adaptation
Syndrome, a paradigm that looks at an organism's nonspecific response to a stressor
through a series of stages in response (the stages include the a l a m stage, stage of
resistance, stage of exhaustion). His paradigm functions largely independent of the
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source or type of stress. In fact, he defined "stress" as the nonspeczfk (i.e. cornmon),
result of any demand upon the body, be the effect mental or somatic" (Selye in
Goldberger and Breznitz, 1982, p.7). He claims that a variety of dissimilar situations
ranging f?om concentration, fear, pain, humiliation, and even success can produce stress,
and given this, the keys to stress lie perhaps in hurnan biology rather than the factor

causing the stress. Other authors agree with Selye that the consequences of stress cannot
be understood merely in terms of the nature of the stressfid event, but their ernphasis is
less on the biology of stimulus and response and more on how an individual who is
experiencing stressfiil circumstances attaches personal meaning to the event(s) and
struggles to cope with the new circumstances.

In other words, part of stniggling with a stressfid event such as a flood disaster, according
to some researchers, is partly attributable to certain psychological chmcteristics (e-g.
independence) which rnay operate directly on how an individual appraises a situation.
This appraisal predisposes them to perceive a particular class of events .as highly
threatening (or not) to persona1 security. Thus certain psychological characteristics may
contribute to predisposing the individual to appraise a wider (or lesser) range o f events as
threatening, or perhaps predispose certain individuais to bio logic biases in appraisal of
stressful events that can lead to disease (i.e. physical health impacts) pepue, Monroe, &
Shackman, 1979 in Goldberger and BrepUtz, 19821.

Holdroy and Lazanis (1982), in looking at psychological stress and individual
psychological characteristics, state that the individual's efforts to manage and shape the
stress experience are actually conceptualized in terms of two interacting processes:
appraisal and coping. The appraisal process following a stressful event "refers to the
evaluative process that imbues a situational encounter with meaning for a person"
(Holroyd and Lazanis, 1982). During appraisal something of importance is recognized as
at stake or in jeopardy, and evaluation of options, opposing demands, constraints and
resources help to moderate the sense of jeopardy. According to Holroyd and! Lazanis,
events are "appraised" as benign, positive or stressful. The stressful events can b e placed

in one of three categories 1) threat (anticipation of harm), 2) h m - l o s s (damage has
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already been judged to have occurred) and 3) challenge (where h m potential exists but
also the potential for mastery (or gain), and the outcome can in fact by influenced by the
individual).
Coping then follows appraisal. By one definition coping refers tu "efforts tu master

conditions of hamz, threat, or challenge when a routine or automatic response is nor
read2y available" (Monat and Lazarus, 1977, p.8). Another definition, by Pearlin and
S chooler (1978) in Golciberger and Breznitz, (1982) considers "coping" relative to

emotional distress where coping is seen to refer to any response to external life-strains
that serves to prevent, avoid, or control emotional distress. Pearlin and Schooler look

M e r at coping, and i d e n t e two types of resources that are available to individuals
which impact coping strategies. First there are psychological charactenstics/resources

which would include personality charactenstics that are drawn upon to help withstand
threats.

Second there are social resources which refer to environmental supports Like

family, &ends, neighbors.
Holroyd and Lazarus (1982) explain that coping options are influenced by previous
experience, generalized beliefs about self and the environment, and the availability of
personal (eg. problem-solving skills) and environmental (eg. social support; available
money) resources. They note that in sociological and epidemiological literature these
environmental resources are seen to moderate the health consequences of stress by
facilitating effective coping (Holroyd and Lazarus, 1982).

There is an increasing

acknowledgement in the health field that health outcornes fiom exposure to events are a
product of effective coping rather than simply a consequence of the presence or absence
of stress.

The actual literature related to the relationship between stress and physical illness is filled
with much confusion and controversy about the nature of the relationship. Zegans (1982)
discusses stress responses as characterized by several stages. He maintains that each of
the five stages of Stress Response that he describes (alam, appraisal, searching for a

coping strategy, stress response, and relation of stages of rhe stress response tu
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alterations in body processes) can be accompanied by physiological reactions. Physicd
health problems, he claims, c m occur with prolonged alarm, inadequate appraisal,
inadequate coping, and proionged coping. These reactions form the basis for stress
related dr'sease. While much remains unknown about the details of the link between
health and stress, it is generaily accepted to exist. Researchers continue to try to
understand whether negative health impacts fiom stress are related to certain factors, for
exarnple, the nature of the stressor, nature of the appraisal, the coping mechanism, affects
of failure of a coping mechanisrn, or constitutional factors.

In addition to physical symptoms related to stress, emotional arousal or response is seen
as one of the most ubiquitous reactions in situations that are considered stressfil

(Mander, L982). Lazarus (1977) maintains that the quality and intensity of ernotional
responses to events (such as a flood) are determined by cognitive processes, and that
these processes also underlie coping activities and continually shape the emotional
reaction by altering the ongoing relationship between a person and their environment.
Emotional states then reflect the person S ongoing adaptation to their environment. This
of couse can vary fi-om person to person depending upon individucrl ciifferences.
Constant feedback and coping with a situation regulate emotions, and emotions are
dynarnic rather than static over time (Lazanis, 1977). In this study respondents were
asked about their expenence of the following emotions during or since the flood: sense of
contml over lzre, conmion, f e u , sense of dependency on others, anger (considered under
Symptoms of Distress) and depression/unhappiness, trouble coping with p r o b h s and
irritability (considered under Stress Symptoms). The use of the term distress is broadly
used here to refer to harmful consequences of damaging stress; this term was actually
defined as such by Selye in 1974.
To evaluate much of the psychosocial and psychological impacts of disasters on
individuals, there are numerous studies that !uok at stress and related symptoms
(including emotiond, psychological, cognitive, or health symptoms) that resulted fkom
the event. Some of these studies were done by applying existing or modified
psychologîcal/ somatic indices, e.g. Louisville Older Persons Event Scale (Hutchins and
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Noms, 1989); State-Trait Anxiety Inventory (Phifer and Noms, 1989); General Health
Questionnaire (Taylor et al., 1994). Some studies attempted to identie impacts on
particular populations - according to life cycle stage

-

such as children or the elderly

(Hutchins and Noms, 1989) or focus particularly on flood victim characteristics and
relationships between these characteristics and coping - such as gender, socioeconomic
factors, education (Laska, 1990).
There is also a sizeable literature which gives more attention to broader societal issues
rather than mere individual response to disasters such as fiooding. Below, some of this
literature will be reviewed for what it targets as some of the most salient issues to
consider in assessing broader impacts of disaster and the implications for community
level planning. They are relevant to this study as some of these impacts and concerns
have emerged in the current analysis.

2.2-3

Psychosocial Impacts and Community Planning

The literature reveals strong proponents of a view that disaster preparation and response

is a social issue, with successful response being dependent to sorne degree on the ability
of social groups (most commonly the "cornrnuni~)to assess, organize and respond to

the threat (Quarantelli and Dynes, 1977; Dynes, 1993; Hannigan and Kueneman, 1978).

This literature aided the selection of some of the independent variables (in the developed
s w e y ) , which influence stress responses in a flood disaster.

One noteworthy case study on flooding achially conducted in Winnipeg, (Hannigan and
Kueneman, 1978), focussed on group level coping rnechanisms (i.e. termed

"

disaster

subculture") to deal with flood threat. They found that the current trend to transfer
everyday functions of society (disaster notwithstanding) over to government institutions
has weakened individual interest/involvement in flood matters. In Winnipeg, this was

exacerbated by the Floodway's construction and the sense of security which followed.
Ideally an at-risk comrnunity will both understand and support the efforts of an
organizational core to mitigate flood damage (i.e. usually government). In Winnipeg,
however, their study concluded this was not the case. They caution that a flood of
proportions comparable to 1826 (the largest flood on record) would enhance the disaster
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subculture by eliminating indifference to flood related matters (in the w a k e of enormous
damages). Research into the 1997 flood offered an opportunity to examine how victims
feel about the responsdsupport of various Zevels of govemment to the flood disaster, what
role the public feels govemment should play in flood fighting and recovery, and what
community responsibility in flood management, if any, exists.
The view that natural disasters are a "social" rather than natural phenornenon where
prevention and mitigation of disaster must stress social rather than physical or technical
fixes is M e r evident in the Iiterature. RR. Dynes (1993) maintains thazt solutions rest
more with social units rather than the nature of the physical agent or cause of the disaster.
Dynes' perspective has much to Say about how disaster planning is done, including a
need for mobilizing at a comrnunity level the human and material resources that are
available, and the need for govemment to foster not "dependence" among potential
victims but "independence". He disputes the idea that a "military model*' of essentially
"command and control", is the most effective way to deal with threat. Instead he
advocates a civilian organization model. Most importantly for this study, Dynes suggests
that problem solvhg is enhanced in an emergency through a bottom up approach utilizing
latent problem solving abilities f?om within the comrnunity rather t h a n a top-down
approach. His assertions ven@ the importance of trying to understand h o w victirns in
1997 felt aided or thwarted by emergency decision-making strategies, and if
communication between community, municipal, provincial, and federal govemments was
effective.
Green et al. (1991) also criticize a command and control or public order model. Similarly,
they maintain that an enabling rnodel which does not expect the public to await
instructions, would be better than a top-down command and control mmdel. However,
their work considers the assumptions under which emergency planners Ifunction. They

suggest that planners are more concemed about the nsks of public response than the
actual nsk of flooding; they see excessive concem about legal liability f o r warnings as a
problem in govemment decision-making. In one case study they showed Chat emergency
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plamers' fear of "panic" (by the public) delayed decisions to evacuate residents in a flood
situation with unfortunate consequences. hterestingly, Green et al. note that actual
"panic" phenomenon is rarely observed, according to the disaster research.
Rochford and Blocker (1991) make some observations about the potential for future
social and political conflict in the aftennath of some "natural" disasters They refer to
increased concem by victims that some disasters are not entirely natural, but partially the
result of human activity and choices. They looked at the rise of public activism and
protest following a flood disaster in Tulsa Oklahoma in 1986. They tested a social
psychological model of activism which looked at disaster interpretation, appraisai of
future threat, and individual coping strategies as predictors of activism. They examined
the view of some experts that how victims interpret and appraise stressful events can
predict how they cope and respond. To summarize a detaiIed investigation into cognitive
processes and adaptive strategies, Rochford and Blocke found that those victims in the
study who viewed flooding as within human control were more likely to feel threatened
by the prospect of future flooding, and become active in social protest. This study

prompted the inclusion of the questions in this survey related to cornmunity activism both
before and d e r the flood,
Society's

response to natural disasters is greatly influenced by public risk

communication. Fitzpatrick and Mileti (1992) developed a causal model of public risk
communication. They concluded that warnings to the public, in order to be complied
with, should be communicated in such a way that: 1) they are personalrZed by those they
are intended to reach and not by others 2) they elicit belief in the message 3) there is
accurate public understanding of what is being said in the warning, and 4) the message is
accurately heard by the public. Almost immediately after the 1997 flood, queries were
made about the types of wamings that were issued, who they applied to, who was actually
at risk, and the amount of time given to some communities to prepare. Public inquiries
have been held into the issue of whether information was deliberately withheld fkom
certain communities (e.g. Ste- Agathe), which delayed preparations. Fitzpatrick and
Mileti (1992) found that a "suspicious" public, who do not believe they are hearing the
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"whole tr~th'~,
will behave according to their suspicions and Likely ignore emergency
instructions or orders. It rnay be of particular importance to deal successfully with the
concems/suspicions of the public in Manitoba following the 1997 flood if friture flood
management and emergency plans are to be successfiil.
A fixther issue touched on by Fitzpatrick and Mileti (1992) is the inclination of people to

attempt to confim waming messages. This may take the forrn of communication with
social networks or with public authonties. It raises the issue of the importance of
consistency of information f?om various sources, such as goverment agencies and
departrnents.
There are also some broader societai issues that arise fiom the evacuation/relocation of
disaster victirns during a flood. For instance, research shows that social stress rises after a
few weeks for victims if they go to live with fiends or extended family groups.
Heightened social support or altruism during the crisis phase of a disaster is a common
response within extended social networks, but can significantly outlive the recovery
phase (Riad and Norris, 1996). High levels of support typically last o d y for severaI
months after a disaster. At that point, non-victirns' support capacity diminishes, and this
c m sometirnes have significant negative consequences for victims who still need

emotional and practical support, particularly if they are still evacuated from their own
home.

2.3 Flood Management
2.3.1

Flood Management Activities

Flood management encompasses a wide range of water resources activities employed to
prevent, reduce or rnitigate the effects offlooding on people, economic activity, and the
environment. In Canada, there are four levels of decision-making in flood management:
federal, provincial, local (city and nual municipal), and persona1 (af5ected people)
(Simonovic, 1998). Responsibility for coordinating the multi-level decision-making
process lies with the Emergency Management Organization (EMO), a civil defense
agency with a federal mandate per the Emergency Preparedness Act. Manitoba EMO is
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responsible for this firnction in Manitoba, and works closely with the Manitoba
Conservation Department - Water Resources Branch whose responsibility it is to do local
flood planning and management. Various other branchesldivisions within the
Conservation Department have areas of responsibility in flood management such as field
operations, emergency response to floods, operation of flood protection systerns, search
and rescue, and security. Some of these fiinctions corne into effect only during a flood.
Not only are there nurnerous authonties at various levels of govemrnent, there are local
cornmunities and individual residents as well who are major stakeholders in decisionmaking related to flood management. With so many stakeholders it is inevitable that there
are conflicts of perception, conflict of interests, and differing interpretations of
conditions/events. What is needed is a means of decision-making which can incorporate
these differences. MCDA is one suggested framework to aid in Einding solutions to flood
dilemmas that arise in ail three stages of flood management: planning, emergency

management and post flood recovery.
During the planning stage of flood management, different alternative measures
(stnictural and nonstructural) are analyzed and compared for possible implementation in
order to minirnize flood damages in a region. Analysis of these alternatives involves
project formulation, understanding advantages and disadvantages of each alternative,
evaluation of project impacts (positive and negative), and relative comparison of
alternative measures (Simonovic, 1999).
The emergency management stage includes regular appraisal of the current flood
situation and operation of control works. Part of the appraisal process is identifying
potential events which c m affect the current flood situation and affect the outcome (e-g.
rainfall, wind setup). At this stage temporary emergency structural works are of€en done
at great cost, and flood-proofing to existing structures. As part of the appraisal,
information is gathered to determine the necessity of evacuation of some areas
(Sirnonovic, 1999). During a flood emergency various institutional arrangements are
revived or cdled upon to assist with the cnsis including various federal acts, disaster cost
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sharing arrangements between the province and the federal govement, and even

military mobilization.
Post flood recovery involves the evaluation of damages, rehabilitation or restoration of
property, and flood assistance to victims under the compensation/rehabilitation mode1
instituted by govement, supplemented by non-govemment organizations and charity.

2.3.2

Flood Management and Decision-making

While flood management contains three stages, decision-making related to flood
management is best divided into two distinct phases of related activities; these are
planning and operations. The planning phase is primarily concerned with planning for
the minimization of damages fiom flood waters over a relatively long tirnefiame. T h e is
available to decision-makers to consider and weigh various options in floodplain
management.
The classic systems approach to planning, commonly used throughout the world,
includes the following four major steps:
1. statement of specific objectives related to flood darnage reduction
2. generation of alternatives to meet the objectives (chosen primarily from arnong

structural and nonstructural rneasures)
3. establishment of a set of constraints (economic, social, environmental etc.)
4. evaluation of alternatives (benefit-cost analysis traditionally)

Detailed studies of flood management alternatives do tend to follow flood events, when
flood awareness is high. The studies ultimately consist of evaluation of both the costs and
benefits of alternative flood control schemes (Platt, 1987). Costs include the costs of the
scheme in question. Benefits in most analyses are discounted average annual darnages
prevented by the proposed scheme. These damages are estimated fiom standard stagedarnage curves developed for different property types and site-specific stage-frequency
relationships.
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The second major phase of flood management decision-making is that of operations.
This is essentially emergency management, although it extends into what is considered
the recovey stage of flood management. It is primarily done in response to an anticipated
flood threat The time fiame for development and implementation of plans is thus
shortened considerably. Consultation time with stakeholders is curtailed by the need for
prompt decision-making. Most often this results in a decision-making process that is, to
varying degrees, hierarchical. The command and control approach discussed earlier o

h

becomes evident, most particularly in those communities which lack highly developed
flood response plans (as is typical of parts of Manitoba).
Ultimately in the operations phase, decisions are still based largely on a benefit-cost
model, but because of time constraints this analysis is done quickly and without thorough
assessrnent of the potential impacts of the decisions. Impacts which are fiequently
overlooked in the urgency of flood operations, are social impacts on individual residents
and communities. Social impacts of floods and flood management decisions are more
poorly understood, less tangible, and less easily quantifiable than other considerations
such as economic and technical ones. Engineering and economic assessments, often done
rapidly, continue to be the basis of the decision-making process for flood planning and
operations.
Because traditional benefit-cost analysis dominates the decision-making process, a few
additional comments about its use are necessary. The US Amzy Corps of Engineers

(üSAC) uses economic analysis in tackling water resource problems throughout
Arnerica. The USAC's flood damage analysis calculations are used in evaluation of costs
of flooding. They are also used to also evaluate costs of proposed flood damage reduction
programs, to identify problem areas in flood management strategies, to complete postflood analysis of impacts, to develop flood insurance premiums, and to evaluate friture
land development according to flood risk (An Integrated Software Package for Flood
Darnage Analysis, Engineering Center, 1989). Their flood damage reduction activities
and rnethodologies are followed throughout the world.
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USAC use state of the art computer technology to evaiuate damage potential caused by
flooding under various scenarios o r interventions; this is referred to as Flood Damage
Analysis, or "FDAY'.It involves cornplex analysis using multiple sources and types of
data, and data management software to link hydrologic, hydraulic and flood damage
computer programs. FDA allows for caIculation and cornparison of expected annual
darnage under base conditions and the expected annual damage given a proposed
measure. Significantly, the hnal crucial step in the USACYsFDA is determination of the
cost and benefits associated with a proposed measure and computing the benefit-cost ratio
(An lntegrated Software Package for Flood Damage Analysis, 1989). This last step is not

contained within the FDA software package, but is actually done by economists.
The use of traditional benefit-cost analysis in decision-making with regard to flood
darnage reduction activities can be quite problematic. A primary M c u l t y is that how
adequately costs and benefis are defined has a major impact on the cost-benefit outcorne;
very often the more difficult to quanti@ benefits and costs are overlooked in calculations
and ultimately in decision-making. However, it is possible using decision analysis tools

such as MCDA to include consideration of a wide range of critena (including social ones)
in selecting arnong flood management alternatives. These social criteria may represent
some of the less tangible factors relevant to the decision and therefore bring these factors
under consideration at the time the decision is made.
Problems other than the persistent use of traditional econornic analysis exist in floodplain
management. Emphasis on ad hoc, short-term measures rather than on long-term vision

and planning are a problem in some regions (Bhattacharyya and Bora, 1997). In other
areas there are particular problems with the structures of authorities. More specifically,
floods are no respectors of political boundaries (Platt, 1987) which complicates the
decision-making process as multiple types and levels of authorities have jurisdiction and
responsibility over various aspects of planning and over different geographic areas.
Also, in the United States and perhaps applicable to Canada, two widely held values-Le.
the sanctity of the ccrights"of the individual property owner and the nght to local selfPage 27

governrnent- have perhaps hurt attempts to develop a more realistic,

effective and

broader regional planning approach to floodplain management (Platt, 1987).

In Canada, including Manitoba, Conservation Authonties are often primary
administrative bodies over watershed units; however, these management units also are
problematic. One problem relates to regulatory power (or lack of) over land use.
Provincial authorities have styrnied regiond conservation authorities by attempting to
limit their roles in all areas and providing only uncertain cornmitment of funds and
technical support. Ultimately, the conservation authorities do not neatly fa11 into normal

bureaucratie boundaries (Platt, 1987). This lack of clarity over both the authority and
practicd fiinction of conservation authorities has exacerbated difficulties in decisionmaking at both the planning and operationai level of flood management in parts of
Canada.
Selection of a flood damage reduction scheme also depends on who is doing the selection.
It is possible for some pressure groups to influence the cost-benefit analysis outcornes,
and consequently costs and benefits are poorly or selectively defined for use in evaluating
alternatives.
While the legal and political institutions may differ fi-orn country to country, several
themes emerge in reflecting upon floodplain management and decision-making. One
theme is the difficulty of curtailing private enterprise (on land prone to flood hazard)
through govenunent intervention. The second is the debate between the use of structural
versus nonstructural measures. A third is the inclination of govemment to look at flood
damage reduction much more vigorously in the immediate aftermath of a flood and
become increasingly less cornmitted as flood-fiee years accumulate (Platt, 1987). In
addition, in Manitoba the dominance of govemment in flood damage reduction initiatives
and in providing compensation to flood victims removes persona1 responsibility fkom

residents to pnoritize flood damage reduction considerations in their persona1 decisionmaking.
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2.4 Multi-criteria Decision Analysis
2.4.1

Introduction

Decision analysis, in general, attempts to judge a range of feasible optionsfaltematives to
a problem, using as a b a i s of judgment a set of relevant evaluation critena. The
evaluation critena are used to eliminate less desirable options and to identiQ the most
favorable altematives(s) (Nijkarnp et al., 1990). In recent years decision-rnakuig
fiarneworks have undergone significant revision and a shift in emphasis fkom outcome to
process. There are several reasons for this change.
Prior to the second World War, most evaluation methods for projects/planning were
based on "financial trade-off analysis",

as regions competed for development

opportunities. After World War 2, cost effectiveness principles became popular with
planners, particularly in market based economies. This was manifest in the proliferation
of cost-benefit analyses as a b a i s for decision-making. Decision-making within such
traditional economic constraints involved(s) highly linear reasoning and had @as) as its
goal a single quantitative maximum of a single objective (Zeleny, 1983). There were
some obvious limitations with a decision analysis mode1 that emphasized only the
economic considerations of maximized benefits or reduced costs. Thus, in the 19703,
when the negative social and environmental consequences of some development projects
were becoming recognized, there was a search for alternative decision making models.

One of the problems with a decision-making approach that looks only at economic
efficiency is that there is little means for inclusion of intangibles such as, for example,
quality of life, environmental quality (ostensibly "%enefits") or negative environmental

externalities ("costs"). Related to this, in the last two decades, there has been more
concem with issues of equity in assessrnent of development impacts. The result has been
an increase in public and/or stakeholder consultation to address anticipated impacts fiom

development decisio~s.This means more emphasis on decision-making process rather

than outcome.

.
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Finally, the increasing sophistication of information systems has had a profound impact
on how decision problems are solved. Information systems aid decision-making through
systematically organizing information necessary to the choices to be made. Multi-criteria
decision analysis, with its emphasis on structuring and analyzing complex choice
problems through information systems, has recently become an important option in
decision analysis.

2.4.2

The Multi-Criteria Decision Analysis Framework

Multi-cnteria decision analysis offers decision-makers the o p p o d t y to make decisions
in the face of multiple cnteria or objectives rather than forcing the selection of a single

goal within prescribed constrauits. This is very useful in searching for solutions to
complex problems. In fact, in MCDA, explicit attention is given to al1 dimensions of a
problem; as comprehensive a picture as possible is sought. Because MCDA uses multiple
judgment criteria which allows for consideration of the divergent aspects of a choice
situation it is an "operational fkmework" for a multidisciplinary appraach to decision
problems (Nijkamp, 1990).

MCDA forfeits the idea of the "ideal" solution to a view of achieving balance with
respect to al1 (Often conflicting) objectives. A multiple cnteria mode1 for decision-making
fmds a way to weight various attributes and objectives, effectively trade-off between
them, and find a balanced solution in complex circurnstances (Zeleny, 1983).
One temi in the literature to refer to the acceptance of a compromise solution rather than
a strictly optimal one is the "satisficer principle" (Nijkamp, 1990). Often MCDA involves
a process where achieving less with one objective will be accepted to gain more with
respect to other objectives. Because there is no one optimal solution possible, multidecision analysis provides a small set of feasible solutions (called ''aiternatives") worthy

of consideration.
Multi-cnteria techniques typically generate what is referred to as a set of

'hon-

dorninated" solutions; that is, those which satisfy the definition of Pareto optimal in
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economic tems. "Dominated "solutions are eliminated fiom consideration because, by
definition, there are one or more solutions (i.e. the non-dominated ones) that are
preferable on all accounts. Users of MCDA have several techniques and methods, many
highly mathematical, to systematically generate a set of feasible alternatives for
consideration, and aid decision-makers in selecting among them. The choice of method
depends on the characteristics of the problem (Sùnonovic, 1993) including such factors as
the nature of the decision-rnakers' involvement, the complexity of the problem, types of
data used, and practical considerations such as tirne and resources. Three major
considerations in choosing the appropnate method are 1) it must be cornputationally
feasible and reIatively efficient 2) it must foster the explicit quantification of the tradeoffs
among objectives, and 3) it must provide suffkient information so that an infonned
decision can be made (Goicoechea et al., 1982).
MCDA methods exist for using a wide variety of different information, including
qualitative.

The evaluation

techniques

are

able

to

include

intangible

and

incommensurable effects in the conventional cost-benefit methodology (Nijkamp, 1990).
Some multi-criteria evaluation methods do convert qualitative data to cardinal data; other
methods do not. By necessity, some qualitative data requires sophisticated treatment to be
used in analysis (Nijkamp et al., 1990).

MCDA requires that different goals and objectives be weighted according to the reIative
value decision-makers place on them; this information must be sought, often through
questiomaires and interviews (Zeleny, 1983). Thus, inherent in the design of alternative
plans is the statement of and adoption of social values and preferences as articulated by
both planners and policy makers (Goicoechea et al., 1982). These values are in fact
purposefully sought, and the final objectives are determined through various iterative
processes that force the participants to make repeated value judgments. As with al1 types
of decision making approaches c'success" is not merely a product of mathematical
calculation, but largely the result of the ability and willingness of the human players to
cooperate in an analytical process, complete with their persona1 bises.
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There is also a strong case for an anaiytical approach such as MCDA in flood
management because evidence shows that exclusiveIy intuitive judgments in decision-

making have significant shortcomings (Simonovic, 1993; Nijkamp, 1990). Solutions to
decision problems are best made when decision-makers are able to clearly see the tradeoffs (i.e. choices) potentially to be made, and then make informed decisions. This is
where MCDA makes great contribution because it offers to decision-makers both an
analytical framework and informed human judgment.
More specifically, MCDA allows for new decision alternatives to emerge in a dynamic
process. In curent decision making environments sudden changes in the social or
political relevance of certain solutions, or new information regarding impacts, can alter
the judgements of decision-makers. This requires a highly adaptive decision-making
Eamework (Nijkamp, 1990). This is possible with MCDA using advanced computer
systems because new relevant information can be incorporated immediately.
Cornputers are in fact essential for use in MCDA when it is appiied to stnicturing and
analyzing complex problems and conflicting goals. Sophisticated statistical and
econorneiric tools help in the design and implementation of operational decision-making
models, and allow for the manipulation and aggregation of data quickly. MCDA c m also
greatly complement the use of cornplex computer simulation models provided the
information is relevant to the criteria/objectivessought (Nijkamp, 1990).

2. 4.3

Criferia use in Multi-Criteria Decision Analysis

Criteria, as applied in MCDA, are the measures, d e s , and standards that guide decision
making. It is possible to view cnteria as ccalithose attributes, objectives, or goals which
have been judged relevant in a given decision situation by a particular decision-maker"
(Zeleny, 1983, pg. 17). Nijkamp expands on this definition M e r by stating that
critenon are considered to be meamrable aspects of judgment by which a dimension of
the alternatives under consideration can be characterized.
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For the purposes of this study, "criteria" will provide a scale for measuring the degree to

which particular social objectives are achieved, includuig the direction in which we
should strive to do better in order to achieve the objective (Goicoechea et al., 1982).
Criteria (or attributes) according to Keeney and Raiffa (1993) c m be either objective or
subjective; the former refers to criteria which are more commonly understood and more
easily measured scales (e.g. Iabor costs, numbers of insurance claimants). Subjective
criteria on the other hand often require the construction of a scale to rneasure a less easily
definable and rneasurable characteristic e.g. quality of life, prestige, stress. Ultirnately,

the criteria should be able to be used to indicate the degree to which each of the
alternatives generated meets the corresponding objective.
Finally, selected criteria are to be used to evaluate and choose between alternative
decision choices available. They can thus be viewed as evaluution criteria. The table
below (Table 2.1) outlines the use of criteria in generating a payoff matrix which shows,

in a general way, how alternatives are weighted using criteria.
Table 2.1 MCDA Payoff Matrix
Value of kh criteria
Alternative

21

2 2

.-.

2,

...

...

2,

Simonovic et al., 1997
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Steps in Use of Critena in Multi-Criteria Decision Analysis:
1. create Payoff Table speci-g

alternatives and cnteria

2. assure cnteria do not overlap

3. quanti@ the various criteria (e.g.

) and assign a value for each criteria under

each alternative
4. obtain preferences from decision-&ers

to be used in weighting criteria

5. order the alternatives using values of various criteria and preferences (weights) of

deci sion-makers

The Payoff Table specifies the set of alternatives available, a, and the comrnon set of

criteria, 2, as determined through discussion with decision-makers and/or stakeholders.
The table is constructeci to show in row k the maximum value of the ka criterion as M,

and the associated vaIues of the other criteria as Z:* AU criteria in the table must address
one or more of the overall goals initially established by decision-makers. Decisionmakers must ultimately declare preferences regarding criteria and relative weights are
therefore assigned, W. The ranking of alternatives rests with the assignment of the value
(level) of each criteria and their relative weights. That is, the relative capacity of each
alternative to meet each critenon is determined by multiplying each criterion's weight by
the rating of the alternative's ability to meet the criterion. The overall worth of the
alternative is the sum over al1 criteria.
Ultirnately, the social criteria for use in flood management which will corne out of this
research will expand the set of criteria, 2, to be included in evahating each flood
management alternative. MCDA as a decision-making h e w o r k is able to use the
established criteria (both social critena and other critena) to analyze the differences
among alternative plans which includes portrayal of the tradeoffs among the various
criteria for each alternative. The use of such social criteria in a decision-making mode1
prohibits a decision-making process which neglects the socid consequences to focus
exclusively on economic and political considerations.
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2.4.4

Multi-Criteria Decision Analysis, Water Resources
Management, and Flood Management

Goicoechea et al, (1983) maintain that multi-criteria analysis has developed into a
legitirnate fiamework for planning in water resources development. They support this
claim by reviewing the activities of US- goverment departments and various case
studies related to water management. They show that in the 1 9 8 0 ' ~Amencan
~
federal,
state, and local govemments were implementing MCDA planning b e w o r k s in
planning, designing, and implementing water resource activities.

In reviewing a number of MCDA case studies, the derivation and use/inclusion of social
criteria is only cursorily mentioned, if at dl. For example, in one quoted study on
evaluating flood remedies in Dallas, Texas the evaluation critena used to finally rank
eight alternative plans inchded 1) relative flood protection 2) relative neighborhood
irnprovement 3) number of families relocated 4) project cost 5) maintenance cost, and 6 )
legal considerations. While some social concems appear implicitly under this assignment
of criteria, social criteria in water management could be more comprehensively and
explicitly represented in a MCDA fiamework. The study here provides such an
opportunity through the collection of relevant data, and explicit and purposeful generation
of social criteria.
The issue of using less commensurable and difficult to define social measures (Le. such
as social indices like quality of life) along with analfical tools such as MCDA is raised

by Keeney and Raiffa (1993). They offer that a key problem facing many decisionmakers is that of making order out of social meastues/ indices, and that specifically multiattribute utility theory

(one available method in MCDA) offers an appropriate

methodology to potentially address social objectives. Given this, the use of MCDA to
address social dimensions of a problem such as flooduig is appropnate if the social
criteria are carefülly denved.
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Within the literature there appears to be a more confident and thorough review of the
appropriateness of MCDA rnodels for use in addressing various engineering and business
objectives rather than social objectives. However, social objectives (like environmenta1
objectives) are of particular importance when considering the implernentation of
alternatives that appear to satisfy various development criteria such as economic and
financial; in essence, they are an extension of economic and financial considerations. In
fact, per Simonovic (1999) the success of flood management decisions always depends
on an effective balance of local costs and distributed benefits. This assumes a
comprehensive definition of "costs" and "benefits" including social costs/benefits (and
environmental), and not merely econornic. Further social assessments are essential in
suggesting appropriate tradeoffs of these costs and benefits (Simonovic, 1999). The
results of this study will contribute to the literature by enlarging the body of knowledge
on social criteria suitable for use in flood management specifically, and potentially
generalizable to other decision making scenarios in both naturd resources management
andior disaster management.
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CHAPTER 3:
3.7

METHODOLOGY

introduction

This study's primary purpose was to develop social critena for use in selecting among
alternative strategies for use in flood management dong the Red River in Manitoba.
There were two distinct types of information used to generate the social criteria. One was
general information on past flooding in Manitoba and more specinc information on the
1997 flood and how it was managed. This provided a context, including a social context,

under which flood management decisions have been and continue to be made in
Manitoba. Chapter 6 surnmarizes the key themes related to past and current flood
management practices in Manitoba that have relevance in developing social criteria for
use in flood management.
The second type of information used to generate the social criteria came fkom the survey,
an i n t e ~ e w
scheduie with questions which were answered by a sample of victims of the
1997 flood living within and south of the City of Winnipeg (See Appendix 2). The survey

provided a snapshot picture of a broad range of impacts experienced by these victims of
the 1997 flood, with particular emphasis on potential stress related impacts
(psychological and physical) which appear as the primary dependent variables. The
results of the survey appear in Chapter 5, with a sumrnary of the survey content used to
generate the social critena noted in Chapter 6.
The six social cnteria which are recomrnended and discussed in Chapter 6 address the
major issues that emerged in examining the victim surveys, in the context of what was
learned about the historie, social, political, and economic context in which flooding
occurs in Manitoba. An assumption of this study is that concerns for social well-being
(Le. quality of life) are important in the selection of flood management strategies.
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3.2 Sources of information
Initially, a literature review related to three distinct areas was done, namely psychosocial
impacts of floods and other natural disasters, flood management, and Multi-Criteria
Decision Analysis - to provide a conceptual understanding for the primary objective of
the study. This information was obtained fkom the University of Manitoba and University
of Winnipeg Libraries and through use of Intemet resources. This information is
sumniarized in Chapter 2. Information required for fulfillment of the study's objectives 1
and 2 related to flooding in the Red River Basin and the 1997 flood in particular (ir,

Chapter 4) was compiled fkom libraries, Intemet sources, and Manitoba Conservation Water Resources Branch, Manitoba Emergency Management Organization, and other
govemment deparîments. Finally, a major source of information for this study was the
survey developed and administered to flooded residents. This is discussed in some detail

in the latter part of this chapter.

R3 Methodology
The following figure (Figure 3.1) summarïzes the methodology used throughout the study
from uiformation gathering through determination of the social criteria. The
methodologicai steps were as follows:
Information was gathered ficorn a number of sources to provide a context to the study,
and to identiS potential factors important to assessing psychosocial impacts of floods

(for inctusion in the survey)
The survey was then developed for the purpose of eliciting information on the

impacts of the 1997 flood
Survey data was collected through in-person semi-structured interviews with residents
from six " c o m m u n i ~types
Analysis included description of the survey data (Chapter 5) and broader
identification of factors contributing to negative psychosocial impacts (Chapter 6)
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Social cntena were recommended that would help address some of the most prevalent
contributors to negative impact using survey data and information on flood
management; refexmence was made to the importance of each criteria at each of the

three stages of flood management (Chapter 6).

METHODOLOGY
1. Background to probiem

2 ID fadors in psycho-social impacts

1. Closed and open questions

2-Fact and attitude questions

1, Administer survey

2. Semi-structured personal interviews

3Sampling across 6 community types

1. Describe survey results
2. Summafize contributors to negative impacts

1, Applicable to:

i) social evaiuation of management alternatives
ii) MCDA fiamework
2. Referenœ to degree of relevanœ to each flood management stage

-

Figure 3.1 Methodology
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3.4 Survey Development
Tables 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3 discussed below present the dimensions of impact considered in
the survey, and show how they were operationalized through selected social indicators.
"Indicators" served to operationalize impacts that were not directly measurable as c m be
seen in the tables. The dimensions noted in the tables relate to various areas of
psychosocial impact fiom flooding, most of which were discussed in the literature review
in Chapter 2. Any dimension not discussed in that Chapter was added at the researcher's

discretion fiom questions that arose in reviewing the literature and in discussions with
individuals involved in the field of flood management in Manitoba A copy of the survey
appears in Appendur 2.

3.5 Independent Variables
By definition independent variables are those that couse, influence or affect outcornes
(Creswell, 1994). It this study, Table 3.1 presents those variables that the scholarly
literature suggests may serve to innuence stress and stress-related impacts particularly in
a natural disaster such as flood. They are included in the survey.

The Severity of Flooding dimension looked at cost (in dollars) of physicaI damages,
and the extent of the recovery period. The latter was operationalized through questions
on the need for and length of a clean-up period post-flood. The Severity of Flooding
dimension also attempted to account for impact of loss of personal items under the
persona1 loss heading where respondents were asked about loss of persona1 items (not
house) including those that were irreplaceable.
Evacuation questions in the questionnaire considered issues such as perceived quality of
the accommodation, and number of moves a family had to make during evacuation. The
survey explored preparation tirne for evacuation, including if alerts were received, how
long in advance of the flood, and whether the respondent felt they had received
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adequate notice. Respondents were also asked how long (in days or weeks) that they
were evacuated.
Economic impacts to families were examined through questions related to changes in
income such as lost livelihood earnings, amount of the loss, cause of the loss (e.g. lost
job, forced absenteeism fi-om work).
Under the Family dimension respondents were questioned about conflict levels,
specifically if there was increased conflict in general withïn the family, increased
arguments / disagreements within the familyy and arguments / disagreements with
people outside the family. They were asked if they perceived any positive outcornes for
the family fiom going through the flood experience. Respondents were asked if they or a
family mernber sought counseling during or since the flood (ornitting brief crisis
intervention at the time of evacuation).
The Community impacts dimension considered if a respondent's social life was
hpacted by the flood. They were asked about the level of support they felt fiom both
their community and the provincial government respectively - ranging fiom "a lot" of

support to "no" support. Post-flood activism was considered under Community impacts
as respondents were asked about their degree of involvement in their community prior to
and since the flood. They were also asked if they had worked on a commufllty problem of

any type prior to the flood or on a flood-related community problem post-flood.

The issue (dimension) of residents' Knowledge related to floods was considered through
asking about their prior experience with a flood event or lack thereof. They were asked
if they felt prior expenence helped them cope with the flood of 1997, and if they had
been aware that their property was at risk fiom flooding.
Risk Communication and Warning was examined as residents were asked questions
about how much "warning" they had of the flood, whether they received ccofficial"
notification of their risk, and Ifthey felt the warning increaseUdecreased their stress.
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The literature on adaptation and coping of disaster victims (eg. Laska, 1990) prompted
additional questions of residents including whether they had future plans such as
considering/pianning to move out of their home, and if they were concerned about
property values. Respondents who indicated that they had business property irnpacted
by the flood were asked if they plan to relocatel closel sell their business.
Under the Behavior dimension, social Life impacts were considered under social
behavior. (This question also appears under the Community dimension). Respondents
were asked about how much contact they had with their usual support network in the

community while evacuated. They were asked if they took measures to protect property
during/since the flood. Related to individaal coping, they were asked if they had more
trouble coping with problems that arose, both d u ~ and
g then after the flood.
Table 3.1
lndependent Variables influencing stress-related impacts
lndicators of psychosocial impacts
Dimension

Specific concern

lndicators (operationalized

Question 1 Variable #

dimension)

Severity of flwding

Evawation

Ewnomic

a)

Physical damage

b)

Rewvery period

need for ciean-up period
length of ciean-up p e n d

c)

Persona! Loss

Loss of personal items
Loss of "irreplaceable
items"

a)

Quality of
accommodation

Rank quality of initial
accommodation
Number of moves
required

b)

Preparation time

Reœipt of alert notice?
How long on alert?
Adequate notice?

c)

Length of dislocation

How long evacuated?

a)

lncome

Any lost income from job?
Estimate of household
loss (in dollars)
Cause of loss

1.

Depth of water
Damage estimate
personal property
Darnage estirnate
business property

4a
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Family

Community

Generally more conflict in
bmiiy?
More disagreements I
arguments within farnily?
More dikagreemenis I
arguments outside
farniiy?

a)

Conflict Levels

b)

Positive outcornes (from
flood experience)

1.

Any positive outcornes?

c)

Counseling

?.

Sought subsequent
counseling? (not crisis
intervention)

a)

Social life

1.

Social life impacted?
(positive or negative)

b)

Perceived Levels of
support

1.

Perceived support from
cornrnunity
Perceived support from
provinaal government

2.

Knowledge

c)

Activism

Degree of involvement in
cornrnunity prior to flood
Degree of involvement
since flood
Prior work re. cornrnunity
problems?
Comrnunity work specific
to post-flood problems?

a)

Prior Experience

First flood expenenced?
Prior experience helped
with coping?
Aware property at risk?

Risk communication
and Warning

a)

Waming

How rnuch waming
received?
Received "official"
notification of n'sk?
Warning inaeased /
decreased stress?

Future Plans

a)

Persona1 property

Considering / planning to

move?
Concerned about
property values?

Behavior

b)

Business property

Plan to relocate/close/sell
business?

a)

Social

Social life impacted?
Contact with usual
support network during /
since flood

b)

Individual coping

Took measures 10 protect
property
More trouble coping with
probIems since flood?
More trouble coping with
problerns during flood?
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3-6 Dependent Variables
By definition, dependent variables are the outcomes or results of the influence of the
independent variables (Creswell, 1994). Table 3.2 lists the selected dependent variables
and how they are operationalized in this study, organized under three headings: Stress
and Stress Symptoms, Psychosocial Symptoms of Distress, and Physical Health
Impacts.
The selection of these stress-related dimensions as the primary dependent variables
emerged from the literature as discussed in Chapter 2, where these were cornmon
consequences of natural disaster, or in a more general sense, often a consequence of a
significant stressor.
The 1997 flood event fulfilled the requirements of a "stressor", namely it was an event
which prompted anticipation of threat, or resulted in actual damage, and required the
taxing of coping capacities among residents (see Literature Review for more details). As
a stressful event, it follows that it may have resulted in impairments in functioning among
some irnpacted individuals. To clariQ levels of stress and associated syrnptoms, questions
were asked in the survey about the experience of c'stress" (and level of stress) duruig and
post-flood, if respondents felt more depressedhmhappy, had more trouble than usual
coping with problems that arose, or felt more irritable. These are listed under Stress and
Stress Symptoms. Under Psychosocial Symptoms of Distress, a number of additional
factors commoniy associated with stress were provided in the survey for ranking on a
Likert scale (see Table 3.2). These factors included: sense of control over life, confusion,
fear, sense of dependency on others, anger. These helped in understanding the ernotions
that were prevalent during residents' appraisal and coping during the flood and in the
recovery period. Finally, in order to assess potential somatic responses to the flood,
respondents were asked about their generaI health status comparing before the flood with
afier the flood, and about other more specific health symptoms (eg. chest pain, dizziness,
tingiing in extremities, change in appetite, excessive tiredness, digestion problems). They
were also asked if there was a family member "injureci" in the flood.
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Table 3.2
Dependent Variables
lndicators of stress related impacts
lndicator

-

Question 1 Variable

Stress and Stress Svm~toms
(assessed both during and after flood, as cornpared to before flood)
More stress than before flood?
Perceived level of stress?
More stress since flood?
Perceived level stress since flood?
More depressed/ unhappy? (during / since)
More trouble coping with problerns? (during 1 since)
More irritable? (during / since)
Psvchosocial Sym~toms
of Distress

(Respondents were asked to rank how strongly they experienced the
following emotions both during and after flood, as compared to before
flood):

Sense of control over life
Confusion
Fear
Sense of dependency on others
Anger
Phvsical HeaIth
Rank general health (comparing before / since)
Chest pain ?
Dizziness?
Tinglingfnumbness?
Change in appetite?
Excessive tiredness ?
Digestion problerns?
Family members injured in the flood?
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Additional Variables
Table 3.3 below outlines those variables considered both as independent and dependent
variables in analysis. With them are Listed other variables in relation to which they were
considered "dependent" in this exploratory study. In ali other areas of the study these
variables are treated as independent variables.
Table 3.3 Variables Considered as Both Dependent and lndependent
Variables predominantly independent except under the
following circumstances:

Dimension of Impact
1.

Sought counseling (family member)

Relative to:
a, Arguments outside family

b. Family confiict
c. Farnily member injured
d. Positive outcornes from flood
e. Lost income

2. Arguments outside farnily

a. Estimate of damages ($)
b. Family member injured

3.

Support of government (perceived)

a. Estimate of damages ($)

4.

Concem regarding property values

a. Estimate of damages ($)
b. Prior fiood experience

5.

Community work regarding flood related problem

a. Stress post-flood

6.

Trouble coping with problems (either during or post-flood)

a. Prior flood experience
b. Arguments within family
c- Arguments outside family

7. Consider / Plan to move

a. Anger
b. Post-flood stress

8.

a. Had 1 did not have damages

Property value concerns
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3.8 Sample Selection
Time to develop the s w e y interview schedule was greatly constrained by a request fiom

funding sources that the researcher get into the field "as soon as possible" followïng the
flood. Another methodological consideration was that the most accurate account of
impacts of an event can be obtained immediately afterwards while mernories are fiesh,
and before other incidental

factors begin to influence rnemory significantly. Al1

empirical information was therefore gathered within six months of the 1997 flood.
Developing a sbxtegy on how to obtain ùiformation fiom victims of the 1997 flood posed
a nurnber of practical challenges. In the first few weeks post-flood a large nurnber of
people in some communities were stilI not back in f i e i r homes. Some were in temporary
housing supplied by government or other sources, often outside their community
altogether. Some were in trailers of various types on their property. Others, who had
sustained less damage, were back in their homes although under less than ideal
conditions. Many victims had no phones restored to their homes and were given
temporary phone numbers. Contact with the Manitoba Emergency Management
Organization (EMO) revealed that attempting to trarck people fiom various communities
through EMO's records would be extremely difficuIt; information on people's
whereabouts could not be given out without EMO first contacting them for permission.
Hence, neither random nor systematic samples of vïctirns could be accurately generated;
total victim numbers were not even known at the thne. Therefore, purposive rather than
probability sampling was used with the intent of sampling across various groups of
victims (spread across several comm&ty types). These communities/groups represented
six main categories of victims. They included:
1. urban c o m m e (Kingston Row and Kingston Crescent in Winnipeg)
2. rural community protected by structural measures such as dikes (St. Adolphe)
3. m a l community not protected by dike (Ste. Agathe)
4. sububan cornmunity (St. Norbert)
5. urban fnnge community (Grande Pointe)

6. rural estatedfarmers (includes Red River Drive residents)
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Going door-to-door to find willing respondents was determined to be the best way to
access a sample of residents because formalized sarnpiing would not work. Many people
could only be located by going to their property, and people's wiilingness to respond was
thought to be higher if contacted in person. A major anticipated difficulty was that
victims would refuse to participate due to the demands on their time and persona1
resources. Many also had no working phones, so telephone surveys were not possible.
While sending an introductory letter pnor to persona1 contact with flood victims is
precedented in the research (Tobin and Ollenburger, 1996), this was a problem because
the postal services were still rerouting mail and some residents were not regularly
retrieving it-

3.9 Survey Development and Administration
The survey developed for this research had elements of both attitudinal and factual
survey types. Factual surveys aim to get information (hard data) on hdividuals' matenal
condition or situation, rather than their opinions. Attitude surveys intend to gain
information on what people think about things, such as certain life events, as in this case
of the 1997 flood. Both fachial and attitudinal questions were asked.
The decision on what type of i n t e ~ e wto conduct considered the hi& level of life
disruption and stress of flood victims, with a priority being to not contribute to their stress
through interviewer insensitivity. For this reason a semi-structured interview method was
used. The major emphasis in semi-structured interviews is the eeedom to obtain both
clarification and even elaboration on some responses (May, 1993). This is for the purpose
of allowing the i n t e ~ e w e e to
s better explain their expenences and observations, to feel
"a part of the process". In fact, the context of the i n t e ~ e w and
, not just the content, is
important in dealing with survivors of stressful events. Because of the greater latitude in
the semi-structured interview, only one interviewer was used to try to reduce interviewer
bias, and enhance consistency.
Both closed and open-ended questions were used. Closed questions lirnited the number of
possible answers to be given, with responses designed to be both mutually exclusive and
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exhaustive. Open questions were used alone or as "follow-up" to some closed questions
to allow for M e r exploration of some issues or responses. The survey was also piloted
among four respondents to gain feedback on revisions or improvements needed to the
original questionnaire, and particularly to identify questions which were unclear.

It

should be noted that respondents were fiee to interpret the meaning of questions or
concepts (e.g. stress, anger, depression) and received only minimal input if they
questioned the meaning.
A letter of introduction was read to each respondent at the outset of the interview (see
Appendix 2). It included information on the purpose of the study, who was conducting
and supervising the study, and the source of financial support. Assurance of
confidentiality was given in every i n t e ~ e was well as a contact person (besides the
interviewer) to whom respondents could make inquiries after the fact. Given the trauma
of the flood event, it was thought possible that disclosing certain types of information
might cause some respondents emotional distress; thus the establishment of rapport at the
beginning of the interview was priorïtized.
Fifty-two surveys were completed and included in the analysis. The average survey
length was 1 !h to 2 hours.

3.7 0 Sociodemographic Variables
Sociodemographic information on respondents was collected as part of the survey to
provide a general profile of the sarnple group. These characteristics, with the exception
of the corn muni^ in which the resident resided, were used only to describe the sarnple.
They are not discussed as independent or intervening variables. The sociodemographic
variables include: comrnunity, gender, age, highest education level achieved. nurnber of
years in comrnunity, number of years at current address, ethnic identity, number of
children under 18 living in the household. A breakdown of the sociodemographic data
appears in Chapter 5 .
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3.1 1 Analysis
This study is exploratory; it charts new territory. There is a limited arnount of information
available on psychosocial impacts on flooding in the Red River Basin in Manitoba, and
none on the development of social criteria for use in floodplain management.
Exploratory studies, such as this one, are empirical research investigations. They may be

used to increase an investigator's familiarity with a phenomenon (often for the purpose of
more precise fùture research). Relatively systematic procedures (such as a s w e y ) may be
used, and both quantitative and qualitative descriptions of a phenomena are often
provided, as well as description of new conceptualizations of the interrelationships among
properties of the phenomena (Tnpodi et al., 1983 ). Interviewing, as done in this study, is
a common method used in exploratory research.
Descriptive statistics were used to descnbe what was learned from s m e y responses to

closed questions. Graphing techniques were used to represent the data. Some possible
associafions among variables (Le. dependenthdependent) were noted for possible

investigation in future studies. Statistical inference using the data was not possible due to
the exploratory nature and lack of formal sampling technique.

Qualitative data collected was sizeable, yet used primarily to expand upon themes that
emerged in the study. It was analyzed by coding answers to open-ended questions.

[Coding is a means of categorizing data results in a way that is appropriate for the
research objectives (May, 1993)J.Coding of this qualitative data meant it was organized
according to apparent similarities in responses.
Once the quantitative and qualitative data collected f?om flood victims had been analyzed
to reveal recurrent patterns in responses among victims and some possible associations
among variables, it was then considered in the context of what was learned about flood
management in Manitoba. Factors of particular importance to impacted residents and
factors of general significance to flood management in Manitoba were identified and
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noted in Chapter 6. This was folIowed by presentation and discussion of the six social
criteria that were derived to help addresdmitigate contributors to negative psychosocial
impacts; that is, if decision-makers use them to evaluate flood management alternatives.
The social criteria can be used in a MCDA fkamework to help select among these
alternatives. To further simpli& its application to flood management decision-making,
each social critena is described in Chapter 6 with reference to its applicability to each of
the three stages of flood management (planning, emergency response, recovery).
There are three assumptions that are required to use the psychosocial data to generate
social criteria for use in Multi-Criteria Decision Analysis of flood management
alternatives. One assumption is that a £üture decision maker is concerned about the
impact of flood management decisions on potential v i c h s and reducing negative
impacts. By extension, there is a M e r assumption that the decision maker(s) will
structure his/her judgments to some extent on what she/he believes to be the preferences

of victims. A third assumption is that the victims i n t e ~ e w e dwodd articulate their
experiences with sufficient clarity that aggregation of data into common themes (and
ultirnately c'criteria'') would be possible.
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CHAPTER 4:

FLOODING IN THE RED RIVER BASlN

4.7 Introduction
The following chapter discusses the fiilnllment of the first two objectives. They were
accomplished as a result of literature search, a review of recent documentation on the
1997 flood, and contact with individuds, pnmarily government officiais, who are directly
involved in flood management in Manitoba

4.2 Objective #I
Overview of the characteristics of flooding along the Red River in Manitoba and
review the flood control systern

4.2.1

Description of the Red River and ifs Basin

The Red River is a large meandering river that flows north through parts of eastern North
Dakota, northeastern Minnesota, and southem Manitoba to hnally end in Lake Winnipeg.
It is part of the Hudson Bay drainage systern. It actually originates about 885 kilometers
(550 miles) south of Winnipeg in the northern United States. The river, and its
surrounding valley, occupy a h c t i o n of an area once occupied by a glacial lake - Lake
Agassiz. This normally slow river does not cut very deep channels, making it relatively
easy for overbank flow under flood conditions. This flow can spread over a wide are*

and remain for days or even weeks.
The Red River has several tributaries, the most significant of whicfi is the Assiniboine
River; where the two nvers drain together the drainage area of the Red River increases
fiom 124,300 (48,000 mi2)to 287,500 (111,000 mi2) square kilometers. The Assiniboine
River flows out of the province of Saskatchewan in an easterly direction, and into the Red
River at the center of downtown Winnipeg. At some westerly points the Assiniboine
River is confined to a deeper charme1 but by the time it approaches Winnipeg the slope of
the land is sufficiently reduced to prevent development of deep channels to contain the
water. Thus the Assiniboine too is subject to easy overflow near the junction of the two
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rivers and the excess water flows overiand into the Red River and Lake Manitoba. This
increases the flood risk to the most highly populated area of the Red River Basin, Le.
Winnipeg and surrounding area.
The area commonly refened to as the Red River Bnsin (See Figure 4.1) consists not only
of an old glacial bed (Le. the Red River Valley), but also about 72,500 additional square
kilometers with a total area of close to 116,500 km2. Of this area, about 13,000 square
kilometers are in Canada and 103,600 square kilometers in the United States. The
drainage area of the Basin is shared by North and South Dakota, Minnesota, and
Manitoba - areas of 47, 1, 41, and 11 percent respectively (Krentz and Leitch, 1993). On
the eastem side of the Red River drainage basin, landscape is so level that wetlands drain

to either side. On the western side, natural drainage systems have been intempted in
places by deposits fkom glaciers causing surface water to collect there rather than drain,
until it evaporates or seeps away. The type of soil in this region also contributes to
flooding because, while topsoil is rich, beneath it lies anywhere from 1.2 meters to 18.3
meters of largely clay, and clay has a low absorptive capacity. Water tends to sit on the
surface for extended periods of time.
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Figure 4.11 The Red River Basin (without the Assiniboine River)

4.2.2

(Source: Krentz and Leitch, 1993)

The Causes of Flooding in the Red River Basin

There are several factors that contribute to the flooding potential of the Red River. These
factors cause either Stream banks to overflow andor ninoff (due to snow or rainfall) to
get trapped on sections of land (Krenz and Leitch, 1993). Area topography is one of the
major factors; land is relatively flat with slow moving water and consequentIy longer
duration floods. Floods in this region approach slowly, with days or even weeks warning.
These longer duration floods provide more opportunity for evacuation of people at risk;
however, they are likely to increase property darnage. The flat topography of the Red
River Basin and the shallow river channel are also a problem because of the large number
of sub-basins which feed into the Red River basin-more than 20 sub-basins by most
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estimates. These many sub-basins can produce heavy nul-off that can easily exceed the
river charnel's capacity.
A particular problem is overland flows fiom the Red River's tributaries, These overland

flows are also difficult to monitor and forecast, The International Joint Commission on
the Red River Basin (IJC, 1997) stated that much of the devastation caused to sorne
communities in the 1997 flood (e-g, Grand Forks - East Grand Forks, Ste. Agathe and
Grande Pointe) was greatly increased by overland flooding. Overland flooding in the Red
River Basin, under adverse weather conditions, can result in a flooded area of over 2590
to 5180 square kilometers which can then last fiom 4 to 6 weeks (Krenz and Leitch,
2993).
Weather is a pivotal factor in deterrnining if flood conditions will occur each year dong
the Red River. In generd the climate of southeastern Manitoba is classified as sub hurnid
to humid continental with resultant extreme temperature variations. Annually, most of the
precipitation received is in the summer rather than the winter. However, penodically
weather conditions exist which ulstead promote widespread flooding through the valley.

The most troublesome conditions (especially when most or al1 exist in the same year) are
as follows:
a) heavy precipitation in the fa11
b) hard and deep f?ost prior to snowfall

c) substantial snowfall
d) late and sudden spring thaw
e) wet snow / r a b during spring breakup of ice (IJC, 1997)
Another factor in the Red River Basin that can contribute to flooding is the unusual south
to north flow. As noted previously, a large majority of the area of the Basin lies in the
United States. Weather and thaw conditions in the southern reaches of the nver thus
affect the timing, amounts, and duration of water flowing northward.
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Serious tloods on the Canadian side of the Red River Basin were experienced in the years
1776, 1826, 1852, 1861, 1916, 1950, and 1979; less senous floods occurred in 1882,
1897,1904,1948,1956,1966,1969,1974, and 1996.
The flood of 1826 is the largest flood on record; it was larger than the devastahg 1997
flood.

A sudden thaw in April of 1826, followed by ice jams on the river and

simultaneous heavy rainfall, had water on the Red River rise 1.5 meters downtown in just
twenty-four hours. Preservation of life took precedence over preservation of property,
thus losses were enonnous (Bumsted, 1997).
A pivotal event in Red River flood history was the 1950 flood, which was classified a

great Canadian natural disaster. A very cold winter and heavy snowpack in the United
States, combined with heavy rain during runoff, were the primary causes. Al1 towns
within the flooded area in the upper valley had to evacuate. Over 10,000 homes were

flooded in Winnipeg and 100,000 people evacuated. A plan to evacuate al1 350,000
people in Winnipeg was prepared, although fortunately was not required.
This flood was also highly significant in terms of flood management in Manitoba because
both provincial and federal govemments, albeit reluctantly, began formally to contribute
hancially to flood relief restoration for the £kt

the.

Following this, large-scale

structural flood darnage measures were constructed to protect Winnipeg and sorne valley
cornmunities. The most extensive structural measure for flood protection was the Red
River Floodway system.
The 1969 flood was the first after the Floodway was complete, and the gates were used
for the fist tirne. There was virtually no flooding in Winnipeg although there were
clairns that gate operation worsened the situation immediately south of the Floodway.
This was the pattern throughout successive floods Le. little damage to Winnipeg,
escalating damages to communities south of Winnipeg, and social conflict over perceived
inequities in protection. The 1997 flood was no exception to this.
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4.2.4

Structural and Nonstructural Flood Management
Measures
Structural Measures

4.2.4.1

The Red River Basin in Manitoba has an extensive system of structural works to mitigate
flood damage. The most impressive is the system to protect the city of Winnipeg. It
consists of the Floodway, Portage Diversion, Shelimouth Reservoir (See schematic
Figure 4.2), and the city diking system. The following tables (Tables 4.1

- 4.4)

are a

sumrnary of the main characteristics of the fou.parts of the system. Table 4.5 describes
cornmunity ring dikes outside of the city of Winnipeg.

Table 4.1

- Main characteristics of the Red River Floodway

Measure

excavated channel about 30 miles long
on advisement of 1958 Royal Commission ,based on benefit-cost analysis
completed in 1968, at cost of $62.7 million

Responsibility

operation and maintenance done by Manitoba Conservation - Water Resources
Branch

Goal

to divert flood waters in excess of 30,000 cfs around the city of Winnipeg fiom
south to north

Efficiency

highly successful within technological limitations

Issues

inappropnate development in highly vuluerable areas due to exaggerated sense
of security within the protected area
instihitionalization of flood darnage reduction (perception that flood darnage
reduction is a government fiinction and not a public issue)
if flood waters exceed channel capacity, damages could be extremely high
capacity insuficient to handle flood equal to tbat of greatest flood on record
(Le. 1826)
operation is poorly understood by the public, prompting criticism
aliegations that operation caused excessive flooding south of structure
currently the Floodway is being refurbished ,a three year project costing over $3
million
provincial government claims Floodway has saved over $4.5 billion in potential
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Table 4.2

- Main characteristics of the Portage Diversion

Measure

O

consists of a diked earth charnel, a diversion dam and spillway dam
chamel is two miles west of city of Portage Ia h a f i e
diverts water fiom Assiniboine River to Lake Manitoba 18 miles to t l b e north

O

recommended by Royal Commission (1958)
completed in 1970
cost $20.5 million

O

lmplementation
O

Responsibility

Water Resources Branch

Goals

To keep water Ievels in Winnipeg at acceptable level - below 17 fi, orr 18 ft. at
James Avenue
Protect agricultural land and communities downstream fÎom Portage iia Prairie

Efficiency

Issues

O

Highly efficient, subject to:
ProbIems with ice jams which can significantly reduce diversion chanmelç
capacity
Technological limitations
Diversion is most essential when the Red River and the Assiniioine b a t h crest at
or close to the sarne tirne; Winnipeg floodway would otherwise be hezavily taxed
Reduces flood damages along Iower Assimioine River, much of whiach is
agricultural land
M a y have contriiuted to false sense of security along lower Assiniibo:-ine River

Table 4.3 - Main characteristics of the Shellmouth Reservoir
Measure

Consists of earthfiil dam, overflow spillway, and reservoir
Located on Assiniioine River near Russell, Manitoba

hplementati~n

Recommended by Royal Commission (1958)
Completed in 1972
Cost $10.8 million

Responsibility

Water Resources Branch

Goals

provide water storage and control reservoir outfiows to minimize d o n s t r e a m
flooding in spring or during sumrner rainfall flood conditions
ensure adequate water supply in siimmer
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Table 4.4

- Main characteristics of the Winnipeg diking system

Measure

earth dikes and pumping stations

lmplementation

recommendation of Royal Commission (1958)
initially implemented by the Greater Winnipeg Diking Board 1950-52 with
involvement of three levels of govemment, later enhanced
initial cost (1950-51) $6 million, cost of enhancernents in subsequent years
undetennined

Responsibility

Water Resources Branch b e r the Diking Authority Act)

Goals

protection of Winnipeg property eorn flood waters
pumping stations operate to lift water and sewage waste over boulevard dikes
and prevent sewage back-up

Efficiency

adequate only to a limited water level
easily breached under bad weather conditions or in very long duration floods
must be properly rnaintained

Issues

permanent dikes are insufficient for highest water Ievels on record
some Winnipeg riverbank properties could not be protected by dikes due to
proximity to river
some residents have removed the dikes on their property for aesthetic reasons,
placing entire community at nsk

Table 4.5 - Main characteristics of ring dikes
Measure

ring dikes around select cornrnunities (earth)

lmpiementation

recommended by Royal Commission(l958)
cost - benefit analysis conducted prior to cons?ruction on 8 comrnunities
f i s t ring dikes completed in 1972, cost $2-7million
fiom 1982-199 1 new ring dikes and old dike enhancements cost $4 miliion; this
figure is $6.9 million if total expenditures on the drking systerns are included
(such as pumping stations, communications equiprnent.. -)
new ring dikes under construction followïng the 1997 flood

Responsibility

Water Resources Branch - regional engineering staff (for maintenance and
operation)

Efficiency

Adequate, subject to water level heights, weather conditions and
maintenance/monitoring of dike

Issues

dikes must be maintained, monitored and ofien enhanced during flood conditions
dike openings such as roads and railways must be closed with earth during floods
adequate pumping facilities must be in place
municipal cooperation required for construction and maintenance of &es
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The Floodway, Portage Diversion, and S h e h o u t h Reservoir were constructed Eom
1962-1972 as a federal-provincial cost shared project upon the recommendation of a

Royal Commission on Flood Cost-Benefit Analysis (1958). This commission had been
given the task to evaluate various rneasures that would reduce flood damages in the
aftermath of the 1950 flood. The Commission also recommended an extensive diking
system be constructed in Winnipeg, as well as ring dikes Un vuinerable comunities to
the south (see Table 4.5). Typical of the common decision-making mode1 in those days,
the Royai Commission's decision to construct the flood protection system was based on
traditional benefit-cost analysis. They also suggested that benefit-cost andysis be done to
determine if ring diking was appropriate for the individual communities to the south. This
was the method Iater used to justi@ the eight ring dikes constructed in subsequent years.
This method of decision-making, so prevalent in flood management decisions, did not

consider in any way the direct social costs nor include any S p e of social criteria when
plans were developed or implemented. Even in recent years, with various government
projects to enhance structural rneasures, social impacts have often not been formally
included in decision-making.

-

Figure 4.2 Schematic drawing of flood control system to protect Winnipeg
(Source: Mudry et al., 1981)
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4.2.4.2

Non-Structural Measures

h s t a few comments will be made about non-structural flood mitigation rneasures
because a detailed review is beyond the scope of this study. In essence they are any flood
rnitigation measures that do not involve structural work. They do play an important part

in flood management decision-making because they are among the alternatives available
in selecting flood management strategies. Non-structural measures include: zoning and
land use regulations; flood-proofing programs which allow property owners to protect

individual properties; flood insurance; warning systems and forecasting; and flood
recovery issues.

4.3 Objective #2
Describe the 1997 flood in order to provide a context to the study

4.3.1

Description of the Flood

The 1997 flood, communly referred to as the "Flood of the Century", was the highest
recorded this century. It officially began on March 30", when the Red River fkst began to
flood in the United States. On April 18" and 22" the American cities of Fargo-Moorhead
and Grand Forks respectively flooded, with enormous damages and human hardship. As
it progressed, peak stages Grorn the United States Boundary to the Red River Floodway
Control Structure south of the city of Winnipeg were 0.6 to 1.5 meters higher than for the
great floods of 1950 or 1979 (See Appendix 1 for the map of flood levels). Levels in
Winnipeg were 1.5 meters higher than for any flood since the use of the Red River
Floodway (i.e. 1969). In fact, floodwaters crested at the Red River Floodway inlet south
of Winnipeg at 0.46 meters to 0.52 meters higher than the forecast range (International
Joint Commission, 1997). The river rose 12 meters above winter levels, and flooded at
least 1840 square kilometers of vdley lands (Warkentin, 1997).
Altogether 28,000 Manitobans were evacuated to ensure their safety. They had to be
provided with services and housing. Nine thousand evacuees were fiom the city of
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Winnipeg (particularly St. Norbert), and urban communities where water levels were
determined to be too high for safety or there was great risk in the event of dike failure.
Rural residents were also evacuated because of fear of dike failure or the threat of
overland fiooding.
The main cause of the flood was an extreme snow pack. There was also high topsoil
moisture due to f d l rains in 1996, unfavorable timing of ninoff fkom parts of the Basin,
and a major storm in April which dumped 50-90 mm of water either as rain or snow. In
fact, in many areas snowfall for the winter reached levels two to three times the average
(International Joint Commission, 1997).
Structural measures previously discussed, such as the diking systems and the Red River
Floodway, are known to have prevented enonnous losses, as did emergency diking.
Estimates of those prevented damages run as high as $6 billion. Actual darnage claims
ran at over $400 million.

4.3.2

Agricultural Impacts

Approximately 5% of Manitoba's fardand was under water when the flood peaked. It
was necessary for some farmers to move livestock such as cows, hogs and poulîry. About

2000 cattle and 45,000 hens were moved out of the valley; more than 90 hogs died in

flood waters.

Some farmers made preparations to remain on their property using

ernergency structural measures such as dikes. Various authorities, EMO, and commodity
boards coordinated and assisted in relocating livestock, and in moving stored grain when
possible.

4.3.3

Flood Preparation and Flood Fighting in 1997

With the leadership of the Manitoba Conservation - Water Resources Branch and EMO, a
variety of activities needed to be managed during the flood in spring 1997. To name only
a few of the key ones, these included: flood monitoring and forecasting; coordination and
communication with government and non-goverment agencies; implementation of
emergency structural works; operation of the flood control system; volunteer
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coordination; organization of victim's senrices, particularly for evacuees; irnplementation
of evacuation procedures; transportation routing; public communications; security and;
search and rescue. Overall, it was EMO's job to provide necessary support to local
communities when local capacity to cope was exceeded in the emergency (Rahman,
1997).

4.3.4

Structural Measures in the 1997 Flood

Several types of structural measures were instituted or enhanced during the 1997 flood.
The most astounding was the construction of the Brunkild "2-dike9*,a 40 km t e m p o r q
ernergency extension to the permanent West Dike. Its construction was s u p e ~ s e dby a
temporary Flood Management Task Force comprised of various experts, hydrologists,

and govemment officiais. This dike was designed to prevent flood waters f h m spiilhg
into the LaSalle River west of the city and therefore flooding the city fiom the west. The
worst case scenario planned for by authorities was a breaching of the Z dîke; as it tunied
out, o d y 12 kilometers of the extension was actualiy required to hold back water.
The Task Force also devised a management strategy that would maintain a flow of 79,000

cfs in Winnipeg or 7.5 meters (24.5 A.) at James Avenue through the use of the floodway.
In adopting this level the Task Force had altered one of the formal operating rules of the

Floodway (which designated 7.8 meters or 25.5 fi. as the leveI to be maintained at James
Avenue). This has been subject to controversy because of concerns by residents south of
the Floodway that their flooding was thereby intensified (to Save Winnipeg). This is an
exarnple of a decision made in a flood situation with perceived negative consequences for
flood victims.
When the severity of the 1997 flood was realized, most valley communities south of
Winnipeg with ring dikes were advised that their permanent dikes were insufficient for
the anticipated inundation. This resulted in expensive temporary dike construction and
enhancements of existing commUIllty dikes.
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Problems however arose in many valley communities. Although Water Resources Branch
had been advising municipal govemments since late winter that a sizeable flood was
Likely, municipalities were slow to respond until the blizzard of April 5" and 6" (I
J-C.,
.
1997). This additional snow also slowed the process of building dikes and transportation
of sand and sandbags. Many rural residents not protected by community dikes had to
work feverishly to construct temporary dikes and other emergency flood p r o o k g
measures; a shortage of resources (such as sandbags and volunteers) ensued.
Dike works were also needed within Winnipeg. Earth dikes were constructed in 80
locations throughout Winnipeg. Fifty were modified to later become permanent
structures. In Winnipeg, 3.9 million sandbags were needed just to protect 800 properties
to the required heights; the total number of sandbags produced was 6.6 million, 2.3
million of which were filled by hand by volunteers and the military. Various other
structural activities and operations occurred within Winnipeg to reduce flood damage,
including: plugging watercourses and pumping out water; s e a h g manholes on the land
drainage sewer system (McNeil and MacBride, 1997); construction of secondary sandbag
dikes; flood-proofhg of the sewer systems on the major rivers; operation of pumping
stations; operation of stonn water retention basins and; sewer modifications on various
residential and commercial properties. A large degree of organîzation, coordination, and
decision-making was required to handle the flood situation.

4.3.5

The Military Role

The flood of 1997 was in some ways slow to evolve. Given hydrologie conditions over
winter and s p ~ g a, flood was anticipated; however, the blizzard in April and some
under-estimations of peak stages south of the border had resulted in under-estimations al1
around until very close to the event. In early April, concerns began to escalate and it was
at that point that provincial and municipal authorities began to realize that they may need
additional assistance to heighten preparations and deal with the cnsis.
Ironically, the initial request to the military in April was for "100 soldiers to help fil1
sandbags for three days" (Flynn, 1997). The quick escalation of events was evident when
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two weeks Iater a formal Joint Force operation was instituted, and 8500 military

personnel, 2850 vehicles, 131 watercraft, and 34 aircraft from across the country were
brought into Manitoba. The senousness of the flood situation was also evident in the
establishment of a first priority for the Joint Force - '20 Save lives ,prevent injury, and
relieve suf3ering". After the event the military admitted that the lateness of the
deployrnent and the scope of the flood resulted in limitations to the amount of
preventative work that could be done (Flynn, 1997). Therefore, in pre-flood planning,
military assistance was used primarily for dikllig, and facilitating evacuations. During the
flood they contuiued to aid in evacuations, particularly emergency ones, rescue activities,
and monitoring of both the water and airspace above the flood. They also did dyke
maintenance, law enforcement for control of access to evacuated communities, and
preparation for reentry. In recovery they provided engineering, and labor and transport
assistance as necessary for establishing normal conditions in the evacuated communities.

4.3.6

Emergency Measures

Execution of formal emergency rneasures is p articularly difficult during flood situations,
and the 1997 flood was no exception. Although the formal declaration of the flood as a
national emergency allowed additional financial and other resources to be brought into
Manitoba, there were problems. Risk comrnUZZication and response was one major
problem. In fact, risk communication and response is one of the most important aspects
of emergency rneasures, not only because of potential for injury or damage but because
issues of moral and financial liability for damages inevitably result where problems
occur. In Manitoba in 1997 there were communication issues which led to evacuation
problems and other difficulties. In addition, lack of knowledge, training and experience

among leaders in many municipalities resulted in decisions which were contrary to
emergency preparedness practices (1. J.C.1997).
Emergency preparation was particularly inadequate in some communities. Crest forecasts
for some areas that were hard hit, such as Ste. Agathe (see Red River Valley map
Appendix 1) were continually revised upward throughout April as it became evident that
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high crests on many Manitoba tributaries would occur at the same tirne as peak flows

amïving fiom the US.In Ste. Agathe, poor assessment of community risk

- especially

from overland fiows fiom the west (the river is to the east of the t o m ) - resulted in huge
Iosses and a devastated community.

4.3.7

Flood Recovery

There were enormous hancial and economic costs to the province, local communities,
and individuals in the wake of the 1997 flood. This does not begin to represent the social
and personal costs to victims and their communities.
Assisting people with compensation for losses and physical damages is in many ways
simpler than assisting them to regain a sense of control over their lives. Financial
compensation to victirns in Manitoba was provided following a declaration of emergency
according to a federal-provincial cost-sharing model established after the 1950 flood. For
the 1997 flood, the federal-provincial split was 90-10 for al1 eligible expenses. However,
the practicd application of the specifics of the cost-sharing model was difficult and
contentious. 1t was EMO's job to provide compensation and liaison with the federal and
provincial authorities regarding the eligibility criteria for disaster compensation and the
amounts to be paid.
The types, arnount, and process of compensation in the wake of the 1997 flood was
subject to much criticisrn f?om victims, with some communities organizing formally to
take their grievances to the goveniment. The survey done in this study reveded some of
the concerns of flood victims, and some of the impacts the flood had on their lives,
families, and communities. To prevent fiiture decisions fkom reflecting almost
exclusively the traditional perspectives of engineers and economists, it is important to
look at social impacts and synthesize them in a way that is usefiil to flood managers in

future. The following chapter looks more specifically at what survey respondents had to
Say about their experiences, and beghs tc identiQ prevalent themes among responses to
questions-
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CHAPTER 5: DISCUSSION OF SURVEY AND
SURVEY RESULTS
5.1 Rationale for use of a Survey on Psychosocial
Impacts
The purpose of this research was to develop social criteria for use in making flood
management decisions.

The primary data used was ftom a survey of psychosocial

impacts admuiistered to flood victims. The reasons for this are as follows.
First of all, the study outcornes, narnely social criteria, are intended to promote
improvement of quality of Iife or social wellbehg for those residents who live in the
floodplain and who are regularly at risk fiom flooding. Decision-makers need to consider
the impacts of their flood management decisions on these residents. The social criteria are
used to measure to what degree proposed management alternatives W l l the overall
objective of social well-being. Key features of social well-being or "quality of life" (of
both individuals and their cornmunities) are the objective and subjective factors which
contribute, both positively and negatively, to well-being. These factors make up the
"social environment". To understand people's social environment requires understanding
of their perceived and subjective redity which is best learned through their own report
(Carley and Walkey, 1981). Thus the survey was designed to obtain residents' own report
on impacts they experienced in 1997, including some broader social impacts (e.g. family
impacts, community-level Impacts). This information provided a snapshot of the social
environment in which residents live, and suggested areas of concern to be addressed to
reduce negative impacts on residents in future. This knowledge gained during the
i n t e ~ e w swas critical to understanding people's social behavior in a flood- a cntical
factor in flood management planning because it is social groups that ultirnately prepare
for, respond to, and recover fiom a flood.
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It was through examining survey results that the experiences of residents could be
consolidated into major themes, namely areas of impact and concem that should be
brought to the attention of those authorities rnaking flood management decisions.
Knowledge of the people's social environment offered clues to how impacts could
potentially be prevented, reduced, or rnitigated. Thus the survey information on
psychosocial impacts was essential to generating social criteria for use in decisionrnaking.
Obtaining primary data directly from residents was also prioritized in this study because
there was a significant lack of baseline information available on the impacts of flooding
on residents in this region, and little attempt to quanti@ them. To adequately address a
problem as complex as that of flood management in the Red River Basin, especially if the
intent is to reduce negative impacts on residents, this type of information is essentiai. No
decision problem can be systematically addressed, as in the case of MCDA, without
adequate information. Decision-makers need appropnate information on flood impacts
and citizens' perceptions in order to adequately represent their interests.
Residents were not asked direct questions about what they felt should be the priorities of
those making flood management decisions because the interviews were conducted so
close to a flood event itself. It was thought that responses to questions about what
government should address in making decisions rnight heavily reflect respondents'
personal experiences with the recovery process at the time of the interview,dong with the
attendant and often extrerne emotiond responses. The responses by residents as to what
should then be priorities for government could conceivably Vary dramatically over time
as recovery issues were resolved for individual families. Rather, the approach taken in
this study was to independently assess respondents' experiences during the flood and
aggregate responses into themes which identiQ sources of stress and negative impact on
families. Social criteria for use in decision-making were then objectively developed fiom
information obtained fiom respondents about their experiences and perceptions of the
flood event.
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It should aIso be noted that the any recommendations or social cntena that flow fiom the
survey of flooded residents would be greatly enhanced by an ongoing public participation
pracess through which decision-makers would receive regular public input on potential
flood management strategies,

5.2 Survey Administration and Results
The details of survey administration and the results of the survey will now be addressed.
First, the i n t e ~ e wenvironment (Le. the circumstances under which the survey was
adrninistered) will be discussed. Second, sociodemographic information on the survey
sarnple will be presented, and fhally the results of the analysis of the quantitative
variables under each selected dimension of impact will be described. The dimensions of
impact are severity of flooding, evacuation issues, economic issues, farnily issues,
community issues, knowledge, nsk communication and warning,future plans, stress and
slress symptoms, psychosocial symptoms of stress, and physical health impacts. There

will be some references to qualitative data gathered during the interviews that supports,
disputes, or expands upon the quantitative findings. This is followed by a section that
provides a bnef overview of sorne of the most prevalent themes to emerge out of the
qualitative data collected. Review of the survey results constitutes fÛIfillment of the third

objective of this research, namely, to overview psychosocial impacts of the 1997flood
on members of selected communities through analysis of survey data.

Doing interviews with victims of the 1997 flood was more difficult than initially
anticipated. There were several reasons for this. First, because the interviews fell in the 36 month period post-flood, many residents in impacted communities were extremely

busy. Many were particularly conscious of the amount of work to accomplish before
autumn and colder weather. Many were also not living in their homes.
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Selection of whom to interview was done as randomly as possible, although the
assistance of the Flood Recovery Office for the Municipality of Ritchot was sought once
)
proving diflicult, too timegoing door-to-door (done for roughiy 70% of i n t e ~ e w s was
consuming, and residents were having trouble committing to interview tùnes.
The residents of Grande Pointe,Ste. Agathe and fanners were most difficult to access by
going door-to-door. Without the assistance of the Flood Recovery Office the majority of
interviews would have been with those residents who sustained less damage i.e. those
who were once again living on their properties, thereby biasing the results considerably.
It was also difficult to locate those residents who were no longer in their own comrnunity.

Efforts were made to get a sample of residents under a wide variety of post-flood
circumstances, and because this research was intended to be exploratory, getting
assistance when required was considered to be acceptable.
Some residents dismissed the whole idea of being interviewed, others were very
suspicious about who was conducting the interview and the purpose of it. Some were
concerned that govemment would be privy to a . negative comments that they might
make. Fear and uacertainly were readily apparent in some communities. Many
assurances, particularly related to confïdentiality, were necessary for some to agree to
participate at all.
However, it was found that once many residents sat down to taik, it opened a flood-gate
of emotion-laden accounts about the 1997 flood, It was difficult in many cases to begin
the forma1 part of the interview, namely the questionnaire, because people wanted to
convey so much at one time. It was impossible to stick with a scripted retinue of
questions under these circumstances. What quickly became evident was the extreme need
that some people had to share their ordeals. This sense of people's need to teil their story

was verified by the many comments that people made at the end of the interview about
how "good" it had felt to tell their story. One family even telephoned the next day to
express thanks for being given the opportunity to tell their story, and said it had been
"cathartic".
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When the survey was h t developed, it was intended to be administered to one individual
in privacy. During the interviews, however, it quickly became obvious that the need to

recount events and feelings was so intense in some households that spouses and other
family rnembers sometimes insisted on joining the discussion. It was also evident in some
homes that children were eavesdropping, or trying repeatedly to actively participate. It
made at times for a chaotic interview environment and required some diplomacy to set
limits.
Thus the t or mat ion was gained in as stnictured a rnanner as possible for the situation,
but clearly the needs of the flood victims needed to be a paramount ethical consideration.
It was obvious that respondents felt that there had been Uisufficient opportunity to tell

their stories to other people, and some faWlies voiced general feelings of abandonment
by others who were not directly afTected by the flood. This included fiiends and family
as time passed, and as non-flooded people "resumed their normal lives". Some felt the
media was also not suniciently sympathetic to their plight as time passed, that media

representations were not comprehensive, and that eventually %ey"

(i.e. flood victims),

were abandoned because they were no longer newsworthy.
s between 1.5 and
Of the families interviewed, the average length of time of i n t e ~ e w was
2 hours. That was the time required to actually administer the survey, not ïncluding time

for preliminary explanations which were, in sorne situations, very time consuming.

5.2.2

Sociodemographic Data

The following is a synopsis of the sociodemographic data collected on respondents to the

survey. Fi@-hvo residents of the Red River Valley were interviewed. The percentage of
respondents interviewed under each defïned community category are as follows: Ste.
Adolphe 17% (some within and some outside the community dike); Grande Point 17%;
Kingston Row/Crescent 17%; St. Norbert 15%; Ste. Agathe 15%; farms 14%; Red River
Drive 4%. The latter two commmities were combined under rural homesteads/farms
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because they identified less readily with a specific community. At times in the detailed
analysis of the survey they are considered separately, and at times together.
Cornmunities Surveyed
St Adolphe

Figure 5.1

- Number of respondents per communities suweyed

Thuty-nine percent of those i n t e ~ e w e dwere maie and 62% female. There was a wide
variety of ages among respondents. Most common categories were ages 35-44 and 45-54
of which each had 25% of total respondents. The category of 55-64 contained 17% of
respondents and 15%were in the age range 25-34, Eight percent were over 65 years and
4% were fiom 18-25. Four percent did not answer the question and 1 respondent did not

know her exact age.

Figure 5.2

- breakdown of age categories of respondents
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The highest education level achieved by respondents was determined. Results were as
follows: university degree, 29%; comUIUty coliege graduate, 2 1%; some post-secondary
education, 21%; high school graduate, 12%; some high school, 6%; less than grade 10,
7%; no answer, 8%; refusal to answer question, 2%.

Respondents indicated the number of years that they had lived in their curent
community: 4% were two years or less; 15% were 3-5 years; 10% were 6-8 years; 23%
were 9- 11 years; 15% were 12-14 years; 2% were 15-17 years; 6% were 18-20 years;
19% were between 20 years and 50 years; 6% were more than 50 years in the community.
It is evident that more than % of respondents had been in their community approxirnately

a decade or more. In comments made during interviews some residents stated their
conmitment to remaining in their community. Some ,particularly those in the more rural
communities, spoke highly of the quality of life that they have and their desire to stay in
the communities even given the need for extensive rebuilding, or fiood-proofhg, and
regardless of the continuhg flood threat. A few who were extremely stressed and anxious
expressed concern that they could not remain in their community because of the losses
that they had sustained as a result of the flood of 1997.
A vast majority of respondents indicated that they do not identiQ with any particular

ethnic group, namely 73%. Ten percent identified themselves as French, followed by 2%
claiming to be Ukrainian, Canadian, and English respectively. Four percent selected the
other category, 6% gave no answer to the question, and 2% refused to answer it.

There was a wide variety of family compositions within single households interviewed;
many had adult children living in the home. In total 52% claimed to have children under
18 years of age living at home. Of these, twenty-one percent had two children, 15% had
one child, 12% had three children, and 4% had four children. Several respondents
expressed concern about their child(ren)s' responses to the flood event, and wished that
they had someone outside of the family that their children could talk to about their
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feelings. Some reported that they were seeing different or unusual behaviors in their
children that they were concemed about and which they attributed to the flood,

5.2.3

Results by Dimension of Analysis

(Note: numbered graphs appear in Appendix 3)
5-2-3.7

Severity of Flooding Dimension

For analysis of "severity of flooding" the indicators were estimate of the cost of damage,
depth of warer, need for a clean-up period, and its duration. Loss of iveplaceable versus

non-in-eplaceable items was also considered.
Overall, during the flood, most respondents understandably had more s@essthan before
the flood. Those with water in the home were more apt to report hrgh Ievels of stress

during the flood rather than moderate or low, with a slightly greater percentage reporting

high as the level of water clirnbed. The depth of water was determined by whether water
was reported to be in the basement only, first flood, second floor or to the roof. None

responded that they had water to the roof level. It was discovered during the course of the
interviews, that a more comprehensive question about the home and its contents would
have been helpfiil because, for instance, split-level homes may refer to a level as a
"basement" level while in fact it is the major living space for the family.
After the flood, overali less respondents felt increased stress as compared to before the
flood; of those who had no water at ail in their homes 13/18 (72%) reported no stress
post-flood above their pre-flood levels while oniy 12/34 (35%) of those with water in
their home reported no increased stress post flood as compared to before the flood. And a
large majority of those with post-flood stress who also had water in their home reported
that the actual level of stress that they felt was either moderate or high (rather than
selecting low). Stress impacts overall were greater for those with water in their home.
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var 004a water deplh

Figure 5.3

- depth of water in home by stress level since flood

Looking at the estirnate of damages provided by this sample (Graphs 115-116) it is
evident that those with darnages versus without damages did have increased stress postflood. And for the three major categones of damage ($10,000-$50,000; $50,000$100,000; $100,000-$250,000) the higher the damage, the more report of high or
moderate levels of stress raîher îhan low levels.

With regard to clean-up, (Graphs 74-76), only four respondents had no clean-up to do
whatsoever. Only one of these reported stress post-flood greater than pre-flood. Of those
with clean-up, 54% had more stress since the flood. Twenty respondents had a clean-up

penod of less than two months, and only about 25% of them had an increase in stress
post-flood while of the 32 with clean-up still contiming at the tune of the interviews over
65% had increased stress post-flood. Thus the ongoing clean-up process may have been
partly a contribution to stress levels. Timely

clean-up may be one way to assist

individual families in recovering f?om a flood.
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var 049a length clean-up?

Figure 5.4 - length clean-up by stress

In this sample the loss of persona1 items (considered distinctive fiom the loss of a house)
was considered and respondents were asked to indicate if they lost any irreplaceable

items, As the figure below shows, 17% of respondents had no losses of persona1 items,
52% had replaceable losses and 3 1% had losses of irreplaceable items. D u h g the flood,

stress was higher than pre-flood levels for respondents whether or not they lost personal
items.

Figure 5.5- personal losses-no losses, replaceable losses, and irrepfaceable losses
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After the flood 42% of respondents claimed stress levels to be higher than pre-flood.
However, of those who had no losses whatsoever, only half as many respondents had
elevated stress post-flood. In comparing type of loss, namely irreplaceable versus
replaceable losses, there was no difference in the proportion who had post-flood stress
nor more evidence of higher levels. Just having loss of personal items of any type seemed
most critical to stress. During i n t e ~ e w however,
s
when asked about irreplaceable losses,
some people became quite upset; many had lost items that would be passed d o m to
children. It may be possible that the full ramifications of the loss will be recognized only
over time.

Summary:
It is evident that having water in the home, more damage in dollars, a longer clean-up
penod, and loss of some personal items had a negative impact on stress (particdarly postflood) among these respondents.

5.2.3.2

Evacuation Issues

Evacuation issues were covered in the survey by asking respondents if they had received

an evacuation alerî, if they had been evacuated and how many days, and the adequacy of
accommodation. They were also asked about the adequacy of the notice they had received
about the need to evacuate, and about the number of moves their household had to rnake.

Al1 but two respondents were in fact evacuated and the majonty (almost 70%) were back
living on their property (some in trailers) within six weeks post-flood. Looking at length
of evacuation, the collected data showed that among this sample, those that were

evacuated longer than 1 month (particularly) were more apt to report increased stress after
the flood than those evacuated a lesser amount of time.

Eighty-eight percent of respondents who were evacuated described their accommodations

as good or excellent showing that, for the most part, government provision of temporary
accommodation and personal arrangements for evacuation accommodation made by
evacuees were not a major problem in this saniple. The anecdotal information gathered in
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two interviews in particular did show that in cases where govemment provided
accommodation that was inadequate, this did put tremendous burden on the flood victirns.
Others also reported that when staying with family, over time there was increased stress

in the extended farnily relationships, and perhaps less sympathy or understanding for the
plight of the victirns.
Respondents were aIso asked if they felt they had adequate notice of the need to evacuate.
Graphs 7, 8 and 9 show that those respondents who did not feel they had adequate notice
did not report more incidences of increased stress during the flood as compared to before

the flood. Both those with and without adequate notice had higher levels of stress during

the flood than prior to the flood (over 90% both groups); however, there was an increase

in the proportion of those reporting high versus muderate or low levels of stress among
those who felt they had inadequate warning. So the "level" of reported stress may be
associated somehow with berceived) inadequacy of the notice to evacuate.

Afrer the flood, twenty percent more of those who reported they felt they had not had
adequate notice (versus those who felt they had adequate notice) felt more stress than
they had before the flood event and a greater number of this group reported high levels
rather than moderate or low. It would seem in this sample that while rnost were stressed
during the flood, havùig inadequate notice was perhaps linked with an increase in the

level of stress, and that post flood those with increased stress and slightly higher levels
also claimed they did not have adequate notice.
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var OO9b adeawtenotice?

Figure 5 . 6 adequate notice by stress since flood
It is difficult in this complex situation to consider what factors may be influencing either
leveI of stress among respondents or their recall of the flood. For instance, since they
were asked retrospectively if they felt they had adequate notice, could those who were
more stressed with regard to their post-flood situation report more negatively about the
adequacy of notice? Or did those who had more damages and therefore post-flood stress
indeed have less notice? What is evident is that the adequacy of notice is an important
factor in planning for floods and respondents' perception of adequacy of warning in 1997
appears to somehow be related to stress response during and post-flood.
The issue of the role of an evamation alert as provided by officials to potential flood
victims is an interesting one. Answers were difficult to ascertain. Some victims were
m u r e if they had received one at ail,or were unsure what the question referred to (Le.
exactly what was the alert document?) and looked during the interview to see if they
could find an 'ale&'

around the home. In addition, answers to the question of whether an

aIert was received, and how far in advance of the flood, brought a wide range of answers
even within the sarne community. Clearly, there is a difficulty here. Horneowners within

a floodplain need to understand what an "alert" is, and it should be immediately c1ea.r
what it is and what it means to the homeowner. Several respondents reported receiving
their alert notice once they had evacuated which raises m e r questions about the timing
and consistency of the "alert" system.
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With regard to the number of rnoves a respondent's family was required to make during

evacuation, higher IeveIs of stress were evident in those with more than one move alrnost 30% more of those with multiple moves reported high levels of stress after the
flood compared to those who did not move more than once.

Summary:

Information gained fiom respondents points to a need for increased clanty about what
constitutes an "evacuation alert", what rnechanisms are used to disseminate one, and what

can be expected f?om the t h e an aIert is received.
At a practical level this study points to a need to provide additional supports to evacuees
out of their homes for longer periods of t h e , particdarly over a month. This rnay
possibly prevent the substantial increase in stress level that was experienced in this
sample and attendant problems that &se sùilultaneously (such as conflict with persons
both within and outside the family). Care should also be taken to better prepare families
and comrnunities for evacuation so that a minimum number of moves are required for

individual households.
Several respondents noted that they would probably not evacuate again in the event of
another flood. Instead, they would refuse, remain on their property and not rely on
govenunent agents to protect their homes. However, this is a reaction to perceived
govemment failures during the flood and is a flawed solution to property damage because
it may ultimately increase persona1 injuries during fûture floods.

Economic Issues

This dimension was examined by asking respondents if they had any lost household
income related to the flood, to give estimates of any lost income, and note the cause of
the economic loss. To summarize results, looking at total household losses, the following

number of respondents gave the indicated answer:
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no losses of income
under $5000 in fost income
$5,000-$10,000 in Iost income
$10,000-$50,000 in lost incorne
$50,000-$100,000 in lost income
over $100,000 in lost incorne
no answer
don't h o w

12
9
7
9
3
3
6
3

Looking M e r at some of the qualitative data gathered as to the cause of the lost income

of respondents or their households, several comments can be made £tom review of
answers to open-ended questions. Namely, three respondents lost their job, 19 of the
respondents (or their spouses) were forced to be absent fkom work, and 21 respondents
(or spouses) lost business activity that generated revenue for the family.

It is evident that estimates of lost household income were significant, clearly a secondary
impact of the flood. Several respondents felt that the government's neglect to mitigate the
broader issue of income impacts was a problem in the recovery stage post-flood. Some
respondents had businesses that were interrupted by the flood, some on property directly
impacted by water. Several also had substantial difficulty with their employers where
they worked. These employers were perceived to be insensitive to both the trauma and
practical difficulties faced by those who had sustained damage to their homes/properties.
This problem was exacerbated over time, probably once the "altruism effect" seen in the
literature was diminished Le. where non-victims of a disaster rally to support victirns but
there is diminishing support as the time following the disaster increases.
With regard to loss o f household income and health impacts, a decrease in general health
when comparing before the flood and after the flood was much more cornmon among
those respondents who had reported lost household income related to the flood.
Looking at loss of household income and stress impacts after the flood showed that 13%

more of the respondents who had lost househoId income (versus those who didn't) had
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increased stress after the flood as compared to before. They were also slightly more apt to
seek counseling if they had lost household income.

total householdincome loss

Figure 5.7-total household loss of income by stress since flood

Summary:
Sizeable floods in the Red River valley cause not only darnages to property but also
substantial income loss in some families. More at risk for increased stress and decline in
health in this sample were those persons who lost household income and who did not
receive emotiond and practical support fiom their workplace environment and
employers. Certainly there may be a role in government and community in promoting
support (including çlancial) for flood victirns not only in the immediate afterrnath but
also over the longer term given that, for some, recovery will be months or even years.
5.2.3.4

Family Issues

A notable number (i.e. twenty-one) of the victims of the 1997 flood who were

interviewed reported that there was increased conflict in general in their family which
they thought was due to the flood; twenty-seven said this was not the case. In the sample
of flood victims interviewed it is also evident that that those who reported increased
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family conflict also had increased stress post-flood at a much higher rate thau those who
did not report increased family conflict (see figure below). As evident fiom Graph 17,
about 58% of those who sought counseling aIso reported increased family conflict, while
o d y 37% of those who did not seek counseling had an increase in family confiict.

Overall, just under 25% of the entire sample sought counseling after the flood, excluding
those who had only brief counseling intervention at the time of evacuation.

stress up

œm
5
more conflidin farnly

Figure 5.8-family conflict by stress since flood

An increase in arguments/disagreements within the family was reported by 58% of
respondents and, of these, 1/3 sought counseling. And 43% of those with arguments
within the farnily reported increased irritabiliiy since the flood while 32% of those not
reporting increased arguments within the family had increased imtabiiity.

With regard to argumentddisagreernents with people outside the family, 39% of
respondents (of those who answered this question) reported an increase, and 44% of these
sought counsehg. Those who did were more than three tirnes as likely to report that they
sought counseIing post-flood than those who did not see an increase in arguments outside

the family. The primary people with whom respondents claimed to have conflict were
authonties, neighbors, and fiends. Arguments were found to be primarily related to
others' perceptions of the flood and flood victuns. Severr! respcndents noted that with
time other people who were not flood victùns became impatient with victims' complaints,
including sometimes even extended family members. The next greatest source of
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argument was related to delays in processing compensation daims for damages. The third
highest source of arguments with people outside the family related to billet problems
during evacuation, followed by general flood-proofing conflicts such as getting sandbags
or conflict over how to build dikes.
Interestingly, there was also evidence in this sample of a slight increase in arguments
outside the famiiy among respondents who also had more damages (in dollars). Data
analysis of respondents' surveys showed that many respondents (about 50%) who had

arguments outside the family also reported more irritabiliiy since the flood
The perception by interviewees that there were, in fact, positive outcomes fiom going
through the flood experience did not show any evident association with stress post-flood.
However, 79% of flood victims did report positive outcomes of some type.
Examining comments to open-ended questions made by respondents with regard to
positive outcomes reveals that the six rnost often rnentioned positive outcomes for their
families were the following: family brought closer together (10 or more respondents
mentioned this); closer community (10 or more respondents); closer to neighbors (5 or
more respondents); gained a sense of cornpetence or of being able to cope (5 or more
young adults) as a result of the
respondents); some bene$t to children @artrrtrcularly
experience [ofien related to persona1 growth] (5 or more respondents); clanped
"priorities" of respondent or theirfamily (5 or more respondents).

Summary:
The survey results show that among this sample of Red River Basin residents, the impacts
to families were significant. For instance, this study pointed to the likelihood of increased
farnily conflict post-flood, arguments and disagreements within the family, and with
people outside the family. Counseling was one type of support to families, which was
accessed by 25% of s w e y respondents to help in coping with flood related problems and
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conflicts. It is important to note that the type of counseling sought in the group who did
seek counseling was not defïned as brief crisis counseling. Provision of services like
counseling may be important if negative impacts to individuah and families are to be
reduced and response to victims' needs improved.

Community Impacts

This dimension was examined by asking respondents about their degree of involvement

in their community prior to the flood, and then specifically about involvernent related to
problems or concerns that arose due to the flood. Approximately the sarne proportion
(48%) of those with or without post-flood stress engaged in community activism postflood. There was a slight increase in those who had not been previously active in their
community and now were specifically involved in a flood-related issue -- specifically
among those who were not stressed post-flood.
However, 54% of those who had water darnage fkom the flood were also involved in
cornmunity activism, while o d y 36% of those with no damages (i.e. 5/14) got involved in
working on a flood-related community problem. Therefore, in this sample, having
darnages seemed associated with community activisrn.
Some community work was in the fonn of services to victims. Other residents formed or
joined local cornmittees to look at the events of the 1997 flood and/or the recovery
process.
The CommU11ity Impacts dimension was also e x h e d by looking at levels of support
perceived by victims, narnely Levels of support by the provincial government and the
cornrnunity in general. Overall respondents felt quite supported by their communities,

with a total of 71% reporting some or a lot of support (58% choosing a lot) fkom their
community. In contrast, only 44% felt some or a lot of support fkom government, with
only 16% perceiving a lot of support. See the figure below. Three communities
particulariy did not feel much support fiom government, narnely Grande Pointe, Ste.
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Agathe, and St. Adolphe. This may be partly explained by the fact that they experienced
the most comrnunity-level damages.

Figure 5.9-perceived support of government

With regard to respondents' perception of support offered by their communities, only
Grande Pointe had a high percentage of respondents reporting that they felt little or no
support from their community. This does raise a question about why Grande Pointe
residents felt such lack of support, and what variables may have contributed to those
perceptions -was it seventy of flood damages in the area, lack of waming, dernographic
variables?
There was no evident difference in the respondents' answers about perceived support
kom government or community and the amount of damages (in dollars) sustained to their
homes and property.

5.2.3.5.2

Sociallifeimpacts

Just over 50% of respondents reported that they experienced social life impacts from the
flood. Some were of a positive nature through e x p a n h g fkiendships (e-g. with
neighbors); others were negative social life impacts due to people being displaced, or too
busy with recovery to socialize as befure.
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Summary:
The primary factor which may have positively affected individuals' involvement in floodrelated community activism among these respondents was having experienced damages
fkom the flood.
This sample of flood victims also showed that most communities felt a strong sense of
support from community members in general, with Grande Pointe being a notable
exception. The government received mixed reviews in terms of support but it is evident
that there was a more negative perception of govemment support in those communities
which sustauied the most overall losses- h the cases of Ste. Agathe and Grande Pointe,

particularly, comments by respondents to open-ended questions with regard to
government focused on authorities' errors in prediction of water levels, lack of notice
about the risk, lack of preparation of municipal authorities in responding to the flood, and
hstrations related to the disaster financial assistance program.
Overall, the amount in dollars in damages that an individual respondent sustained in the
flood did not appear to influence perception of govermnent so much as perhaps
community level concerns (e-g. sufficiency of officia1 waming, access to diking
resources). One half of survey respondents expenenced social life impacts, both positive
and negative.

5.2.3.6

Future Plans

In looking at the friture plans of flood victims, a question about their property values was
posed. Some respondents in ail sampled communities were expressing concem about
property values; there was a slightly increased tendency for the respondents in mal
co~munitiesto express concem than those in the urban communities. This may have
been due to the fact that infiastructure works often better protect the urban communities.
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Figure 5.1û-property value concern by community

In fact, when property value concems are compared to arnount of damages, high nurnbers
of those with some type of darnages (over 70%) were concemed while just over 30% of
thcse who did not sustain any darnages in 1997 were concemed about propew values.
Those residents who had no damages, such as some

ifi

St. Norbert or those dong

Kingston Crescent/Row, were concemed about their ability to ever sel1 their homes
because of the flood threat even though they had not personally had water in their homes.

One respondent said that although they had wanted and planned to move pnor to the
flood, and sustained only some rninor damage related to primary dike works adjacent to
their property, they now felt they must rernain because they would not recoup the value of
the home because of the flood risk.
The Future Plans dimension also sought S o m a t i o n about whether respondents were

considering/planning a move away fi-orn their community because of the flood. Over 50%
of respondents had or were considering or planning a move fiom the community because
of the flood of 1997. However, substantidly more of the respondents who were also
experiencuig post-flood

stress

at

the time

of

i n t e ~ e w s said

they

were

considering/planning to move ( see figure below). It would be valuable to M e r examine
this in a longitudinal study of the effects of the flood-more

specificaily, it w o d d be

interesthg to investigate how many of the flood victirns who were considering or
planning to move actually decided to remain in the community whedif their stress level
abated.
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Figure 5.1 1-considering move by stress since flood

In the study, twenty respondents reported that they owned business property that was
impacted by the flood, but only two actualIy planned to relocate/close down/sell their
business as a result of the flood. They were both farmers.
Summary:
Property values were a concern across a l l comrnunities studied. However, the respondents
fiom rural comrnunities with no inlrastructure protection were more concerned than those
with protection. Kingston RowKrescent residents had the least report of concems (less
than 50% of respondents). If a respondent had received damages during the flood the

more likely they were to report concem about property value.
With over 50% of respondents reporting that they were at least considering, if not

p l h g , to move out of their home, it would be perhaps informative to follow-up and
c o n h n which respondents actuaily took such action especially oncelif stress levels were
reduced. In this sample stress was positively related to considering/planning a move.

It is cleariy advisable for authorities, both municipal and provincial, to work with
comrnunities to better prepare for fbture floods, to help prevent large-scale damage, and
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to corne up with practical solutions to heIp individual families and communities to cope
with the stress and uncertainty related to flood events occurrhg.

5.2.3.7

f f i owledge Dimension

The Knowledge Dimension is intended to look at which respondents had prier experience
with floods and whether the pnor experience helped them to cope in 1997. In this sample
alrnost half of respondents did have prior experience and of these many felt it helped
thern to cope with the flood event (80%). Interestingly, this group withprior experience,
many of whom felt it helped them to cope (when asked directly), actually had a slightly
higher report of hcreased stress during the flood as compared to before the flood than did

other respondents who had no pnor experience. They were also more likely to report a
high level rather than moderate or low.

These facts raise the question of why so many of the respondents with pnor experience
felt it helped them to cope even though their reported levels of stress were actually high.
The reasons may be highly complex if other variables mediated the perception of stress.
For example did this group have pnor expenence because their property was actually at
much higher risk and they therefore had much more damage which thus increased their
stress? Or did they use prior expenence as a means of reassuring themselves of their
ability to cope, and thus reported feeling that it actually helped them although their stress
levels were high?
Respondents were also asked about their ability to cope with problems that arose durùig
and after the flood. Slightly less respondents with prior experience (29% versus 39%),

reported more problems coping than usual during the flood. However, post-flood ten
percent more of those with prior experience reporting trouble coping than those without

prior experience.
A related variable considered under the Knowledge Dimension was awareness of risk.
Respondents were asked if prior to this flood they were aware that their propew was at
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nsk. Interestingly, while many had prior experience with floods, most denied being
aware of their risk in 1997. Weli over 50% in most communities denied awareness, with
Ste. Adolphe residents and Red River Dnve residents being exceptions.
It should be noted as well that many respondents who were unaware of the risk, when
responding to stress related questions, had higher levels of reported stress post-flood than
those in the same communities who claimed to be aware of the nsk.

Summary:
Residents of the Red River Basin that were interviewed who had pnor flood experience
said they felt it helped them to cope in 1997. They were less apt to report that they had
trouble coping with problems that arose during the flood, yet at the same time they were

more likely to have higher stress levels during the flood than those residents with no prior
experience. Among this sample, a key benefit of prior expenence may be in perception of
ability to cope during a flood. This wodd be an interesting avenue for M e r research,
particulariy to understand the subtle differences between perception of versus actual
enhanced ability to cope.
Because respondents who claimed to have been unaware of the nsk of their property
from flooding had more report of elevated stress post-flood, there are outstanding issues
crucial to improved flood emergency response which are related to awareness of rïsk, and
how ZeveZ of risk is interpreted at an individual and household IeveI.
Entire communities may benefit f?om better achowledgement of and planning for the
likelihood of flood. What must be better defined, perhaps, in fiuther research, is just what
constitutes "awareness of risk" because, while many respondents in this study said they
had prior experience with floods, most denied being aware of the risk. This apparent
contradiction warrants further investigation. Most importantly for the generation of social
critena for use in flood management, it points to the need for a working definition of
"risk" which residents of the basin can use to assess their own ongoing vulnerability to
floods.
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5.2.3.8

Risk Communication and Warning

Related to Prior Knowledge is the dimension of Risk Communication and Waming.
However, this dimension focuses on the dissemination of information and its adequacy.
The respondents to the survey showed a wide range of responses to the question of how
much waming (in days) they felt they had that their property was at risk fiom the flood

even among respondents fkom the same community. In the communities of Ste. Agathe,
Grande Pointe and among f m e r s , most respondents reported that they had less than one

week waming about the imminent flood. This may suggest furthex-attention to uncertainty
in prediction and just how much information about the levels of uncertainty should be

conveyed to residents.
Among this sample there was no clear difference in response regarding experience of
stress during or post-flood and arnount of waming (in days or weeks fiom any source)
that the respondents felt they had received.
According to Graph 133 most respondents (65%), when asked directly, felt that receiving
a warning of the flood nsk in 1997 had increased their stress;

00
6% felt it had

decreased it at the t h e just pnor to and during the flood. The rest felt it made no
difference or did not answer the question.
Data provided in Graph 141 shows that in Ste. Agathe, St. Adolphe, and Grande Pointe
30% or less of respondents said that they had oficial notzfzcafion of the flood risk in

1997. In sharp contrast are St. Norbert and Kingston Row/Crescent, the most urban

communities, in which 100% of i n t e ~ e w e e ssaid they received official notification.
Arnong Red River Drive residents and farmers, 50% and 43% respectively reported
receiving oflcial nott!cution.
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Summary:
The issue of waming requires attention in flood management. Clarification of what
constitutes a "warning", the implications of an "official" warning, and what actions
should follow the receipt of a waming al1need to be reviewed.
Given that 40% of respondents said that they received no official warning at al1 in 1997,
it is necessary in fùture flood planning to ensure co~~lfnunication
fi-om officials is timely,

appropriate, and helpfùl in prompting actions that will minimize losses, injuries, and
stress.
A large number of respondents felt that receiving a " warning" of the flood fiom any

source that they considered reliable (whether it be observing the snow storm in April,
observing Grand Forks flooding on the teIevision, or officia1 notification) increased their
stress pnor to and during the flood. This pre-event stress can be positively used to prepare
for a natural disaster. For the most effective response to a warning, the communication
mechanism (and the wamhg "source") must be considered credible. The literature warns

that otherwise valuable preparation time is lost as people ignore early warnings.

In 1997, some survey respondents asserted that in future they would not rely on
govemment, and they want their communities and' community-level authorities to be
more proactive in nsk assessrnent during flood threats. This is a goal that may be weIl
worth pursuing from a societal point of view; heavy reliance on govemment to assess risk

and protect may have been a major contributing factor to not only damages, but postflood disillusionment and anguish. However, govemment must be willing to empower
communities and provide resources for a more comrnunity-based and proactive approach
to flood preparation, flood fighting, and recovery.
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5.2.3.9

Behavior Dimension

This dimension included Iooking at respondents' social behavior during and since the
flood, their individual coping (inchdes counseling), and if residents took measures to
protect their property fkom flood damage.
5.2.3.9.1

Social behavior

When respondents were asked about the amount of contact that they had with their usual
support networks within their communities during evacuation there was a wide range of
answers in most commmities- including much contact, some, iittle. And some individuals
did not have a support network in their communities. Only the urban comunities of St.

Norbert and Kingston RowKrescent had a high proportion of respondents who had lots
or some contact with their support network.

In open-ended questions some respondents reported that a lack of support kom their
usual support network did pose a problem for them in terms of their own ability to cope.

In some instances being "tao busy", or neighborshiends being 'Loo busy" because of the
flood was seen as the main reason for diminished social contact. In other cases, during
evacuation and for those unable to retum to their homes for protracted periods of tirne,
residents were in accommodations far f?om other comrnunity members.
Other respondents felt that the flood had expanded their social network in the community
because they had developed closer ties to neighbors through the disaster. In fact, Graph
122 shows that almost 70% of respondents actually felt that they had expanded their

support network in the community because of the flood.
As per data discussed in Graphs 60 and 61, in this sample, over 65% of those respondents
who claimed to have lots of contact with their support network reported that they had not
experienced a rise in stress after the flood regardless of their cornmunity, while those with
less contact had a proportionally higher incidence of stress.
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Individual Coping Behavior

5.2.3.9.2

Residents were asked several questions related to coping with the flood event and its
aftermath. First, they were asked if they had more trouble coping with problerns that
arose during the flood; this was asked again for the t h e period after the flood event (the
flood event was considered to be over when the water stopped rising at their property).

During the flood, 36% of respondents reported more trouble coping with problems that
arose; after the flood that number dropped to 24%. Some respondents did Say in openended questions that very shoaly after the flood event, their ability to cope returned to

normal. What was most difficuit for many residents (in this sample) post-flood, was the
huge number of new and unfamiliar problems with which they now had to cope related to
getting their lives back to normal. This, not their ability per Say, was the problem.
Respondents in this sample who had more arguments within the family during or since
the flood also showed a higher report of trouble coping with pmblems since the flood
(almost double). There was no difference between respondents who had arguments
outside the family and those who didn't with regard to ability to cope with problems that

arose since the flood. This finding may emphasize the need to offer families emotional

and psychological supports during and after a flood to help them adapt the post-flood
situation.
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Figure 5.12-trouble coping with problems since fiood by arguments within
family
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Among those respondents who had at Ieast one family member (including self), that
sought counseling, there were proportionally more respondents who did see positive
outcornes fiom the flood than those who did not, and more who had injuries occur to
some immediate family member as a result of the flood than those who had no family
member injured.
As discussed earlier under Family Dimension counseling was sought almost twice as
often by those residents who had increased family c o d i c t than by those who didn't.

Again this points to the need for support to fiooded families, particularly in the months
post flood to which this question pertained.

Protection of Propetty
Respondents were asked to indicate if they took action to protect their properties from the
flood in 1997. iU1 but one respondent had taken some type of action specific to protecting
against the 1997 flood including, for example, building earth dikes on property, building
sandbag dikes on property, pumping water away fiom home, moving articles/furniture off
property, moving funiiture/articles to higher ground.

Summary:
Seventy percent of flood victims that were i n t e ~ e w e dfelt they had expanded their social
network in their cornmunity as a result of the flood experience, offering opportunity for
strengthening community ties and cooperative community initiatives related to floodproofing, planning, and response.
Also, while 98% of respondents engaged in behaviors to protect their property fiom flood
damage, additiond comments by residents showed that a lack of warning about their risk,
lack of available resources such as volunteers to help dike or sandbag, and a lack of
sandbags or trucks to haul sand were just some of the major barriers to effective action
against the flood threat. These problerns were a great source of frustration during and
post-flood, and a source of dissension between citizens and officials.
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Finally, comments by residents revealed that much of their difnculty in coping with
flood-related problems was due to the number of and Ufl£amiIiarity of the probiems to
which they were exposed. Better friture planning could anticipate the needs of flooded
residents in the Red River Basin and offer improved and more tirnely solutions.
5.2.3.10

Dependent Variables

As s h o w in Table 3.2, there are several categories of variables proposed as dependent
variables in this research. They will now be considered with observations on the
information related to these variables that was collected in the surveys.

5.2.3.70.7

SfressandSfressSympfoms

While a multitude of symptoms may be considered signs of stress, in this study, stress
symptoms are operationalized through several variables or characteristics. The following
feelingdperceptions experienced by respondents during or since the flood were compared
with their experience of these feelingslperceptions in the period prior to the flood:
perceiving more stress, perceived Zevel of stress, perceiving more trouble coping with
problems, feeling more irritable, and feeling more depressed /unhappy.

In Graphs 13, 14 and 80 levels of reported stress for al1 respondents and in al1
communities are described. A vast majonty of respondents had stress during the flood
more than normal (92%); this was reduced post-flood to about half of respondents
reporting increased stress levels (52%). Post-flood the highest levels of stress were in Ste.
Agathe and Grande Pointe where half or more of respondents who had elevated stress
were reporting high stress versus moderate or low. Interestingly, while many more
respondents reported that they felt more stress during the flood (see Graphs 3 and 4)
when compared to after the flood, the mix of stress latels was almost identical. That is,
just over 60% of those with stress above pre-flood levels had high levels, about 24% had

moderate levels, and roughly 14% had low levels-both

during and post flood. The

spread across the group of stressed residents was the same.
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In considering possible independent variables impacting upon stress, the following was
found in this sample. As noted earlier under Severity of Flooding, during the flood, the
percentage of respondents that reported high levels of stress seemed to vary slightly with
the level of water in the home. There was more report of high stress among those with
first fioor water than with water in the basement and even less among those with no water
during the flood. Level of water among this sample of flood victims did appear to impact

level of stress dun-ngthe flood.
While after the flood, as noted above, less respondents still had increased stress, of those
who did, over half' of the ones that got water in the house reported levels of high or
moderate even at the time of the interviews. And only 28% of those who had no water in

their home still had stress above pre-flood levels 3-6 months post-flood, while 62% of
those with basement water and 63% of those with first floor water still had stress levels
above pre-flood levels. Water in the home did appear to result in ongoing stress postflood in this sample as compared to no water in the home (with mostly reports of
moderate and high levels of stress).

Perceived stress and level of stress were also considered relative to personal Ioss and
more specifically

Ioss of irreplaceable items. Stress was high for most respondents

during the flood; it was elevated for 88% of those respondents that did not lose
irreplaceable items and 93% of those who lost irreplaceable items. However, post-flood,
only 22% of those with no losses of personal items had elevated stress while about 54%
of those with losses of some type had stress. As noted earlier, type of loss (replaceable or
not) did not appear to affect stress so much as Iosing personal items of some type.
Seventy-one percent of those respondents who reported increased confiict in their family
since the flood (that they believed was due to the flood) also reported increased stress
post-flood, while only 37% of those without confIict had increased stress post-flood.
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Having clean-up to do post-fi ood was also considered relative to stress. The numbers of
respondents without clean-up was extremely small, namely oniy 4/52 or 8%. At the tune
of interviews 31/52 were still cleaning up. And of this group, 66% reported post-flood
stress continuùig. Among those who had completed clean-up at the time of interviews,
post-flood stress was occurring in less than half of this group.
Fi@-two percent of respondents felt they had adequate notice of the need to evacuate;
42% said they did not, and 6% didn't answer the question. While over 90% had higher

stress during the flood, 75% of respondents who claimed to have increased stress of a
high level during the flood did not feel they had adequate notice. Only 52% with high

levels during the flood felt they had had adequate notice. As noted elsewhere, those
respondents who felt they did not have adequate notice had more post-flood stress and
were more apt @y over 15%) to have high levels of stress versus moderate or low.
Over 25% more respondents fiom families that made more than one move during
evacuation had post-flood stress levels reported as high versus moderate or low. Those
evacuated longer than 1 month were also more likely to indicate that they had increased
stress post-flood compared to those evacuated for less time.
Data in Graph/Crosstabulation 30 shows those people who were stressed post-flood were
equaliy likely to engage in community activism as those who were not stressed postflood. Those who had not previously been involved in community activism and were not
stressed post-flood showed a very slightly higher likelihood to engage in post-flood
activism. Per Graph 36, Ste. Agathe had the highest proportion of respondents (7/8or
88%) involved in addressing a community probIem. Provision of services to

victims/volunteers was the most common community activity noted by the entire sample,
folIowed by membership in a generic resident cornmittee to look at flood-related issues.
While 46% of all respondents who answered the question said they did not feel
heightened stress post-flood, of these 25% were still considering or planning to move. Of
those 52% with increased stress post- flood, 42% were planning/considering a move.
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Stress was slightly higher during the flood among those respondents for whom it was not
the first fiood than for those for whom it was a £ïrst flood. And the former d s o had more
report of high versus moderate or low levels of stress during the flood.
When answers to questions related to respondents' contact with their support networks
within their community were reviewed, those with less contact did have more incidence
of stress occurring but the levd of stress @gh, moderate or low) did not obviously Vary
by amount of contact with the support network.

Trouble coping with problems that arose was considered under Stress and Stress Impacts.
During the flood, 35% of respondents said that they were having trouble with problems
that arose. After the flood 23% reported problems coping with problems that arose.
Respondents with previous flood experience reported slightly better coping during the
flood than those without previous experience but slightly less better coping with
problerns post-flood. Trouble coping with problems was also reported more fiequently in

families who were also reporting more arguments within the farnily.

IwitabiZity (considered as a stress symptom) in the period post-flood was examined.
Thirty-eight percent of respondents said that they had post-flood irritability more than
pnor to the flood, and 62% did not have increased irrîtability. As noted earlier 43% of
those with more irritabiZity also had more arguments within the famiZy during or since the
flood. And 50% of them had more arguments outside the family than prior to the flood.
Feelings of depression/unhappiness were considered as a syrnptom of stress. However,
the question was somewhat problematic. During i n t e ~ e w sit was found that several
respondents feft uncornfortable with the word "depressed" and rehsed to answer the
question, or were willing to respond to the word 'knhappy" with an affinnative answer
but not the word "depressed". In al1 cases it was male respondents that had this difficulty.

Thus this question was omitted fiom M e r analysis except to note that of those
respondents who answered the question, thirty-seven percent of respondents said yes to
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depression and unhappiness post-flood above pre-flood levels; 62% said no. Of those

with Iosses of some type during the flood, 43% had post-flood depression while only 10%

of those who did not sustain losses had increased depression post-flood as cornpared to
prior to the flood.
Concluding Remarks Related to Stress and Stress Symptoms:
Most respondents, (over go%), had experienced elevated stress during the flood and over
52% post-flood (see figures below). Many expressed concerns about the impact of stress

on their families, on children, and on other members of their extended family or

community.

Figure 5.13- respondents reporting stress above pre-flood levels during flood

Figure 5.14- respondents reporting stress above pre-flood levels post-flood
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It is evident that information about stress gathered nom this sample of flood victims
gives clues to important considerations for decision-makers to be aware of if they desire
to reduce negative impacts from future floods. Not surprisingly, in the sample of residents
surveyed, higher water levels meant higher levels of stress during the flood. Once the
event was past, on& those who were exempt fiom damage or losses had very low
incidence of post-flood stress. Information f?om this sample also suggested that stress
may have been experienced more by those who ultimately lost personal items (and not
oniy a home). More effective planning for protection of personal items may be warranted

for people living in a floodplain.
While about half of respondents felt that they had adequate notice of the impending flood,
those who did not had higher Zevels of increased stress during the flood and post-flood.
Overall, number of days of warning was less related to stress in this sample than was the
perception that adequute waming had or had not been received. During survey
administration, it was lefi to the respondent to interpret what was or was not "adequate
notice". Because the questionnaire was done post-flood and so requiring the respondent
to think retroactively about the adequacy of warning, there may be multiple other

variables biasing the results such as amount of damage sustained or their feelings about
their municipal authorities etc.
Most respondents did some type of clean-up post-flood; however, those who had
continuing clean-up at the time of i n t e ~ e w swere twice as likely to report stress postflood pointing to the impact that a protracted clean-up period has on flood victirns.
Respondents also reported that a huge additional stress was health concerns such as those
related to black mold; these fears were enhanced when EMO was slow to make decisions
about whether the resident must rebuild or tear down his/her home. In some cases,
fawlies started to rebuild at considerable expense only to find that there were mold
problems which requixed tearing down their new construction. Others had family
members, particularly children and newborns, about whom there were concems related to
allergies or asthma due to mold / toxins lefi from the flood. Some families employed
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clean-up companies who were endorsed by their municipal authorities to do disinfecthg
of their homes, only to find later that it had been improperly done and needed to be
repeated at considerable inconvenience and expense.
With regard to considering or planning to move fiom their home, many more with postflood stress answered aflknatively to this question, and even 25% of those with no postflood stress were considering/planning a move. There is no doubt that the flood
experience, even for those with minimal damage or stress, afEected people's desire to stay
in a home or cornmunity. Those residents whose properties flooded in 1997 were then

twice as likely to be concerned about fûture property values than non-flooded residents.
As noted elsewhere the arguments outside the family were often with people whom
victims felt had misconceptions about their circumstances or with EMO regarding
compensation. Govemment clearly can have a role to play in the portrayal of victims'
plight to the non-impacted public, and in streamlining the damage claims process and the
provision of recovery services such as counseling, respite, or clean-up assistance.
Irritability as a symptom of stress was seen in 38% of respondents even post-flood. High
numbers of those reporting more imtability post-flood than prior to the flood also had
arguments both within the family and outside the family. Thirty-seven percent of
respondents also had post-flood depression/unhappiness, and there was a much higher
proportion of residents with depressiodunhappiness post-flood arnong those who
sustained losses. There was also more report of stress post-flood in individuals who
reported more family conflict.
While many respondents were aware that their properties could not be "saved" firom
damage in 1997, they did feel that the recovery process could have been greatly improved
to lessen stress. In fact, some respondents maintained that the flood was in some respects
easier to cope with than the poorly executed disaster recovery process.
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Overall, there was evidently a wide range of negative impacts to individuais and families
after the 1997 flood. This reiterates the need for a victh-fÎiendly disaster recovery
process, one that is well conceived and executed, and meets victims' needs.

5.2-3.10.2

Psychosocial Symptoms of Distress

This category of dependent variables contained responses to questions about
feelingdbeliefs related to sense of control over one's lzre, confusion, fear, sense of
dependency on others, and anger. Respondents were asked of they expenenced those
feelings and to what degree. They were asked to reflect on these feelings at the peak of
the flood, and were asked separately how they were feeling at the t h e of the interview.
Wiih regard to sense of control over one's life, as noted in Graphs 101 and 106, there was
a wide variety of responses fiom respondents ranging fiom none to extremely strong

sense of control, both during and d e r the flood (considered in two separate questions).
What was evident in this sample was that the proportion of respondents reporting that
they felt no control during the flood was lower when compared to afler the flood, and
there were 10% more with extreme sense of control post-flood. Interestingly, several
respondents indicated that they felt even less control afier the flood than during because

of the need to rely on EMO to provide compensation, and uncertainty about the outcome
of that process. These were people that found the compensation program very difficult

and stresshl to access. For some of hem, reliance on others, particularly for
compensation or special social services (such as grocery rnoney) was also difficult.
Responses to the question about feeling sense of dependency on others were also
reviewed. Overall more feelings of dependency existed at the peak of the flood than at the
time of the interviews (three to six months post-flood) (see Graphs 204 and 107).
Feelings of dependency did, however, remain quite high after the flood. As evident in

, Graph 113, it also seemed that those respondents with darnage to home or property gave
more report of feeling dependent than those who did not receive damage after the flood.
Cornrnents by respondents would tend to c o n h n this observation; several felt that
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waiting for EMO to respond to their darnage claims, particdarly if they could not begin
to rebuild without EM07sapproval, made them feel highly dependent.
Further information related to feelings of dependency gleaned fkom respondents included
comments that they feit that the processes set up for accessing help fostered dependency,
through excessive slowness and inappropriateness. For example, one woman reported that
when she legitimately needed available grocery money over a protracted period of time,
every time she went to get assistance (with her children), she had to review their whole
situation again including the flood damage they sustained, what was happening in terms
of disaster assistance, and justiQ her need for the grocery money. Going to get grocery
money, she reported, was so stressfiil that she felt re-traurnatized.
Related to this were comments to the effect that area residents that had not sustained any,
or much, damage used the emergency social services system inappropriately; that is, they
took more than their fair share of support services and fiee goods. The result was that
those that truly needed the help had to excessively justiQ their need especially as over
time there was more general suspicion that some people were 'milking the systemy'.
Some respondents spoke of feeling "ernbarrassed" and "'humiliated" not only because
they were dependent and needed the help, but also because they felt under suspicion.
With regard to feelings of confusion, one quarter of respondents had extreme feelings of
confusion at the peak of the flood, a third had no feelings of confusion and the rest ranged
in between. Post-flood, at the tirne of interviews, confùsion had dropped considerably

with almost half reporting none and only 12% reporthg ertreme confusion. Again, the
respondents with extrerne confusion were prirnarily those who were engaged in dealing
extensively with EMO, trying to get confirmation of their disaster compensation or, in
some cases, trying to h d out if their homes would be salvageable or would need to be
tom down and rebuilt.
Feelings of fear were prevalent among respondents both at the peak of the flood and
afterwards. The numbers of respondents reporting extreme, quite a bit or some fear during
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the peak was 50%; after the flood it was 34%, with the biggest decline in numbers being

in the extrenze category. Much of the fear post-flood, according to respondents, was due
to the losses they sustained and fears that they would not be adequately compensated or
be able to have their lives retum to normal in the near future.

Figure 5.15- respondents' "fear" at tirne of interview

Anger was a prevalent emotion presented during the i n t e ~ e w s When
.
respondents were

asked about their experience of angry feelings both during and post-flood, there was no
great difference in the overall numbers reporting anger in general. It was about 45% who
stated that they felt anger both before and after. While "extreme7' feelings of anger were
twice as common during the peak as d e r , it is noteworthy that 19% of respondents still
were experiencing extreme feelings of anger up to six months post-flood. Much of that,
some of them claimed, was due to the protracted, difficult, contradictory and d a i r
compensation process that they had to endure. In answers to open-ended questions,
respondents shared that their anger was related to a multitude of factors ranging f?om
not only the EMO process, but also concerns about the cause of the high water levels
(were they higher than natural levels because of the operation of the floodway?),
perceived insensitive cornments by government officials and poor management of
resources for flood fighting.
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Figure 5.16- respondents' "anger" at time of interview

Some expressed a need and desire for counseling for themselves or other family members
but were uncertain about how to pursue it, and what to expect. Some were so
overwhelmed by their feelings and the symptoms of distress that they were e-xperiencing
that they didn't h o w to whom to turn. They believed that they had asked so much
aiready of personal fiends ahd extended family that they simply could no longer continue
to ask for help. During the interviews there were severai reports of feelings of
hopelessness, lost ternpers, increased alcohol consumption, troublesome behaviors in
adolescents and children (although these questions were not fomally asked). Many
families interviewed appeared loath to have the interview end. Several families were
given numbers to cal1 for emergency crisis intervention or mental health counseling.
Later some families let the interviewer know that they had in fact called and received
assistance.

It is evident through the graphs below that survey respondents overall had a decline in
general heaZth status when comparing before the flood with after the flood. This is
however based on their self-report with associated bias, particularly to trying to recall
their health pnor to the flood. Overall, 3 1% (16/52) of respondents reported a decline and
4% (2/52) an increase. Health was ranked using "excellent", "good", "fair", and "poor" as
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the major categories. The greatest changes in health report was a decline in the number of
respondents saying their health was "excellent", and a large increase in respondents
stating their health was "'faii'. Approxirnately one third of those who were in "excellent"
health fell to a lower category and about one thhd of those with "good" health fell to
lower categories. See figures below. Decline in health was more prevdent in respondents
with damuge versus no darnage but not necessarily in those with higher levels of damage

in dollars (Graph/Crosstab 27), or those with longer clean-up penods (GraphKrosstab

28).

Figure 5.1 7- general health before flood

Figure 5.18- general health since flood

However, in this sample, 48% of those who reported a "loss of household incorne" -for

example through lost business activity or wages- did report a decline in health fkom
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before the flood to after the flood, compared with the 31% of the entire sample who had a
decline in health. This is consistent with comments about the enorrnity of stress from
income related losses fkom the flood. This issue may be one that should be M e r
examined in assessing the impacts of a flood on families.
When looking at general health relative to the Ioss of personal items, those nine
respondents who had no losses whatsoever also reported no decline in health after the
flood i.e. 100%. Of those with losses which were not irreplaceable (Le. not of high
sentimental value) 33% had a decline in health and 7% an increase, and of those with loss
of irreplaceable items 44% had a decrease in physical health and none an increase in
hedth. Overall, those respondents who had actually sustained losses, and most
particularly those who had sustained losses of personal items, had higher reports of
physical health symptoms. Those with more seven'îy of damage as measured by dollar
amount of darnage did not show any increase in physical health symptoms.
When change in general health was considered relative to length of evacuation, there was

no evident difference in those respondents with shorter versus longer lengths of
evacuation.
As shown in Graph 123, a Crosstabulation (of health before and after the flood by stress
since the flood) shows that 11/27 or 41% of those who indicated that they had increased
stress post-flood (as opposed to before the flood) had declining health, while only 16% of
those with no stress increase post-flood had a decline in health comparing before and
after the flood.
Data was also collected on a wide range of physical health symptoms. A range of
respondents £tom between 76% and 17% had an increase in al1 of the six physical
symptorns/ailments studied

-

narnely,

chest

pain,

dizziness/lightheadedness,

tingling/numbness in extremities, change in appetite, excessive tiredness, digestion
problems - as compared to before the flood. They were experienced either during or since
the flood ('during" and "since" the flood were not separated in this question). Excessive
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tïredness was the number one symptom, with 76% reporting if followed by appetite
change, dizziness and digestion problems. Next were tingling/numbness in extremities
and h a l l y chest pain, the latter at 17% of respondents.
Given the large numbers o f physical symptoms among respondents, it is not surprising
perhaps that when respondents were asked if there were family members physically
"injured" in the flood, 32% said yes. Respondents were lefi to interpret the question
broadly if they chose. The types of injuries reported in the open-ended question on
injuries were varied, ranging fkom muscle strain, chest pain, to anxiety symptoms . In this
sample a greater number o f respondents who had someone in their farnilies (i.e. not
necessarily themselves) injured in the flood reported that their own stress level post-flood
was higher than prior to the flood, as compared to respondents who did not have a family
member injured.
Two independent variables were considered relative to some o f the specific physical
health variables (loss of irreplaceable items and damages). For instance, when looking at
loss of irreplaceable items, (thought to perhaps increase stress and stress-related
symptorns in some individuais), it was seen that dizziness was experienced much more in
those respondents who had not o d y lost persona1 effects, but was even higher among
those who had lost iirepkrceable items (when compared to those who sustained no
losses). Also, more than double the number of respondents who had lost irreplaceable
items also reported tinghg / numbness to the extremities when compared to those with

no losses. Digestion problems were seen most in those respondents reporting loss of
irreplaceable items, somewhat in those with loss of replaceable items, and least in those
with no losses.

Excessive tiredness was seen across al1 categories of respondents. When looked at
relative to damages, there was no difference in the response of interviewees to the
question of tiredness based on amount of damages; in fact, those with no damages to
home and propem were reporting similar levels of tiredness during and post-flood as
those with damages.
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In fact, when al1 six physical health symptoms were exâmined relative to damages there
s
to the dollar amount of
was no evident difference in the responses of i n t e ~ e w e e related
damages they sustained or if they sustained none. Of the 13 respondents who had no
darnages at dl, one or more of them had each of the physical health symptoms, and in
roughly the sarne percentage as many of the groups with varying levels o f damages.

5.2.4

Qualitative Data Analysis

An extensive presentation of al1 of the qualitative data coIiected is beyond the scope of

this study. However, several issues were raised by a number of respondents that reveal
much about their experiences in 1997 and the problerns that they faced. Those mentioned
here should be of relevance to decision-makers as flood management plans evolve in the
region.
There was a lack of resources needed to prepare for the flood waters. This issue was
mentioned by over 1/3 of respondents. Most lacking were sandbags, sand for bags, and
the labor required to build dikes on private property. Coordinating resources (e-g. labor
and sandbags sirnultaneously) was O ften impossible and contributed greatly to fï-ustration.
A few residents made mention of being told they were not a pnority for resources such as

sandbags, yet by waiting they ended up with significant damages. Some who built dikes
did not know how to do them properly; in some areas arguments broke out between
neighbors about the proper way to construct them.
A purchase order system to distribute sandbags where individuals were given numbers

and stood in line was seen as a failure by over 10 respondents, and there were accusations
of preferential treatrnent for some (i.e. some got resources without waiting in line),
mention of the "sandbag wars" which divided comrnunities, and poor organization.
Certainly lack of leadership, foresight, and planning was seen as a prevalent problem both
at the municipal and provincial levels of government. A h t r a t e d resident claimed that
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he had ccover-estimatedEMO's

(and the Natural Resources Department's) ability to

gather information and to decision-make" In addition, getting uiformation about risk and
how to prepare for the flood was W c u l t , and some respondents felt that they received
conflicting information fkom different sources, and were suspicious that some
information about what was transpiring may have been deliberately suppressed by some
agencies/departments. One person claimed that ' k e kept being assured that we would not
flood; even when we were evacuated we were told our properties would not flood". But
flood they did.
There was also confusion about which department or agency had most authority during
the flood (e-g. Water Resources Branch, EMO, or military personnel). Five respondents
claimed either the Water Resources Branch of Manitoba Conservation or EMO
rnisjudged the flood situation or gave out erroneous information. One expressed
hstration as he recounted that he had got into a disagreement on the telephone with one
employee of a government agency when he was telling them of the three feet of water
agauist his dike. The person on the other end of the phone insisted there was n o water
against his dike. They only believed him when they arrived at the property and saw it for
themselves.
A number of respondents to the survey descnbed feeling abandoned or betrayed by the

provincd govemment, particularly as t h e passed. Then-premier G a ~ yFilrnon made a
comment that offended no less than 10 respondents, a comment in which they felt he was

bIaming them for choosing to live outside the floodway in an area at risk for flooding.
One respondent accused Gary Filmon of a "blame the victim mentality". The comment by
Mr. Filrnon was described by a series of interviewees as cccallousand insensitive";
"despicable"; "lacking in respect for constituents", and as ccridiculous7'.
The prevalent belief that some of the people living outside the city had moved there
merely to achieve Iower taxes was mentioned by several indignant respondents who
forcefülly claimed they live in their cornmunities because of the enhanced lifestyle and
not to save t a . dollars.
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In some communities respondents felt that there was not enough warning of the imminent
flood, and four people commented that if they had not personally been proactive in
demanding answers regarding their risk they would have had even greater losses. Some
respondents to the survey felt that there was also not sufficient notice of the need for
evacuation. Five respondents went on to say that in another flood either they or others in
their neighborhood would not evacuate (even when told by authonties that they rnust)
because they felt that their homes may not have flooded in 1997 ifthey had been allowed
to remain to protect them. One angry resident expressed thîs view by saying that he had
evacuated because he thought it was " mandatory and enforcecl''-- only to h d out that it
was not enforced, and that some who defied the evacuation order managed to Save their
homes through their personal efforts.
Another issue raised by seven respondents was a belief that the flood was not entirely a
"natural" event. One respondent said it was "man-assisted". A sentiment existed that the
actions of humans were conîributing to flooding in some areas- actions such as cutting
roads, opening culverts, or overall changes to natural drainage patterns over the
landscape. Resentment that some activities resulted in rural communities being sacrificed
because their waters rose disproportionately as a result of activities to Save the city was
mentioned by 10% of respondents. One interviewee claimed that "Gary Filmon didn't
care as long as the city was protected".
Feelings about the army's help were mixed and seemed to vary by community. Six
respondents were disappointed in the role of the army, feeling they were deployed too
late, were restricted in the help they were willhg to offer, and played mainly a policing
role.
Several respondents also raised the issue of "checkpoint" confiicts. Residents who wanted
to return to check on their properties after the area had been evacuated ofien ran into
problerns and were denied access, which they felt was unwarranted. There was a feeling
that protocol for re-entry into flooded communities was inconsistently applied and
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unpredictable. People often wanted to participate in property patrols but had difnculty
convincing authorities to allow them. One respondent observed that once city department
workers become exhausted they were more apt to allow residents to help. People resented
being excluded when it was their homes at nsk.
Childcare was a problem for sic respondents either while preparing for the flood or in
needing help or respite post-flood. Six others encountered either biiieting or flood
voucher problems during their period of evacuation. Seven were concemed about
excessive abuses of the fiee services to victims, and that those providing social services
were not diligent enough about assessing eligibility and then ensuring the most needy had
easy and low-stress access to necessary services.
The media was heavily criticized by 10% of respondents. Their role was of potentially
great importance in communicating vital information to a broad audience. People felt
they could have been better used to help not only with the emergency phase of the flood
event but also with recovery. Concems related to the media included that they promoted
the political agenda and failed to provide the "whole picture" regarding the flood of 1997.
They were also criticized for focusing on the City of Winnipeg in their reporting and
rninirnizing rural concems. One respondent said the media relied on "sensationalism,
didn't tell the whole story, or clariQ the total numbers of people impacted". Another
claimed " the media was used by the government to sway public opinion, and to blame
(rural) communities for their flooding".

During recovery, residents of the fïooded communities faced a number of challenges. A
few found that concerns about health issues (such as if their homes were contaminated by
mold, or that fuel spills made the home perrnanently unlivable) contributed enormousiy to
stress. Fears for their family's safety were very real. Delays as Public Health and EMO
had to coordinate their assessments of the home were difficdt to accept.
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Some respondents had to deal with very unsympathetic employers, and lost their jobs or
were demoted when required to take time fiom work to dea1 with the demands of the
flood.
Life disruption of a.U types was prevalent and very diEcult for residents; this was
cornpounded by the enormous financial strain placed on many families who sunered
significant damages. The flood event and its impact was summed up by one family-'ke
will never totally recover---there will always be holes in our life and lost
t h e . . .in;eplaceable time and irreplaceable items lost".

Finally, a great challenge for flooded f a d i e s was in dealing with EMO. More
respondents noted problems with EMO than any other single issue that was raised. There
were several areas of concern. The first area was related to how respondents felt they
were treated in dealing with EMO. There were cornplaints about the assessors' Iack of

training and unpleasant attitudes, and dissatisfaction with having individual files moved
fiom person to person so that it was difficult to get consistency and to get answers to
questions. Some people perceived that EMO employees were &aid to offer assurances to
flood victirns about coverage because they were featful of getting into trouble, so there

was a feeling that the department lacked a sense of cornmitment to those needing their
assistance. It was perceived that the whole process was very impersonal.
There were problems at a practical Ievel- such as confusion with the often changing
eligibility requirements and specifics of coverage, and much fnistration and increased
stress with the long delays in processing. People perceived EMO as ill-prepared, lacking
organization, inconsistent, and at times baf£ling in their policies. EMO's approach to
assisting flood victims was summed up this way by one resident-ccEMO's

follow-the-

book attitude was not appropnate in crisis circumstances, causing extensive delays".
There is no doubt that the flood of 1997 taxed both practical and human resources in
Manitoba, and provided an opportunity to promote either cohesiveness or (conversely)
divisiveness among Manitobans. By applying lessons learned in 1997 to fbture flood
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management planning, preparation and mobiiization of resources could be greatly
enhanced and the needs of residents better addressed.

5.3 Conclusion
The exploratory data on psychosocial impacts reviewed here has highlighted the fact that
impacted residents experienced stress symptoms, psychosocial symptoms of distress, and
physical health impacts in 1997. To rninimize negative impacts on residents in the future,
decision-makers considering flood management alternatives should be aware of the
general nature of these impacts, what factors appear to contribute to them, and what
resources might mitigate them. The following chapter identifies factors of social
significance when considering flood management alternatives, and organizes the wide
range of reported impacts in the survey into major themes, which are of particular

importance to making effective decisions. Six social cnteria are then provided for use by
decision-makers.
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CHAPTER 6: SUMMARY, RECOMMENDATIONS
AND CONCLUSION
6.1 Summary
This study was initiated to generate social criteria for use in making flood management
decisions. A survey of residents within and south of the city of Winnipeg on the
psychosocial impacts of the 1997 flood provided the plimary data used to determine the
social criteria. The data was considered in the context of information gathered on
flooding and flood management in Manitoba, and information specific to the 1997 flood
(as reviewed in Chapter 4). The information that ultimately was most critical to the
selection of social criteria for use in decision-making appears below organized under the
Objective to which it relates. The six social criteria are then presented and discussed,
followed by a brief presentation of some other empirical findings, recommendations for
fwther research, and a final conclusion.
Objective 1 was to overview the characteristics of flooding along the Red River in
Manitoba and the flood control system. In filfillment of this objective, seven factors

of social significance emerged which were considered important when deriving social
criteria for use in flood management decision-making.
1. Large magnitude floods are likely to continue to occur in the Red River Basin and

communities must prepare.
2. Floods in this region are slow movhg which allows for preparation provided that
the

institutional

and

infiastructure

supports

are

available

to

residents/communities.

3. There are nurnerous authorities and various institutional arrangements at different
levels of government, al1 of which are important to flood planning, management,
and recovery. There is a resulting decision-making process which is complex,
inefficient, potentially inconsistent, and which reduces accountability.
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Govemment permitting ongoing development in flood prone areas, and heavy
reliance on structural flood control measures in southem Manitoba has contributed
to citizens' denial of flood risk.
Non-structural measures like z o h g and Iand use regulation and enforcement,
flood-proofing programs, and warning systems have been under-utilized to date.
Uncertainties in prediction of flood events continue to exist.
Traditional benefit/cost analyses have been and continue to be used as the primary
tool in flood management decision-making.
Objective 2 was to describe the 1997 flood including flood management activities
during the event. It revealed several important social considerations for use in future

decision-making.
Structural measures have technical limitations that must be prepared for in
assessrnent of flood nsk.
Evacuation, while stressful and problematic, is an essential step in ensuring
human safety during a flood.

Monetary darnages from successive floods continue to climb.
Understanding of flood "risk" and communication of '%arning'' of an imminent
flood are key issues to be addressed.
Decisions made by some local municipalities in 1997 were contrary to emergency
preparedness practices, partly due to lack of knowledge, training, or experience of
local decision-makers.
Three years post-flood there are still some outstanding flood recovery issues for
some families, and outstanding disaster claims settlements.
Three years post-flood, several at-nsk communities are still without completion of
planned community defense systerns.
Residents south of the city remain concemed that their properties may be
sacnficed to Save the City of Winnipeg in future floods without any type of
consultation occurring.
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Objective 3 was to ovewiew psychosocial impacts of the 1997 flood on victims in

selected communities using the suwey results obtained from residents
interviewed.

The following crucial observations, related to reducing negative

psychosocial impacts, were made evident in analyzing the data fkom the survey.
Psychosocial impacts of the flood, as manifest by reports of increased stress,
psychosocial syrnptoms of distress, and physical hedth impacts continued among
victims into the penod 3-6 months post-flood.
By three to six months post-flood, some individuals and families felt abandoned

by non-victims, authorities, and others.
Many residents want to remain in their communities provided there are
appropriate supports to manage their personal and community flood nsk.
Ninety-two percent of al1 respondents had stress above pre-flood levels during the
flood, and 52% had increased stress levels post-flood. Among the survey sample,

the following appeared to be associated with increased stress (Le. above pre-flood
levels), or with a higher reported Zevel of stress either during or post-flood:
water in the home
higher levels of water
sustaining darnages
lengthier clean-up period post-flood (especially 2+ months)
persona1 losses (i.e. of personal items) of some type
longer evacuation periods @articularlybeyond 1 month duration)
more than one move during evacuation
loss of household income due to flood
injury to someone in irnmediate family directly attributable to flood
prior experience with floods
lack of awareness of nsk
less contact with usual support network within the community
increased conflict in family believed to be due to the flood

n) respondent feeling they did not have "adequate notice"
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5. Specific Stress Impacts (trouble coping with problems;

imtability;

depressiodunhappiness) seemed to be related to the following factors in this
sample of flood victims :
a) Trouble coping with problems since the flood associated with an increase

in:
arguments within family
b) hitability associated with

arguments within family
arguments outside farnily
c) depression / unhappiness associated with
loss of personal items

6. Specific Psychosocial Symptorns of Distress (sense of controI over one's
life; sense of dependency on others; confusion; fear; anger ) were considered
and the following observations made fkom responses in this sample:
a) lack of sense of control over one's life
increased for some post-flood, identified problem was compensation
and f o m d recovery process
b) sense of dependency on others

levels of dependency were hi& during and post-flood, declining
somewhat post-flood
sense of dependency was higher arnong those with darnage to
home/property
compensation/recovery processes exacerbated feelings of dependency
post-flood
c) confiision
dropped significantly post-flood, except where problems existed with
compensation or other recovery activity (particularly activities under

EMO direction)
d) fear
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common during and post flood, with the latter due to fear of not being
adequately cornpensated and able to re-establish "normal life"
anger
prevalent during and post-flood although less report of "cextreme"
anger post-flood
main causes of anger were EMO process, perceived lack of waming,
questions about why water levels exceeded "natural" levels in some
areas, insensitive comments by others, and lack of available resources
when needed during flood

7. Thiay-one percent of respondents to the survey had a decline in general health
status pre-flood to post-flood. It was noted that :

a) The report of decreased heaIth was higher among respondents also
expenencing
Ioss of household income
loss of persona1 items
b) Decline in general health and increased stress post-flood often were

reported sirnultaneously

8. A range of respondents, fiom 17% -76%, had an increase in al1 of the physical
health symptoms considered (chest pain, tingling in the extremities, digestion
problems, dizziness, appetite change, and excessive tiredness). Syrnptoms did
not appear to be related to amount of damages incurred (in dollars).
9. Final observations related to survey data:

Perceived ability to cope with problems during flood (but not post-flood) was
enhanced by prior flood experience.
Community activism related to flood was more evident in those who sustained
damages.
There was a wide range of responses within each community as to how much warning

(in daydweeks) individuals received about the flood.
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Many people had experienced floods previous to 1997 yet said they were unaware in
1997 that their property was at nsk, an inexplicable contradiction.
Counseling was sought by at least one immediate family member in 25% of
respondents' families and was more common in families expenencing an increase in
general family conflict, arguments within the family, and arguments with people
outside the family.
Respondents generally felt more support eom their communities than f?om provincial
governrnent, and those in Grande Pointe, Ste. Agathe and St. Adolphe felt appreciably
less support fkom goverrunent than other communities.

In Ste. Agathe, Grande Pointe, and among f m e r s many respondents reported less
than one week warning of the flood.

High post-flood stress level (versus moderute or low) was seen proportionally more
among respondents in Ste. Agathe and Grande Pointe (more than 50% reported high
stress).
Ste. Agathe had the most post-flood activism (in the form of addressing comrnunity
concerns related to the flood).
Planning/considering a move was more prevalent among those with post-flood stress.
Respondents reported they were generally unaware of flood risk in al1 communities
except St. Adolphe and Red River Drive.
Although 20 respondents had businesses directly irnpacted by the flood, only two
(farrners) intended to relocate/close/sell their business.

Those who had at least one family member "injured" in the flood were less Likely to
report positive outcomes fiom the flood experience.

6.2 Social Criteria
Objective 4 was to develop a list of social criteria applicable to Multi-Criteria
Decision Analysis for use in evaluating alternative flood management strategies.

Determination of a set of social criteria to be used in decision-making required that the
nature of psychosocial impacts, and ways of potentially mitigating them, be carefûlly
considered in light of information and understandings attained through flood victim
interviews in 1997. Recurrent andior highly relevant concerns were identified and will be
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noted under the selected social criteria intended to address the concerns and reduce fùture
hardship. The number of social critena was kept to a minimum in hopes of concisely
presenting a set of cnteria which, if used in MCDA, could significantly reduce negative
psychosocial impacts when used in evaluation of flood management alternatives. Noted
under each critena are the three stages of flood management, with asterisks to show the
degree to which the cnteria has implications at that specific stage in planning (* - low
applicability, ** - moderate applicability, *** - hi& applicability).

6.2.1

Criteria 1

Maxirnize cornrnunity level involvement in al1 stages of flood management
planning

Applicable to the foIlowing stages of flood management:
Planning ***

Emergency Response *
Recovery **
This criterion is designed to address a number of themes that emerged throughout this
study. The first theme was the existence of social and institutional barriers to residents

and communities taking responsibility for their flood preparation and response. Pnor to
and since the 1997 flood, the provincial govemment as an institution continues to take
leadership in flood preparation and response, largely to the exclusion of communities and
residents. Public consultation has consisted primarily of f o m s , where govemment
recommendations are reviewed rather than creatively and jointly derived with
communities. As was seen in 1997, government assuming responsibility for future flood
management planning implies to some flooded residents that government should be held
accountable for failures or inadequacies in planning that may have contributed to heavy
losses. Three years after the 1997 flood this is still a contentious issue for some residents,
and contributes to ill-feeling towards govemment.
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Another issue that exists is that of govemment's heavy reliance on structural measures in
flood management and use of traditional cost-benefit analysis. A more holistic approach
to flood management could allow for adoption of more creative solutions to flood nsk
including use of nonstructural rneasures. It could mean inclusion of Iess tangible cost and
benefits in determining the best course of action in flood protection through broader
stakeholder involvement. Community level involvement in flood management can better
ailow for these, as well as promote a broader set of adaptations to living with the threat of
flood. Cornmunity level planning may also reduce the danger of creating a false sense of
security as evident in the past through excessive reliance on government and upon
structural solutions. When considering this in the context of information nom
respondents to. the survey, residents impacted by the 1997 flood felt that they were not
tmly aware of the nsk to their property, were not adequately warned of the impending
flood, did not understand the implications of some government communications and
actions in relation to the flood, and felt that they, their communities, and local
governments were ill-prepared for a flood. They also felt at the mercy of bureaucratic
inefficiencies and errors both during and post-flood.
Community level involvement in flood planning would allow for both formal and
informal l e d n g (including inter-generational) about flood events and those variables
influencing flood outcornes, clariQ uncertainties in prediction, and allow for individuals
and communities to manage their own nsk in making decisions both at times when there

is no imminent flood, and in a flood crisis. It allows those with prior flood experience in
communities to offer their expertise and provide an impetus for füture preparations.
Community level flood management, especially in the planning stage, would allow for
consideration of the 'khat if' scenarïos which abound during a large, often unpredictable,
natural disaster. Residents could look at equity issues such as the one that arose in 1997
over "savingY'Winnipeg at the expense of some communities south of the city. Such
difficult circumstances and difficult decisions may sometimes be anticipated in planning,
and a response prepared.
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A community that is involved in an ongoing appraisal of flood readiness is also capable

of faster and more effective response to a flood emergency and can have a range of plans
to access the needed resources to prepare for the flood. In 1997 the lack of available
resources such as sand, sandbags, trucks, and volunteers was a source of great stress,
anger, and confusion for residents as they tned to prepare. Community level planning
could ultimately reduce the overall darnages because of the improved response time, and
also because community members have an intimate Imowledge of the communi~.
Community members better understand the needs of local people, any unique problems
which must be addressed, and have a vested interest in seeking the best solutions to
anticipated or actual problems in a flood emergency.
'Buy-in" to emergency response plans will be more evident in c o m u n i t y conceived and
endorsed plans; this may be crucial to reduction of damages or prevention of loss of life
during a flood. For example, some victims of the 1997 flood said that they would not
evacuate in a fùture flood; therefore, it is important to involve them in developing
evacuation plans and procedures to solicit local support for evacuation plans when
required.

Comrnunity level planning as it relates to recovery is very important to the reduction of
some of the negative impacts of disasters. Communities can anticipate post-flood needs
of their citizens much more effectively than non-local agencies, and help citizens with the
formalities of disaster assistance, streamline provision of necessary services, and
advocate for necessary assistance.

To summarize, this social critena

-

to maximize community level involvement in dl

stages of flood management planning

- will facilitate more timely

and comprehensive

emergency operations and recovery in individual communities. It will encourage "buy-in"
to flood management plans as developed by the community in consultation with
authonties, maximize local leadership and responsibility for floodplain management and
flood planning, reduce sense of dependency on others, and enhance feelings of control
related to flood planning, operations, and recovery. It will also ensure ongoing
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information and technology exchange related to flood damage mitigation, and encourage
intergenerational awareness of risk and the need for preparation (even when there are
extended periods in which no flood occurs).

Maximize effective communication regarding flood risk and planning

Applicable to :
Planning**
Emergency response ***
Recovery **
This cnterion is essential in evaluating potential flood management strategies at al1 three
phases of flood management. Because flood management decisions and the ensuing
activities are interventions into social systems, "ccommunication" is of immense
importance to promote government actions that respond to the needs of residents and to
ensure that residents and communities take necessary action to best protect life and
property. Some of the criticisrn directed at govemment in 1997 had to do with poor
S o m a t i o n flow to cornmunities and a general lack of clxiiy about the roles (and
authority) of different levels of govemment or different agencies.
In the planning stage of flood management communities should be actively involved.
This requires establishment of a communication network between residents and al1 levels
of govemment. Communication of community knowledge and concems can result in
planning that is more comprehensive and more likely to be endorsed by communities.

During the emergency stage of a flood disaster, it is particularly important that
communication is consistent, clear, and timely if damages and injuries are to be
minimized. In 1997 there was a high level of confusion among residents in the sample
about what they perceived to be waming of an imminent flood, about what constituted
officia1 warning, and about whether they had received an "alert notice" of evacuation.

had very different responses
Members of the same community, when i n t e ~ e w e d ofien
,
to the questions related to communication of risk, and the number of days of waming
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regarding evacuation that they had. Such inconsistemies emphasize a need to improve
communication both between authorities and communïties, and within each community.
Communication mechanisms and procedures should be put into place to clarify what
Spes of warxling wilI be provided in the event of an imminent flood, how far in advance,
and what it wiil mean to individual families. This is essential to reducing stress related to
inadequate warning or countering a lack of knowledge conceming risk. The information
must corne fkom a source that is considered reliable by the message recipients, and must
be consistently distributed and therefore verifiable by community members.
During the recuvery phase following the 1997 flood, co~~lfnunication
was at the cnix of

much of the stress experienced by victims. Those who were involved with EMO, Public
Health, or other authonties had many questions related to disaster assistance and general
recovery processes, many of which went unanswered for long periods of t h e (or the
answers changed over time). This contributed not oniy to post-flood stress levels but also
to feelings of abandonment and anger. Conflict, in the form of arguments and
disagreements were often the result of this confusion. Better communication mechanisms,
better informed govenunent personnel, and accurate and informative papenvork for
dissemination post-flood are essential to improved post-flood response and reduced
negative impacts on victims.

Maximize appropriateness and responsiveness of services to individua1families

Applicable to:
Plarinuig*

Emergency Response ***
Recovery**

This is a broad critenon which is intended to address a number of concerns whkh
resulted in increased stress, conflict, trouble coping with problems that arose during and
post-flood, and decreased health among flood victims i n t e ~ e w e d .
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During the initial stages of the 1997 flood, as water encroached on residents' properties,
many of them needed services such as dependable and accessible information, evacuation
assistance, flood-proohg guidance and help, and assistance in protecting personal and
business affects. It was clear that many residents surveyed found that the seMces that
they required were not available for various reasons. People who suf5ered losses, in
retrospect, had difficulty understanding that their needs had not been better satisfied, and
had not been anticipated by authorities. Many people who managed to Save their property
had utilized their own persona1 financial and other resources to obtain the services that
they had needed. This is certainly not socially equitable.

One problem residents faced was that flood management was already into emergency
operations by the time that many individual families began their own preparations and
responses to the flood. Most of them were unsure about what was needed and when.
Authorities by this time had a wide range of concerns to deal with, including problems of
wider scope than the flood preparations of individual families.
ConsequentIy, types and amounts of flood preparation services required for individual
families and communities must be identified pnor to a flood event, with 'what-if'
scenarios in muid. This must be done during the planning phase while time for a
thorough assessrnent of need and resource availability can be done. h y flood
management planning that does not consider services necessary to prepare families for
possible inundation is relying heavily on govemment to either take action to provide total
protection or to later compensate victims. And when govemment faiIs in these tasks, as
seen in 1997, there is a public outcry. At an individual and farnily level the impacts are
often profound, resulting in a range of stress related impacts as seen in 1997.
During the recovery phase of flood management, flood victims' need for services remains

hi&,

as seen in 1997. Some interviewed residents were enomously hstrated and

embittered by the lack of seMces available to meet their post-flood needs. Delays in
geaing needed services were seen as major contributors to stress. Some of the most
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cornrnon needs were, for example, long-term housing, sanitization senices, respite childcare, clean-up assistance, and seMces of a wide variety of construction trades-people.
Costs for some services also escalated as the demand rose, adding additional financial
burden.

Particularly fhstrating were the processes set up to provide assessment of

damages, compensation for damages, and assessment for required flood-proofing.
Counselùig became widely sought by flood victims to deal with stress and uncertainty,
and at the tirne of interviews up to six months post-flood there were still respondents who
were feeling the need to seek emotional and psychological support s e ~ c e to
s deal with
flood-related problems.
Overail the process for recovery set up by the governrnent was seen by many as
impersonal and inefficient; many feared that their lives would never get back to "normal"
and that they never again feel secure. Some survey respondents felt that they were (and

wodd be) excessively beholden to Eends, extended family, or financial institutions due
to the hancial, emotional and other support they needed in the wake of the flood.
Following the 1997 flood is an excellent tirne to evaluate what support services are
reasonable and necessary during and post-flood using recent experience and the input of
flooded residents. Support services should be anticipated and pianned for in the planning
phase of flood management, be capable of being quickly executed as necessary during the
emergency phase, and be adapted quickIy to post-flood circumstances of individual
farnilies and cornmunities. Only then can many of the negative psychosocial impacts of a
flood be reduced.

6.2.4

Criteria 4

Minimize personal economic losses of residents

Applicable to:
Planning ***
Emergency Response *
Recovery **
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This criteria is intended to address the personal economic costs of a large-magnitude
flood to its victims. In 2997 some flooded residents felt that govemment should have
been (and was not) supplying sufncient monies for them to restore their properties/homes
and ultimately restore their quality of life. There were concems for some residents that

retirement plans would need to be aitered because retirement savings were being depleted
to rebuild their homes/businesses post-flood. Some respondents to the questionnaire felt
that their economic circumstances would be negatively irnpacted far into the fùture partly
because of govemment failures to provide for their needs.
A few respondents felt for various reasons that governent shodd be fully liable for the

fûll arnount of their damages, including that government failed to provide sufEcient
warning, and failed to plan adequately for the flood. In 1997, the post-flood revelation
that operating guidelines for the Red River Floodway had not been followed, and water
levels were kept one foot below the operating maximum in Winnipeg during the flood (as
an extra precaution for the city) fueled feelings of resentment against government. Some
believed that the water levels on some properties south of the city would have been less if
the water levels in W i i p e g had been allowed to rise up to the operating standard.
Clearly, following 1997, there are reasons for government decision-makers to consider
thoroughly the possible impacts (including economic ones) of their decisions on residents
south of the ciiy as well as w i t h Winnipeg, and the rationale for their ultimate decisions.
It is most difficult to thoughtfirlly consider courses of action (and their economic impacts)

during the emergency stage of a flood. Actions must sometimes be quickly taken without
complete forethought. Ideally, then, it is during the planning stage that decision-makers
should give carefûl consideration of the possible economic costs to individual
homeowners and communities of potential courses of action in the event of a flood, and
prepare to minirnize financial losses through damages. It should be clear what priorities
govemment has in terms of prevention of damage (e.g. Winnipeg versus the southem
townships). And, failing avoidance of damage through flood management, decisionmakers should have a comprehensive and tirnely plan of financial compensation (with the
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assumption that compensation exists). This includes making the public clearly aware in
advance of flood events of what government is and is not prepared to fïnancially
compensate for in a flood disaster.
This cnteria d s o compels decision-makers to consider if planning alternatives will have
excessive negative ramifications on those with businesses that are at nsk Çom flood. It
also requires some consideration of the diverse types of lost income that may result in
families affected by the flood and the consequences. One common source of lost income

in 1997 was the result of flood victims being unable to attend work because of the
urgency of matters requiring attention at home. For many, this ranged over not only
weeks but over rnonths. Several respondents had trouble with insensitive employers who
failed to give sufncient allowance for the flood recovery penod, therefore putting
additional pressure on individuals and families that were already under immense stress.
Ideally, in the planning and recovery stages of flood management, authorities can
consider and implement ways to prevent application of undue pressure upon flooded
employees.
Finally, economic losses are also related to delays. The longer time a family is evacuated,
(or living in temporary arrangements), or the longer a premise goes without sanitization
or reconstruction, or the longer an employee is off work engaged in fIood related
activities, the greater the economic burden to the household in question, and the greater
the negative impacts to family members.

6.2.5

Criteria 5

Minimization of Iife disruption

Applicable to:
Planning *
Emergency response ***
Recovery ***
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This criterion was selected because the issue of life dismption was a prominent theme
throughout the interviews with flood victims in 1997. Many of the victims interviewed
were still having increased stress and stress symptoms, psychosocial symptoms of
distress, and health impacts up to six months post-flood. Some had Iives sufficiently
disrupted that they sought counsehg to help them cope with the instability.
Residents who suffered damages were waiting for decisions to be made on their claims by

EMO, and many could not proceed to rebuild or even complete clean-up until EMO's
decisions were rendered on their hancial entitlement, and payment made. Others were
waiting for Public Health to

CO&

that they did (or did not) need to tear down their

original dwelling due to a health risk (like black mold) and that it was safe to move back

in. Many had to wait long periods for trades people to be available to assist them in
rebuilding because the demand was so high for building trades in the area. In some cases
respondents shared that some of their fear, anger, sense of dependency and feeling of lack

of control over their lives was largely a result of the seemingly endless life disruption.
In the analysis of survey data, life disruption in the form of lengthy evacuation periods
also seemed linked in this sample with increased stress. Sorne respondents also shared
that they were observing unusual and womsome behaviors in their children which they

partly attributed to disruptions in their normal routine.

If decision-makers give consideration to the degree of life disruption likely when
selecting among different flood management plans it may help decrease some of the
negative impacts on residents. It is important to consider this prior to a flood event,
namely during the planning stage in preparing response plans. Ultimately, however, it is

in emergency response and recovery stages that minimization of life disruption would be
realized. There must be a concerted effort to minimize life disruption through efficient
organization durùig the emergency response stage particularly. This should be followed
by restoring people's lives as thoroughiy and as quickly as possible in order to avoid
longer-term negative impacts.
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Criteria 6

6-26

Minimize stress and stress impacts ( including physical health impacts)

Applicable to:
Planning *
Emergency response ***
Recovery ***
This final criterion flows fkom the experiences of residents in 1997, revealed particularly

in the survey i n t e ~ e w s While
.
previous literature had confirmed that stress and stressrelated impacts are often a consequence of flood disasters, this study confïrmed that
arnong the sample of victirns in Manitoba there was report of heightened levels of stress
both during and post-flood, in many cases continuing for months. Other stress related
symptoms such as trouble coping with problems, imtability, depression/unhappiness and
symptoms of distress such as fear, anger, sense of dependency on others, and lack of
sense of control were also evident. Finally, arnong this sample there was clearly a
reduction in general health status and an increase in speciflc health cornplaints following
the flood.
With such confirmation of the stress impacts upon residents fiom the flood it was

necessary to provide minimization of these symptorns as a criterion to guide decisionmaking. The range of factors that contribute to stress and related symptoms are so
numerous and varied that only a cnterion which requires decision-makers to consciously
think about the potential for stress impacts, and use this proposed criterion as one b u i s

for their judgements, offers sufficient protection to the social well-being of Manitobans.
This criterion applies most directly to the emergency operations and recovery aspects of
flood management planning. This is when residents clearly experience heightened stress
and related symptoms. Actions taken at these times should most reflect concerns for
stress impacts. However, because of time and planning limitations during the emergency
phase, this criterion must be given consideration in the planning stage when time is
available to properly consider the implications of actions on the social wellbeing of
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residents. This study provides many clues to factors (variables) that, if not adequately
planned for, will contribute to stress. It is also during the planning stage that &put
directly fiom residents can be sought to enhance the basis for decision-makers'
judgements.

6.3 Discussion of Social Criteria
The six social criteria presented are suitable for use in MCDA where multiple judgement
criteria are used in trying to choose among flood management alternatives. MCDA can
find the set of feasible flood management solutions which will provide the best trade-offs
arnong al1 the various criteria, including the social criteria. Ultimately the importance of
each of the different criteria (objectives) to the overall goal in MCDA is decided by
appointed decision-makers and they weight the relative importance of each criterion to
the overall goal which they are trying to achieve (using their best judgement at that point
in t h e ) . The provision here of social criteria for use in flood management will require
that decision-makers be absolutely conscious of how much relative importance they
attach to each social criteria, as compared to economic or other critena.
The six selected social criteria were presented in terms of the direction in which it is

being proposed that the criteria should be measured. In other words, are we seeking to
minirnize or mawimize the criteria? They were also presented wiîh reference to the three

stages of flood management, and the applicability of that criteria to the activities
performed during each stage.
Ideally, per the literature, criteria used in MCDA should not overlap. This was certainly a
strong consideration in selection of the criteria, However, achievement of any and al1
"social" criteria or objectives are essentially dependent on complex human social
systems, social interactions, and the vagaries of human cognitive processes and
responses. Thus achievement of one goal may involve overlap in some respects with
an0ther goal.
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One example is the potential overlap between Criteria 1 and 2, marimization of
community Ievel planning and macimizution of communication respectively. Logic would

imply that successfid community level planning must involve development and
refinement of communication networks both within and outside the community. Yet
improvement in communication is but one small part of community level planning.
Similarly, the need for improved communication as outlined in the discussion of Criteria
2 specifically notes that role clarification between various government departments is

important; however, this rnay or may not be overlooked in communiîy level planning
depending upon who is doing the planning. In the &al andysis, some overlap is deemed
acceptable and perhaps unavoidable; in fact, if and when some overlap occurs, it will
merely reinforce that there are some variables/issues/items that must be given extra
weight in order to ultimately reduce negative impacts of flooding on residents of the Red
River Basin.

6.4 Other Empirical Findings
While the six social cnteria offered provide important considerations to decision-makers
if minimizing negative psychosocial impacts are an objective in flood management

pIanning, the wealth of empirical data Tom the survey questionnaire offered additional
insights that should be noted. They are presented in the form of the following additionat

planning recommendations:
Coordination of necessary resources and idormation during an imminent flood is
essential, and clarity regarding roles and responsibility for various aspects of flood

preparation and response.
Local communities and local authorities must have an adaptive floodplain
management plan that accurately reflects both short and long-term local development
goals and local residents' needs. Local authorities also need to be familiar with the

provincial emergency response plans (including contingency plans) in order to
accurately anticipate possible impacts to their locality.
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EMO processes for handling damage claims (including both the assesment and
compensation processes) need t o be redesigned and improved to better meet flood
victims' needs.
Evacuation policy, including the attendant rationale behind policy, needs to be
understood and perhaps debated b y members of the public prior to a crisis event to
help maximize cornpliance with evacuation orders and minimize injury or loss of life.
Efforts should be made now to reduce the likelihood that nurnbers of flood victïms
will refuse to evacuate in future; in 1997 a number of residents voiced the sentiment
that they will never again leave their property to the mercy of a flood.
Evacuation and recovery services for flood victims codd be improved through
adoption of cornputer technology to ensure the appropriate people receive the
appropriate service and to minimize abuses of the social system in place.

The role of the media as an important source of information should be enhanced to
better meet the needs of citizens both during and post-flood. The appropnateness and
depth of media coverage of flood events should be carefully evaluated to optimize the
use of this resource to promote a safe, timely response to a flood and a speedy
recovery for comrnunities and indÏviduals.
Flood risk appears to often be minimized in Manitoba and inadequately incorporated

in individual, community, and government decision-making. Development of a
disaster subcuiture in which everyone is aware of the vulnerability of the region to
flood, and this knowledge reflected in planning, would ultirnately reduce flood
damages and hardsktip.
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6.5 Recommendations for Research
This study has ventured into an area where there has been Little research to date.
Understandably, there is much work yet to be done to enhance flood management
decision-making through consideration of social objectives. There are two obvious areas
that wilI be mentioned briefly here.
The generation of social criteria is a starting point for including broad social
objectives (such as to minimize negative psychosocial impacts) in flood management.
The next step is to determine how to best rneasure the degree to which proposed flood
management alternatives meet the social criteria proposed. Selection and testing of
such measures is an important area for fiirther research.
The use of social critena (among others) in decision-making in flood management
needs to be tested for its suitability. The advantage of an expanded decision-making
model (such as MCDA) must be shown through actual application and
implementation. Such studies ought to be longitudinal if the success of a decisionmaking approach which includes social criteria is to be codimed because of the

complex and cyclic nature of flood events. One option would be to pilot a flood
management model which uses social cnteria within an at-nsk community and
evaluate its effectiveness in meeting established social and other objectives.

6.6 Conclusion
This study has provided a wealth of information on the psychosocial impacts of the flood
of 1997 with the intent of using this information to develop social critena for use in flood
management. It was assumed that an appropriate broad social goal was (and is) to

W z e negative psychosocial impacts on residents, and for decision-makers to attempt
to select strategies which will not excessively detract £iom the quality of life of residents

in at-risk cornmunities. Thus the identification of key areas of psychosocial impact in

1997 was done and six relevant social criteria selected that would minimize negative

impacts if given careful consideration by water resources managers.
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In other words, the six social criteria give to decision-makers sociaLly relevant evduation
criteria to use in project selection, thus potentially e b a t i n g less socially desirable
alternatives (or solutions) to flood management problems. There is no doubt kom the
results of the survey on psychosocial impacts that residents suffered as the result of their
experiences in 1997, and that there are lessons to be learned and applied in future
decision-making.
As a final comment, it is perhaps imperative to state that the results of the survey of

flooded residents showed that they experienced high degrees of stress and stress-related
symptoms in 1997, much disillusionrnent with authonties and with those institutions
whose role it is to defend the public good, and some feelings of abandonment by fellow
citizens. It raises the question of whether this is not perhaps the cost of living in a society
that fails to promote public acknowledgement of the high flood risk, shuns proactive
flood management planning, and fails to encourage development of a disaster subculture

- that is, a culture where responsibility for prevention, reduction, and mitigation of h

m

from flood rests with each individual as weii as with those to whom we gant decisionmaking authority over us.
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APPENDIX 1: MAP
Map of Red River Valley Designated Flood Area
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APPENDIX 2: SURVEY AND COVER LETTER
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This survey is entitled PSYCHOSOCIAL IMPACTS OF THE 1997 RED
RIVER VALLEY FLOOD. It is being conducted by Ms. Toni MomsOswald, a graduate student at the Natural Resources hstitute at the
University of Manitoba. The purpose of the study is to identiw how
individuals and families in the Red River Valley were affected or impacted
by the flood. It is being sponsored by the National Science and Research
Council of Canada.
The s w e y will be done through in-person interviews with affected people
who volunteer to share their experiences. Volunteers will be asked
questions fkom the survey and Ms. Moms-Oswald will record the answers.
The interview will take approximately one hour.
The persona1 information of al1 participants will be kept totally confidentid.
Participants who begin the interview can end it at any t h e , and their
information will not be included. Participants c m also refuse to answer any
questions at any time without explanation.
A sumrnary of the overall fïndings of the study will be made available to any
participant who requests it. This request can be made during the interview,
or afienvards by contacting Dr. John Sinclair of the Natural Resources
hstitute at 474-8373. Any other questions or concems can be directed to
Dr. Sinclair at this number.

Thank you very much for taking the time to help with this study.
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SURVEY
Psychosocial Impacts of the 1997 Red River Valley
Flood
Date:

Time:

Interviewer:
Respondent (s):
Address:

Telephone Nurnber:
Community:
Results Requested
Card Left
Inte~ew
Number in cornmunity
Interview Number (oftotal)
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I'D L E TO ASK YOU SOME QUESTIONS ABOUT HOW YOUR LIFE WAS DISRUPTED BY THE
FLOOD. FIRST I'D LIKE TO ASK SOME QUESTIONS ABOUT THE DAMAGE TO YOUR HOME
AND PROPERTY.
1.

Do you own or rent your home?

2.

Do you own prope* that was impacted by the flood ?
A) Yes
B) no
C) don't h o w D) refused

A) rent B) own C)other ( desm%e)

If yes, what s p e of property? (check as
many as ~ P P ~ Y )
a) persona1 property including home
b) business property
what type of business?

c) other property (please desmie)

3.

Were you told by oEcials( during the flood) that your home was at risk fiom the flood (Le. official
notification)?
A) yes B) no C) don't know D) refused
If yes, how were you told?

4.

Did you have water damage to your home? A) yes B) no C) don't h o w D) refused
(If no, go to question # 5 if business property, otherwise #6 )
If yes, what depth of water was in your home (highest level)?
a) water in basement
b) water in fmt floor
c) water in second floor
d) water up to the roof

Can you briefly descnie what type of darnage your
dwellïng had?

(INTERVIEWER TO CHECK)

A 1) Lost home (imparable)
BI) Have reparable damage to
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home

What is YOUR ESTIMATE of the total cost of the damage to
your home? (in dollars)
a) over 250,000
b) between 100,000and 250,000
c) between 50,000and 100,000

d) between 10,000 and 50,000
e) between 5000and 10,000
f ) beIow 5000

don? know

Have you had the darnage assessed by a c l a h person?
C) don? know D) r e h e d

A) yes B) no

If yes, by whom?
Any comments about the result?

NOW 1 WILL ASK A FEW QUESTIONS ABOUT DAMAGE TO YOUR FARM OR BUSINESS IF
APPLICABLE ( IF NOT APPLICABLE MOVE TO QUESTION #18 )
5.

What type of damages or losses impacted on your business activity?

What is YOUR ESTIMATE of physical damages fiom the
flood affecting this business activity (only) ?( in dollars)
a) over 250,000
b) between 100,000-250,000

c) between 50,000-100,000

d) between 10,000-50,000
e) between 5000-10,000
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g) don? know

h) refùsed

What is YOUR ESTIMATE of lost revenue fiom this
business activity (only) due to the flood?( in dollars)
a) over 250,000
b) between 100,000-250,000
c) between 50,000-100,000

d) between 10,000-50,000
e) between 5000- 10,000

f) under 5000
g) don? know
h) refirsed

I'D
C AT WHAT MEASURES YOU TOOK TO PROTECT YOUR HO
BUSINESS IF ANY ...

6.

Were measures taken to protect your persona1 residence or business p r o p e q ?
A) yes B) no C) don? know D) refused
If yes, what measures?

.....such as ...(CHECKAS MANY AS APPLY)
PERSONAL PROPERTY
a) built earth dike on property
b) built sandbag dike around buildings
c) built earth dike eIsewhere
d) built sandbag dike elsewhere
e) pumped water away fiom or out of home
f) moved artides or furniture to higher ground
g) moved furnime/ articles off property
h) other (explain)

BUSINESS PROPERTY
a) built earth dike on property
b) built sandbag dike around buildings
c) buiIt earth dike elsewhere
d) built sandbag dike elsewhere
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e) pumped water away fiom or out of home
f ) moved artides or furniture to higher ground
g) moved ~ture/machinery/livestocWarticlesoff property
h) other (explain)

I'D LIKE TO ASK ABOUT HOW THE FL.OOD AFFECT'ED YOUR LIVELMOOD, IF AT ALL-..
7.

Due to the flood, did you lose incorne fkom your job or livelihood?
A) yes B) no C) don't h o w D) refused

If yes, your incorne loss was due to (check all that apply)
a) lost job (permanent)

b) forced absenteeism fiom work

days

c)lost business activity
d)other (please descnie)
How much income do YOU ESTIMATE that you lost to date
( al1 sources of livelihood activity)? (in doilars)

a) Over 100000

b) 50000-100000

e) under5000
f ) Don't Know

indicate 'household' income loss with

'* '

IF YOU RECEIVED AN EVACUATION ALERT OR WERE EVACUATED 1 WOULD LIKE TO ASK
YOU SEVERAL QUESTIONS ABOUT THAT EXPERIENCE.. .
(OTHER RESPONDENTS MOVE ON TO QUESTION # 18 )
8.

Did your immediate family receive an evacuation alert notice?
A) yes B) no C) don? h o w D) refûsed

If yes, how long were you on alert?

days
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Was your imntediate family evacuated?
A) yes B) no C) don't know

D)refiised

IF NO, MOVE TO QUESTION #18
If yes, for how many days?
Did you have adequate notice in your opinion?

a) yes

b) no

c) don't know

d) refirsed

To where were you initially evacuated?

How good did you feel the accommodation was?
a) excellent
b) good
c) poor
Did you have to split up your family?
A) yes

B) no

C) don? know

D) refused

Did you have to move more than once?

a) yes

b)no

c) don't know

d) refused

If yes, list oîher types of accommodation?

How adequate was communication about evacuation procedures in your experience? Please
descriie.. .

Can you tell me who you usually turn to for support and help in your community i.e. your
support network?
(check as many as apply)
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)

tiiends
extended family
neighbors
local professionals
usual support network not in community
other ( please descriie)
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While evacuated, how much contact did you have with your usual support network in your community?
a) Iots of contact
b) some contact
c) little contact
d) no contact
e) usual support network not in community
f ) don? know
g) refûsed
During or since the flood ,do you feel you have expanded your support network within your community?
A)yes

B)no

C)don't know

D) refused

REGARDING SCHOOL...

12.

Do you have children in school?
A) yes B) no

C) don? h o w

D)refiised

(IF NO, EVACUATED BUSINESSES MOVE TO
QUESTION #14 ,OTHER RESPONDENTS TO QUESTION # 18)
If yes, how many?

Their ages?

How much school tirne did they miss while evacuated?
(EACH CHECK MARK TO REPRESENT 1 CHILD)
a)none
b)l day
c) l week
d) 1 -2 weeks
e)2 weeks - 1 rnonth
f ) over 1 month

What arrangements ,if any, were made to have them attend school
while you were evacuated?

13.

Can you bnefly descnïe the major problems you had to deal with during the evacuation ?
(transportation issues, daycare, childcare, pets care, rnoving, accessing sandbags, fmding labour,

etc.. .)
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NOW I'D LIKE TO DISCUSS EVACUATION OF YOUR FARM OR BUSINESS (IF NOT
APPLICABLE MOVE TO QUESTION# 18 )
14.

Are your persona1 property and business property the same?
A) yes B) no C) don't know D) refhsed

How long was your business properry evacuated?
days
1s your business activity " fanning" ?
B) no C)don't know
D) refcsed
Did you need to relocate any equipment?

A) yes B) no

C) don't know

D) refiised
If yes, what type?

What problerns, if any, had to be overcome to relocate your equipment?

17.

Did you need to relocate any iivestock?
A) yes B) no C) don't know
D) refused

If yes, what type (s)?

What nurnber (s)?

What problems, if any, had to be overcome to relocate your Livestock?
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NOW i"D LIKE TO ASK YOU A FEW QUESTIONS ABOUT HOW YOU ADAPTED TO THE FLOOD
SITUATION
Was this the fust flood you ever experienced first- hand?
A) yes B) no C) don? know D) refked

If no, do you feel the previous expenence helped you to cupe?
a)yes

b)no

c) don't know

d) refüsed

Prior to this flood were you aware that your property was at risk for flooding?
A) yes B) no
C) refused
D) don? h o w

How much warning (fkom whatever source) did you have that your property was at senous nsk?
days

Do you feel that having this warning ...
A) increased your stress?
B) decreased your stress?
C) had no impact on your stress?
Please indicate how much you felt/experienced each of these emotions at the peak of the flood
event by R4NKING HOW STRûNGLY YOU EXPERENCED TEE EMOTION ,IF AT ALL-RANK THE FEELINGS FROM O TO 4 WHERE O MEANS YOU DID NOT EXPERIENCE
THE EMOTION AT ALL , 1 MEANS SLIGHTLY,2 MEANS SOME ,3 MEANS QUITE A BIT
AND 4 MEANS THE FEELING WAS EXTREMELY STRONG

A) sense of control over life

4

3

2

1

O

B) confusion

4

3

2

1

O

D) sense of dependency on others
E) anger
Any comments about these feelings?

During the peak of the flood, how did you cope with your fears and worrïes? (such as keeping
busy, talking to others, ignoring feelings, counseihg.. ,)

Now rank the same emotions according to how you are feeling now in relation to the flood
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A) sense of control

4

3

2

1

O

B) confusion

4

3

2

1

O

C) fear

4

3

2

1

O

D) sense of dependency on others

4

3

2

1

O

E)anger

4

3

2

1

O

Any comments about these feelings?

Since the flood, how have you coped with your fears and womes? (such as keeping busy, taking
to others, ignoring feelings, counseling.. .)

FOR THOSE WHO WERE EVACUATED ONLY
23.

Were any crisis related senrices made available to your famiiy at your place of relocation?
A) yes B) no C) don't know D)refuçed

If yes, did you use any service(s)?
a) yes b) no
c) don't know

d) refirse

Who provided it? (1)
(2)
(3
How satisfied were you with the service (s)? (NUMBER

DESIGNATING A PARTICULAR SERVICE TO BE PLACED
NEXT TO CORRESPONDING SATISFACTION RATING)
a1)very satisfied
b 1)somewhatsatisfied
c 1)slightly satisfied
d l ) not satisfied
e1)don't know
fl) refiised
ALL RESPONDENTS TO ANS WER
24.

Other than crisis counseling for evacuees, have you or any farnily members sought counseling
during or since the flood?
A) yes B) no

C) don't know

D) refüsed
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If yes, fiom whom (circle all that apply)?
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
£)

g)
h)
i)

social services
local health professional
non local heaIth professional
mental heahh
guidance counselor
pastor
volunteer with Red Cross
volunteer with Salvation Army
Other (describe )

Can you share the main reason (s) for the
counseling (if willing)?

1 WOULD LIKE TO ASK YOU A FEW QUESTIONS TO HELP ME UNDERSTAND THE IMPACT
THE FLOOD EUS HAD ON YOUR FAMILY LIFE

25.

Were there more disagreementd arguments within the family during/since the flood than before
the flood?
D) refiised
A)yes B)no
C)donYth o w
If yes, what were the disagreements about (if
willing)?

26.

Were there more disagreernentd arguments with people outside the family during/since the
flood than before the flood?
A)yes B)no
C)don't know
D) refused
If yes, with whom (if willing)?
What were the arguments about (if willing)?

Since the flood , do you feel there has been increased conflict in general in your family that is
due to the flood?
A) yes B) no
C) don't h o w D) refused
If yes, what have you seedexpenenced within the
family that makes you think the conflict has iiicreased (if willing) ?

27.
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What do you think are the causes of the family
conflict (if willing) ?

28.

Has any person(s) in the family seemed particulady under stress?
A) yes B) no

C) don't h o w

D) refked
If yes, whom?

Any cornments on why that might be?

29.

Do you feel there were any positive outcomes for your family fiom going through the flood
experience?
A) yes B) no C) don? know D)refised
If yes, please exphin the positive outcome(s)?

I WOULD LIKE TO ASK YOU TO CONSIDER THE IMPACT YOU FEEL THE FLOOD
EXPERIENCE EFAS HAD ON YOUR (RESPONDENT ONLY) OVERALL HEALTH. I'D LIKE TO
BEGIN WITH QUESTIONS RELATED TO STRESS....
30.

During the flood did you feel more under stress than before the flood?
A) yes B) no

C) don't know

D) refused
If yes, was it a
a) general feeling of anxiety (Le. free-floating )
b) related to particular aspects of your situation (i.e.
stressors)
c) both
d)don't know
e)rebed

What were the signs that you were under stress i.ethat were/are indicators to you.. .?
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What do you beiieve were the main sources /tnggers
of stress to you during the flood?

Overall, how would you classifl your IeveI of stress
during the flood ?
a) high
b) moderate - high
c) moderate
d) low

3 1.

Since the flood has been over, do you feel more stress than before the flood?
A) yes B) no C) don't know D) refûsed

If yes, is it a
a) general feeling of anxiety (Le. fiee-floating )
b) related to particdar aspects of your situation (i-e.
stressors)
c) both
d)don't h o w
e)refused
What are the signs that you are under stress i.e. that
were/are indicators to you, ..?

What are the main sources/ triggers of stress since the
flood?

Overall,, how wouId you classiS. your smess since
the flood?
a) high
b) moderate
c) low

32.

During the flood did you get less sleep?
A) Yes

B) no

C)don't know

Kyes, would you like to make any comment on why tfiis might be?

Since the flood, have you goaen less sleep?
A)yes

B)no

C)don7tknow

D)reiÛsed

If yes, would you like to make any comment an why this might be?

33.

During the flood did you feel more depressed and / or unhappy than before the flood?

B) no

A) Yes

C) don? know

D) refiised

if yes, would you like to make any comment on why this might be?

Since the flood, have you feIt more depressedhnhappy than before the flood?
A) yes

B) no

C) don't know

D) refùsed

If'yes, would you iike to rnake any comment on why this might be?
34.

During the flood, did you have more trouble than usual coping with problems that arise?
A) yes

B) no

C) don? know

D) refused

Ifyes, wouId you iike to make any comment on why this might be?--

Since the flood have you had more trouble than usual coping with problems that arise?
A) yes

B) no

C) don't know

D) refused

If yes, would you like to make any comment on why this might be?

35.

During the flood did you feel more irritable than before the flood?
A) yes

B) no

C) don? know

D) refused

If yes, would you like to make any comment on why this might be?
Since the flood, have you felt more irritable?
A) yes

B) no

C) don't know

D) refused
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If yes, wodd you Iike to make any comment on why this mîght be?

THESE NEXT FEW QUESTIONS WEL FOCUS ON YOUR PHYSICAL HEALTH
36.

Before the flood, how would you desmie your general health ?
A)exceUent
B) good
C) fair
D)poor
E)don' t know
F)refused
Since the flood, how would you descnibe your general health?
A)exceUent
B)good
C)fair
D)poor
E)don't know
F)refused

37.

Were you or an immediate family member physicaiiy / emotionaiiy injured in the flood?
D) refused
A)yes B) no C)don't know

If yes, who?

Respondent or

Did y o d they require medical treatrnent?
c)don't know
d) refused
a)Yes b) no
Did y o d they require hospitalization?
a)Yes
38.

b) no

c) don? know

At any tirne during or since the flood, have you had

d) refused

...

A) more chest pain than pnor to the flood ?

yes

no

don't know

refùsed

i3) more lightheadedness or dizziness?

yes

no

don't know

refiised

no

don? h o w

D)Iess / more appetite?

yes

no

don't know

refiised

E) excessive tiredness?

yes

no

don't know

refused

F) more digestion problems?

Yes

no

don't know

refüsed

C)more tingiing/numbness

yes

refused
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39.

Are there any heaith complaintd problems you had during or since the flood that you would like
us to know about?
yes
no
don't laiow
refused
If yes, please descriie

NOW I'D LIKE TO ASK YOU SOME QUESTIONS ABOUT THE AREA YOU LIVE IN AND THE
IMPACT THE FLOOD HAS HAD ON YOU AND YOUR COMMUNITY
40.

Prior to the flood how often would you visit with neighbors? (choose the best description)
A) never
B) seldom (once a year)
C) 1-2 times a month

D) 1-2 times a week

E) very often (daily)
F) don't know
G)refised

Since the flood how often do you visit with neighbors?
A) never

B) seldom (once a year)
C) 1-2 h e s a rnonth
D) 1-2 tirnes a week

E) very often (daily)
F) don't know
G) refiised
41.

Prior to the flood how often did you fiequent Iocal businesses? (choose the best description)

B) seldom (once a year)
C) 1-2 times a month
D) 1-2 tirnes a week
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E) very often (daily)
F)don7tknow
G)refused

EI) not applicable
Since the flood how ofien do you Erequent local businesses?
A)never
B)seldorn(once a year)

C) 1-2 times a month
D) 1-2 times a week

E) very often (daiiy)
F)don't imow
G)refiised

H) not applicable

42.

Was your socia1 life in the community impacted by the flood?
A)yes B)no
C)don't know
D)rehsed
If yes, in what way?

33.

Prior to the flood, had you ever worked with others or joined a group/organization in your
community to do something about some community problem?
A)yes

B) no

C) don't know

D) refiised

During or since the flood have you worked with others or joined a group/organization to do
something about a community problem related to the flood?
A) yes

B) no

C) don? know

D) refused

If yes, what problem?

44.

Prior to the flood, how involved were you in community events, including public meetings?
A)very involved
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B) somewhat involved
C) slightly involved
D) not at all involved
E) don't know

During or since the flood ,how involved were/ are you in community events, including public
meetings?
A)very involved
B) somewhat involved
C) slightly involved

D) not at aU involved
E) don? know

45.
-

Who did you tum to for support and help during the flood?
(check as many as apply)
A)neighbors
B) farnily
C) local businesses
D) non-Iocal businesses
E) local community groups
F) medical professionals
G) mental health professionals
H) Saivation Anny
1) Red Cross
J-) community church
K) Mennonite Disaster Committee
L) provincial govenunent (explain)
M) municipal govenunent
N) other (explain)
0) firiends

46.

Which services or institutions did you need during and after the flood?
(check as many as apply)
A) social services
B) mental health
C) bank
D) insurance Company
E) crop insurance
F) Emergency Measures Organization Claims Department
G) pastoral
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H)Saivation A m y
1) construction trade (plumber, elecrrician etc.)
J) Red Cross
K)other (please descriie)

47.

How much support in general did /do you feel fkom other commuuity members includiag local
businesses?
A) a lot of support

B) some support
C) a iittle support
D)no support

48.

How much support in general didldo you feel fkom the provincial government?
A) a lot of support

B) some support
C) a little support
D)no support

I'D LIKE TO ASK YOU A FEW GENERPLL QUESTIONS ABOUT RECOVERY AND CLEAN-UP
AFTER THE FLOOD

49.

Did you have clean-up to do on your personal property ?
A)yes B) no C) don? know D) refused

If no, go to question #61
If yes, how long did clean-up take?
a) 1-6 days
b) l-rlweeks
c) 1-2 months
d)stiIl continuing
anticipated end?
What clean-up problems/ hazards had to be
dealt with , if any?
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Which of these problems/hazards remaui?
NONE or

IF YOU HAVE BUSINESS PROPERIY IMPACTED BY THE FLOOD.. .
50.

Did you have clean-up to do on your business property ?
A) yes B) no C) don't know D) refüsed

If no, go to question fT 51
If yes, how long did clean-up take?

a) 1-6 days
b) 1-4weeks
c) 1-2 months
d)stiU continuing
antïcipated end?
What clean-up problemd hazards had to be
dealt with ?

Which of these problems/hazards remaïn?
NONE or

Are you considering or planning to A) relocate B) close down C) seli
result of the flood? (CIRCLEAS MANY AS APPLY)
A) yes B)no
C)don't know d) refused

your business or f m as a
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If yes, please explain?
What does this mean to you and your family?

LOOECING AT THE RECOVERY PERIOD AND BEYOND.,.

51.

Are any of your items lost~damagedin the flood irreplaceable?
A) yes B)no

C)donYth o w

D)refùsed

If yes, pIease briefly describe what they were?

What does their loss mean to you?

52.

Are you concerned about curent and future property values because of the flood?
A)yes B)no
C)donYtknow
D)refused

53.

Because of the flood, have you or considered or made plans to move residence permanently?
A)yes B)no
C)donlt know
D)refused

If yes, please explain.

What would this mean to you and your famiiy?

SOME FINAL QUESTIONS ABOUT THE OVERALL IMPACT OF TWE FLOOD ...
54.

PLEASE RANK ON A SCALE FROM 0-4 THE OVERALL IMPACT THE FLOOD HAS
HAD ON THE FOLLOWING ( O MEANS NO IMPACT AND 4 MEANS EXTEME W A C T )

A) your family life
Please explain
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B) what you feel are your priorities in life
Please explain

C) your view of your community

4

3

2

1

O

Please explain

D) your sense of fuiancial security

Please expIain

55.

Do you have any final comments you'd fike to make about the flood and its impact on you , your
family or community?

56.

Do you have any comments about the survey?
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SURVEY
Psychosocial Impacts of the 1997 Red River Valley Flood
SOCIODEMOGRAPEIIC INFORMATION
Gender (oERespondent):

A) M

Age:

A)

over 65

B)

55-64

C)

45-54

Dl

3 5-44

E)

25-34

F)

18-25

B) F

Highest Education Level Achieved:

A) university degree

B) community college graduate
C) some post-secondary
D) high school graduate
E) some high schooI
F) under grade 10
G ) other
Number of years in the Community
Number of years at Current Address
Do you ident*

c1osely with any particular ethnic or cultural group?

yes

no

refused
don? know

If yes, which one?
What is your main occupation?
Other occupation(s)?

W h o else lives in your household besides yourself?

How many , ifany, are children Le. under 18
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Graph 1: Water damage to home by stress since flood
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Graph 5: Social impacts (Y/N) by Community
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Graph 7: Adequate notice by level of stress during flood
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Graph 9: Adequate notice by level of stress since flood
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Graph 1O: 1+ moves (evacuation) by stress since flood
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Graph 11: 1+ moves (evacuation) by level of stress since flood
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Graph 13: Respondents reporting stress during flood above preflood levels
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Graph 15: Loss of irreplaceable items by community
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Graph 17: Sought counseling since flood by family confiict
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Graph 19: Sought counseling by arnount of respondent's lost
income
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Graph 23: Stress since flood by perceived support by
government (provincial)
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Graph 25: General health before flood
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Graph 27: Crosstabulation comparing health before and after
flood by estimate of damage ($)
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Graph 28: Crosstabulation of health before and after by length of
cleanup period
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Graph 29: Crosstabulation of health before and after flood by
loss of household income
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Graph 30: Crosstabulation of activism (worked with prior
community problem 1 worked with flood related problern in 1997)
by stress level since flood
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Graph 31: Type of community problem worked on after flood by
community
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Graph 33: Work re community problem post-flood by depression
during flood
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Graph 35: Work on community problern (post-flood) by trouble
coping during flood
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Graph 37: Prior flood experience by trouble coping during flood
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Graph 39: Trouble coping by arguments outside family
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Graph 41: Family members injured (YIN) by level of stress since
flood
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Graph 43: lrritability by arguments outside family
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Graph 44: Loss of irreplaceable items by level of stress postflood
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Graph 45: Loss of irreplaceable items by depression since fiood
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Graph 47: Crosstabulation of health before and after flood and
loss of irreplaceable items
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Graph 48: Chest pain by loss of irreplaceable items
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Graph 50: Loss of irreplaceable items by tingling in extremities
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Graph 52: Loss of irreplaceable items by tiredness
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Graph 54: Estimate of damage by tiredness since I during flood
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Graph 55: Depth of water in home by level of stress during flood
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Graph 56: Depth of water by stress level since flood
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Graph 57: Prior experience (first flood) by cornrnunity
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Graph 58: Prior experience helped with coping by comrnunity
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Graph 59: Contact with support network by community
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Graph 60: Contact with support network by stress level after
flood
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Graph 62: Crosstabulation of health before and after flood and
contact with support network
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Graph 63: Previous flood experience by stress during flood
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Graph 65: Businesses planning to close I relocate 1 seIl
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Graph 67: Property value concern by comrnunity
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Graph 69: Concern re property value by prior experience
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Graph 71: Counseiing sought by respondent or farnily member
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Graph 73: Perceived positive outcomes from flood by family
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Graph 75: Cleanup by stress postflood
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Graph 77: Positive outcomes for family by stress post-flood
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Graph 78: Adequate notice by stress during flood
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Graph 79: Crosstabulation of awareness of risk for flooding by
community
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Graph 80: Stress level post-flood by community
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Graph 81: Pie chart of flood related community problems
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Graph 82: Perceived support of community
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Graph 84: Perceived support from provincial government by
cornmunity
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Graph 86: Receipt alert notice by community
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Graph 88: Adequate notice of evacuation by level of stress
during flood
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Graph 89: How long on alert by community
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Graph 90: Crosstabulation of awareness of risk by level of stress
and by community
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Graph 91:Warning respondents felt they had by community
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Graph 93: Warning respondents felt they had by stress since
flood
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Graph 97: Arguments outside farnily and damages
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Graph 99: Number of respondents who took measures to protect
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Graph 101: Pie chart of respondent's "sense of control over life"
during peak of flood
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Graph 103: Pie chart of respondent's "fear" at peak of flood
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Graph 105: Pie chart of respondent's "anger" during the peak of
the flood
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Graph 109: Pie chart of respondent's "sense of dependency on
others" at tirne of interview
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Graph 113: Feelings of dependency on others at time of
interview and amount of damage sustained
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Graph 114: Pie chart of estimates of damage to home 1 property
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Graph 115: Estimate of damages to stress since flood
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Graph 117: Pie chart of personal losses no losses, replaceable,
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Graph 119: Crosstabulation of number of days evacuated and
quality of accommodation
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Graph 120: Estirnate of total lost household income due to flood
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Graph 121: Total household loss of income by stress since flood
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Graph 122: Expanded support network (YIN)
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Graph 123: Crosstabulation of stress since flood by general
health before and since flood
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Graph 124: Crosstabulation of health before and since flood and length of evacuation
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Graph 125: Gender of respondents (number and percentage)
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Graph 127: Highest education level attained by respondents
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Graph 129: Years at current address
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Graph 131: Children under age 18
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Graph 133: Pie chart of how respondents felt that warning
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Graph 135: Pie chart of respondent's experiencing more stress
than before the flood during the flood
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Graph 137: Pie chart of respondents with post-flood depression 1
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Graph 138: lrreplaceable items lost by depression since flood
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Graph 139: Arguments within the family by sought counseling
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Graph 140: Work on flood related community problem by water
damage
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Graph 141: Community by official notification of risk
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Graph 142: Lost income from job or livelihood (YIN)
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Graph 144: lncome Lost by Community
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Graph 145: Cornmunity by lost business revenue
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Graph 146: Number of days evacuated by stress since flood
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